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FIELD OPERATIONAL & ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION OF THE
AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT (AISI)

MAY 1988

CRITICAL TIME ELEMENTS

The times collected for various aspects of the AISI system's operations are considered to
be representative of the times that could be expected of a well trained crew who performs
survey activities every day. The times that would be expected of military survey crews
would be greatly dependent on their training and experience and on the existing conditions.
The times taken are based on interpretations of the criteria specified; as the exact meaning
or parameters to be measured were not always clear.

PREPARATION FOR MOVEMENT

Time 5 to 13.5 min. depending on how many prisms out,
etc.

PREPARATION FOR FIELD OPERATIONS SET UP

Distance 5 minutes (10 readings @ 6 sec per reading).

Direction (angular) 7 to 8 minutes depending on distance and number of
repetitions of the angles.

CONDUCT DATA COLLECTION

General concept This is very subjective as it takes "no time"
(nanoseconds) to transfer the data to the collector
once the readings have been registered by the
instrument. Therefore, the times have been
adjusted to allow for the time spent in getting
points located and set.

Distance 2 min

Direction (angular) 10 min (move from point to point)

Curve layout (per point) 1 min (25 ft station)

Planctabling I min (25 ft interval)

PROCESS FIELD DATA

General concept This is very subjective as there is time spent in
transfering the data. The amount will depend upon
the quantity to be transferred. Then there is time
to edit. Any further processing is dependent upon
what outputs are desired. Therefore, it is difficult
to allocate a specific time to this function.

Topographic I to 1.5 min per point to close a traverse

Construction Same as topographic
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f AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

(AISI)

ABSTRACT

The Automated Integrated Survey Instrument (AISI) is an electronic surveying

system capable of rapidly supplying the military surveyor with a single device that

records vertical and horizontal angles and distances. It will overcome his greatest

survey deficiency; lack of speed. As a total station concept, the AISI %ill perform

all required surveying functions formerly achieved with theodolites' and distance

measurirgWevices, (nd will perform them with greater accuracy and fewer errors. ---------

This survey speed deficiency was first identified in the Topographic Support

System (TSS) Required Operational Capability (ROC) in 1978, and again recognized

*in the May 1983 Combat Support Engineering and Mine Warfare, Mission Area

Analysis. Due to the inordinately high cost and sole source availability of an AISI

unit in 1978, a decision was made to postpone the procurement but not delete the

requirement. Later, after the Operational and Organizational (O&O) Plan for an

AISI was approved by TRADOC in October 1986, a market investigation was

conducted and a mission area analysis written disclosing that presently there were

AISI devices being manufactured which could meet the U.S. Army's needs, and at

much less cost than in 1978, The military units that can benefit most from the

AISI are the topographic survey units, topographic and intelligence teams, and

engineer construction units.

With the AISI requirement reconfirmed, operational and environmental

evaluations wer'e conducted on available. AISI units. The -results of these evaluations

- ,;,,~,~,y~id a s foi Z ,Z-ing the benefits to the Army in overcoming the -deficiency in

survey perations. Ezivirohmental tests -were performed and reported by a testing

laboratory, while the Tfield testing- was -shared by contractor personnel and Army



soldiers. The contractor personnel were novices to surveying while the soldiers had

considerable surveying knowledge and experience.
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I AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

(AISI)

PREFACE

Presently AISI units are satisfying land survey company requirements by

providing a "field to finish product" while saving time in field work, as well as

office computations and drafting. Such was substantiated by investigating various

manufacturers' suitability to meet Government requirements and by data gathering

interviews with several land survey companies. With this as a background, the time

was appropriate to conduct an evaluation of representative AISIs to determine their

ability to increase data acquisition speed, and superior accuracy.

Three different models of AISIs, considered most likely to meet the Army's

needs, vere candidates for the evaluation. These models were:

Cubic Precision; Model TIA

- Geodimeter Inc.; Systei:z 440 ....... Figures 1,2, & 3

- Wild Heerbrugg; Model T2000 ...... Figures 4,5, & 6

The operational and environmental evaluation would simulate those measurement and

data acquisition techniques considered basic for topographic, construction, prebattle,

battle, and postbattle surveys.

Previous to the evaluation, letters were sent out to the three candidate AISI

companies asking the degree that each AISI could' withstand the Government

required standard environmental tests. Resulting correspondence verified that both

the System 440 and Model T2000 should withstand environmental testing. In the

Model TIA case, it was stated that due to its unique and research character it was

not presently designed for environmental testing. As a result, only the System 440

and Model T2000 were considered for e\ .uation.
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AUTOMATED-INTEGRATED SUR-VEY-ING -INSTRUMENT

(AIS-)

INTRODUCTION

This report addresses the results of the environmental, reliability, and field

tests on two state-of-the-art survey instruments called the Automatic Integrated

Surveying Instrument (AISI). The instruments, selected from a market investigation,

automatically measure horizontal and vertical angles, and distances. A

microprocessor is incorporated in the AISI units to calculate all the above

measurements. The field survey results, malfunction codes, and prompting notations

are displayed on the AISI instrument panels as the survey continues. The recorded

data also can be routed to a portable data collector for later use in the office for

data reduction, plotting or printing.

The AISIs combine an electronic distance measuring instrument, electronic

digital theodolite and a microprocessor in one unit. Each instrument is about the

size of a present-day standard theodolite, and by virtue of the multi-functional

capability, weighs considerably more. The two AISIs tested were the Geodimeter,

Model 440 and the Wild Theodolite, Model T2000.

The environmental tests were conducted by a nationally recognized testing

contractor, while the reliability and field tests were performed by a private

contractor and enlisted soldiers as observers.

The objective was to conduct the aforementioned tests, using the two AISI

instruments, in order to ascertain their practical field utility, shortcomings and

possible improvements. The results, from the tests are to be utilized in the

following manner:

10
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1. To dctrffine to -w'hat degree the AISIs can withstand the specific

cnvironmcntal tests described in O/E/S Test Plan for Automated Integrated

S-urveying Instrumerit, (Volume Ii,-Topic l;buff pages).

2. To evaluatc how the test results- impact the Army's Test and Evaluation

MNastcr Plan for AISI (Volume- II, Topic 3, yellow pages), and the two Independent

Evaluation Plans for the Market Investigation of the AISI, Volume II (Topics 2,

white pages and 6, blue-pages). I

3. To supply insight, information, and the basis for alternate or new

requirements necessary for a more definitive AISI specification. i

This report documents the evaluation results from field, environmental and

reliability tests 'including conclusions and recommendations. The material presented

is self contained and in two volumes (test results and source data) requiring no data

or information other than that incorporated within the text.

I
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AUTOMA-TEDqINTEGR,,ATED-SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

TRAINING PROGRAM

The AISI-training program was formulated and conddcted based on the use of

qualified and experienced sur-vey-,persnnel-as trainees. Based on this starting point

and after discussion with the personnel to-be trained, a period of 8 hours maximum

was set aside for training- on each system- to be evaluated. The training was

conducted by the AISI manufacturers' representatives to assure that factual and

pertinent- information was taught.

The training program was structured to familiarize using personnel with the

capability and functional operation of each system and not to teach surveying

techniques. In addition; the use of data collection and transfer techniques was

discussed, but no actual data transfer operations were conducted as part of the

training program. This was. done- because the actual data transfer and processing

was planned to be performed .by data processing personnel with the

assistance/advice of the sur-veying personnel. This process was planned to take

advantage of available expertise.

Upon start of the field evaluation process, it was found that the

familiarization training had been sufficient to teach system operating techniques

necessary to perform the surveying processes planned. It was also discovered that

the instruction manuals received with- the system, which were being used for

ref erence during, the initial field learning stage, were difficult to use and were not

well organized.. The manual provided with, the Wild system Was pnrt;,,arly d"fficult

L
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to use Ibdause- of- its- attempt. to providb' inf6r.maioh on several possible AISI

dcnfigurations. This necessitated a great deal of page flipping back and forth to

correlate actions.

-As observers of the' evaluation prccss, three military personnel who were

trained and- experienced, survey.ors, -took part in a portion of the field procedures.

While these personnel were not part of the. evaluation team, their observations on

instrument -useability were requested. In all cases, -their comments, both verbal and

written, were: that trained surveyors should have little or no trouble learning to

use the instruments..

A training program as detailed by the various military training program

requirements document was not developed. Based on observation, it does not appear

that any problems should be encountered in training personnel to use the electronic

theodolite and electronic distance measuring equipment that were not encountered in

training surveyors on conventional equipment. The training of personnel in the use

of computers to process the data has not been addiessed, as no basis for evaluation

was available. It should be noted that all three military observers used the

computer to familiarize themselves with the various data reduction programs being

evaluated. They had no apparent trouble in using the computer to perform the

tasks and in using the computer to input -data for self-education purposes. This

indicates that no major problem should be encountered in training individuals in

data reduction.

The training aids to be used will be the actual equipment required to perform

the task -and should be considered adequate' Training aids that might be used to

conduct the training on the theoretical aspects of surveying have not been

addressed as-no basis-for their interface with the AISI system was available.

13 1.



A negative feature in the training is with the commercial manuals provided

with the systems. They will not serve well as training support items without

revision into a sirmipler and more relatable format.

[
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AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

(AISI)

TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION

The issue to be answered is as follows:

Is the technical documentation for the AISI accurate, comprehensive, and

effective? The historical documentation utilized during the evaluation consisted of

the commercial operator manuals that were provided with the systems.

WILD-HEERBRUGG SYSTEM

In the case of Wild, the documentation consisted of an operator's manual for

the instrument combined with some electronic distance measuring (EDM) device

instructions. The manual covered several models of each. In addition, there was a

small EDM manual, a data collector instruction manual, and a data processing

program manual. The only maintenance instructions included were on the coaxial

alignment of the telescope and EDM. The operator's manual describes the setup and

initialization of the instrument and a series of checks that can be performed to

verify instrument condition. It also describes the components and gives instructions

on how to assemble them into an operating system. The manual contains

instructions on setting various parameters on the instrnment and on how to take

and record measurement information as a block. It also provides instructions on

how to set various output formats. The manual covers battery strength indicators

and contains error message -translation. In addition, it contains a series of pocket-

sized caids containing short instructions and commands for the instrument, EDM,

and data terminal. These were found to be very helpful and provided the clerical

instructions in the documentation.

15
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A -major problem encountered was the inclusion of instructions for several

equipment configurations, that also included references between the many different

configurations for instructions -on like items. This caused a great deal of page

flipping during periods of familiarization. Basically, the instrument operator's

manual was--disorganized and lacked an index to help locate instructional items.

GEODIMETER

The Geodimeter system documentation contained a full-size operator's

instruction manual, a small operator's manual that goes in the instrument carrying

case, a data- collector operating manual, and a data reduction program instruction

manual. The instrument operator's manual was written in a relatively clear

straightforward manner. The instructions progressed through the setup and

initialization procedures step by step with illustrations showing what should appear

on the screen at each step. The illustrations, were good but could be improved by

highlighting- the action areas so they would stand out from the other information

displayed. This would eliminate possible confusion as to which command goes with

which response. The small operator's instruction manual contains essential operating

instructions in the same format as the large one. Therefore, the same remarks

apply.

The data collector's operator manual generally provides sufficient information

to collect the data, organize, and transfer it to the computer for further processing.

The manual is reasonably well written and is organized into sections of prepared

programs in instructions and forms for preparing user programs. There are example

illustrations to assist in user program preparation. In addition, the manual gives

instructions on possible means of transferring programs prepared on other media to

the data collectors. It also provides examples of various surveying programs for

[ 16



:practice- in using the data collector. The data collector manual has an -index and is

:gen. rally ed y to Use :in hIocating.,-the irifor-ration that is.desired.

The-computer software-instruction-manua is written on the premise that the

reader .has- some. knowledge of. computer operatig-ns. This -is a reasonable approach

given the material that must be covered. The manual, contents provide step-by-step

instructions by process to -be -performed. The instructions are easy to follow and

provide the user with required information to accomplish the tasks required to

process the data through to completion. Examplesof various output formats are

included to allow comparison. In- general, the manual - rrelates well with the

program and provides information not readily available through the program itself.

CUBIC

An evaluation of material provided with the Cubic system was not completed,

as the Cubic system was removed from evaluation before the midpoint was reached.

The reason for removal was the manufacturer's negative response to questions

concerning the ability of their equipment to pass planned environmental testing.

I
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AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

(AISI)

FIELD EVALUATION

The AISI field evaluation program was conducted to determine if the AISI

equipment configuration would satisfy the military surveying requirements for second

order type II work. The intent of the evaluation program was to validate the

manufacturers specifications in accuracy and time of performance and to check the

capability of the instruments and supporting hardware in their performance of

topographic and construction surveying tasks. A series of known surveying tasks

was developed for use in the evaluation, Figure 7. Analysis of the task list

indicated that it was not necessary to perform each of the tasks, as there was a

duplication of functions between various task elements (i.e. differences in elevation

for topographic work is similar to setting grade in construction work); therefore

data were not collected for every task. As a part of the field evaluation program

it was necessary to make use of various software programs (equipment

manufacturers and third party) to determine the compatibility of personnel,

hardware, and software. The analysis of the software is contained elsewhere, but

the products of the software are shown as attachments to the field evaluation.

To perform the field evaluation, the commercial surveying firm of Grissom

Associates was selected. Mr. Evert Grissom, a registered land surveyor conducted

all aspects of the field evaluation. Mr. Grissom's qualifications are detailed in

Appendix B. In addition, three personnel from the Defense Mapping School at Ft.

Beivoir, VA acted as observers of the field evaluation program. In this capacity the

three personnel performed data collection and some data reduction actions to

develop a "hands-on feel" so that their observations and comments would have

[ 18



EVALUATION SURVEY TASKS

1. Baseline

2. Accuracy

3. Horizontal Curve

4. Three Station Traverse

5. Four Station Traverse

6. Four and Three Station Traverse

7. Sun Shot

8. Star Shot

9. Maximum Range

10. Miscellaneous

11. Manual Input

12. Topographic

FIGURE 7

19 ii
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I
validity. Copies of the observations made by two of the three observers are in

Appendixes C & D to the field evaluation report. Due to military requirements and

a personal emergency, a report from thethird observer was not available.

The field evaluation was conducted using a course laid out at the Belvoir

RD&E Center Test Area, Fort Belvoir, VA. The course consists of a four station

traverse, a three station traverse plus a connection to station four of the baseline,

and a horizontal curve. In addition, the astronomical shot evaluation was conducted

at Fort Belvoir because there was an available location from which the coordinates

were verified. To determine the distance measuring accuracy of the systems, a

baseline was established at Fort Belvoir and certified by a crew from the National

Geodetic Survey on 18 March 1987. To establish maximum distance performance, a

7 kilometer shot was established by personnel of the 82nd Engineer Co. (SVY) on 20

February 1987. The baseline was located in Prince William County, Virginia with

one station approximately 2.5 miles west of the town of Hickory Grove, VA, and the

second approximately 2.1 miles northeast of the town of Woolsey, VA. The

instrument used to establish the baseline distance was a WILD DI-20.

The field evaluation was started by giving the field crew orientation training

on the various instruments that they would be using. Because the crew was

experienced in survey procedures, it was determined that a maximum of 8 hours

training would be all that was required for AISI operation. This training was

conducted by the manufacturers' representatives and covered: the basic setup and

operating procedures of the instrument, the standard data collection format set up

by the manufacturer, and the steps necessary to customize the data collection

format to accommodate data processing by third party software or to allw the

incorporation of data collection formats the user might require. As a portion of

the training, the interface requirements for data transfer for processing were

20
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discussed. -While, the- requirements; were not such as to necessitate the use of a

computer expert to accomplish, the data transfer and processing, it was decided that

a person qualif-ied in-data -processing would-be used, but data verification would be

done by surxcy- personnel. 'No problems were, encountered during the training phase.

,Howeveri was determined that the instructional material provided as a part of the

system (i.e, operating- manuals, etc.) were not well designed and would present

problems when used during the field evaluation.

Upon completion of the- training, phase- the- field crew was prepared to start

conducting actual survey activities -to gather -data for demonstration of the systems'

capabilities to satisfy stated requirements. The conduct of the maximum range

evaluation was planned to be incorporated into the schedule whenever the

atmospheric conditions appeared satisfactory. Field operations were conducted when

atmospheric conditions permitted as in any survey activity. However, because the

field crew also, had to perform scheduled contracted commercial jobs as part of

making a living, the inclement weather impact was greater than it otherwise might

have been. Once in the field, it became apparent that some small amount of time

would be required for the crew to really get a feel for the system they were

employing. in addition, the actual productivity of the crew was lessened by having

to go from the instruments and procedures they used on the job to those for the

evaluation. This factor is considered to have contributed to some false starts and

incomplete or incorrect format use. No-blame can be attached to the equipment as

it performed as programmed in each case. The standardization of equipment and its

use in training the military surveyor. will eliminate a possibility of having to use _
one type of equipment on the job and another in training.

Initial activities, of the field crew were to, determine that the instruments to

be used were operdting within manufacturers' specifications. This was done through

the u§dof a level trier for check of the automatic compensator function and a

211



-horjzonfal -- ndL vertical C611imationRcheck. Results-ofithcse checks are not reported

as they servedonly -to- verifyo-the- correctness-of the equipment condition, not its

Ierformance- captbility. -Once it had- -been determined that the equipment was

operating,-within specifcaiations, 'the-actual fieldactivities were started.

The initial- field operations were to run distance measurements over the

baseline established at Fort Belvoir. Ten measurements were made for each distance

,for each instrument. The .results -of -the -measurements- are shown in Appendix J-l.

Upon completion -of -the distance measurement=-program, a- series of horizontal and

vertical reversion measurements .were made. Six -direct and reverse readings were

taken on each instrument by three separate teams of personnel. The results of

these readings are shown in Appendix J;.2. At the conclusion of these readings, the

routine type survey actions- to be demonstrated; were started. During the conduct

of these actions, horizontal and vertical angles Nrere turned, distances measured,

coordinates carried, elevations calculated and/or carried forward, automatic and

manual point incrementation used, instrument to data recorder and data recorder to

instrument transfer completed, and the changing of data recording format

accomplished. Results of the various survey procedures are contained in Appendixes

J3 through J12. T. ,ults for specific parameters are shown as answers to the

specific criteria contained in the independent evaluation requirements. As a general

statement the systems-met the requirements for second order type II survey.

The evaluation started with-three -systems available for use. The initial check-

out and -the :baseline and -reversion procedures Were conducted on all three systems.

Upon entry into the routine field procedures, a letter was sent to each of the

equipment manufacturers detailing- -the environmental tests that -, crc to be

conducted and- -requesting comments::as to -the-ability of their equipment to pass

such tests. Two affirmative-responses were received. A third response indicated

thaecompany's dquipment was c0nsidered, highly sensitive and had not been designed

[ 22'



-to survive -under -the conditions -being imposed- (MIL-STD-8 10). At this point the

third systemr was -considered- -unacceptable and was -removed- from further

consideration as a candidate: item.. Therefore, the evaluation results contain data

from only two systems,, and the response to the .independent evdltOtion- questions

are based on. the two systems.

During the maximum range, evaluation (7 kin) in 1987 only the Wild T2000

passed the initial trial. The Geodimeter -440 system would not measure the maximum

distance using the amount of prisms stated by the requirements or by the

manufacturer. An inquiry placed, with the- manufacturer disclosed that diodes us-d

in the system under evaluation had been- found to- be defective in that initially th,

performed to specifications but in a short time their performance deteriorated to

about 60% of specification with a consequent deterioration of instrument

performance. Th'e manufacturer further stated that action to solve the problem was

under way and that more information would be furnished later on. In late 1987 the

manufacturer's representative indicated that instruments, with new circuitry

components were available and a new instrument would- be provided, on loan, to

perform a maximum range evaluation. The instrument was furnished, and in late

February 1988 with favorable atmospheric conditions, equipment and personnel, the

Geodimeter 440 with newly installed diodes was tested, and instrument performed

satisfactorily, meeting all requirements. The instrument used is the standard one

currently offered for sale to any buyer. The company is currently in process of
I

taking corrective action on all instruments sold that contained defective
components.

It should -be noted that neither system passed' the radiated emission test.

, 1inqu:ry h'as btii niade to each manufacturer as to possible reasons for failure, and

if corrective action is to be taken. As to-date, no response had been received. t
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Performance characteristics and manufacturers' specifications for each system

are contained in Figures 8A & 8B and 9A & 9B. Because the evaluation was

performance oriented, the manufacturers' specifications were accepted as being valid.

24
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AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

(ALS1)

ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS

Environmental tests were conducted in the summer 1987 by the National

Technical Systems (NTS), D.C. Division, State Route 748, Hartwood, Virginia, upon

the Geodimeter model 440, and Wild model T2000 Automated Integrated Surveying

Instrument (AISI), total stations. Purpose of conducting these tests was to

determine the AISIs' conformance to the requirements specified in the

Operational/Environmental/Suitability Test Plan for the AISI (Volume II, Topic 1,

buff pages).

Tests conducted were: high and low temperature operation, high and low

temperature storage, humidity, sand and dust, rainfall, instrument vibration (in and

out of case), solar radiation, and shock (in transport case). The Geodimeter

instrument passed all tests except vibration out of case which was terminated. The

Wild instrument failed the rainfall test. in that there was water in the transport

carrying case. During the shock test and vibration in case test, the EDM

misaligned. The vibration out of case test for both instruments was terminated

almost immediately by the Radian Inc. representative, to prevent instruments from

being shaken to destruction. No damage resulted to Geodimeter, but Wild EDM

misaligned (corrected by Radian representative). The test was not considered

representative of true environmental conditions. Both instruments received~i

functional tests after each of the environmental tests to confirm AISI repeatability.
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Summaries of the tests are presented below., A detailed description is in on

NTS's Environmental Test report Volume II, Topic 4, pink pages. The tests start on

page 2 of that report and progress to page 8. Pages beyond that identify test

equipment used, the manufacturer, the numbering of the equipment, calibration date

and due date. Temperature and vibration plots are illustrated, followed by a "Notice

of Deviation" (vibration test termination) and photographs of equipment under test.

The test data supporting the environmental tests are also included. The test

summaries below are identified by the following headings:

Heading Description

(1) Item No ............... Chronological numbering of the tests.

(2) NTS Page No ............ Page number of the NTS test report

describing the particular test in detail.

(3) Environmental Test ..... .. The name of the environmental test in the

above NTS report. Also shown is the

corresponding test number (roman) as it

appears in the O/E/S Test Plan.

(4) Test Results ... ........ This column contains the results of the

environmental tests of the two AISIs.
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AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

(AISI)

ELECTROMAGNETC INTERFERENCE TESTS

The electromagnetic interference (EMI) tests were conducted by the NTS at

their Acton, Massachusetts test facilities in late summer, 1987. One each of the

Geodimeter, model 440 and the Wild, model T2000 were tested. These tests were

performed under contract to Radian Inc. The contractor prepared a test report that

also contains laboratory readings. The O/E/S Test Plan Volume II, Topic 1, buff

pages lists test paragraph X.XVIII, as guidance for the EMI tests. The test as

performed by the contractor was in two parts; radiated interference electric field,

and magnetic field susceptibility. The results are summarized below with the column

headings defined as follows:

(1) Item No ............... Chronological numbering of the tests.

(2) NTS EMI Page No ...... .. Page number of the NTS test report

describing the particular test in detail.

(3) EMI Test ............. Name of the test. Also, is the

corresponding test number (roman) as it

appears in the O/E/S Test Plan.

(4) Test Results ... ........ This column contains the results of the EMI

test of the two AISIs.
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-FIELD OPERATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION

(AISI)

OPERAILONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL, TESTING-

RELIABILITY TESTS

Both AISI systems were subjected to a Mean-Time-Between-Failurc (MTBF)

series of tests and a continuous Electronic Cycling test as defined in O/E/S Test

Plan, Volume II, Topic 1, buff pages, paragraph XXXV. The MTBF tests were

conducted in the open, on-.a plot of ground adjacent to the contractor's plant. The

Electronic Cycling tests were performed by a certified testing laboratory under the

supervision of the contractor. The test methodology and results follow.

MEAN-TIME-BETWEEN FA . E

These AISI 20-mission r., bility tests consisted of 10 cycles of the following

profile:

a. Start with the equipment packed for transport.

b. Unpack and set-up the equipment for operation over a known baseline.

c. Perform 10 readings.

d. Dismantle the equipment and repack for transport.

e. Perform manual transport function for not less than 5 feet and return to

original position.

A known baseline, figure 10, was layed-out and staked by a registered

professional land surveyor and utilized for the MTBF testing. The reliability checks

were made by sighting on two of the three staked targets, A, B, and C, from each

of the traverse points: #1 and #2, which were more than 5 feet apart. Sightings

were made to two of the targets from each traverse point on an alternate basis:

36
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OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION

(AISI)

05.7 e 3,;-0e

RELIABILITY SYSTEM TEST TRA VERSE
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e.g. sight on A, then sight on B; sight on A, sight on C. Proper mechanical AISI

functioning and identical electronic distance measurements were considered basic

proof of reliable operation. After each 10 readings the AISI units were packed and

moved from one traverse.point to the other thus performing the transport function.

Each series of tests was accomplished by three professional draftsmen who

never had any experience with either total station surveying or electronic distance

measuring equipment. During this test phase each of the men operated both the

T2000 and System 440 AISI units. After each 10-reading cycle the AISIs were

packed, moved at least 5 feet (from traverse point #1 to #2 and vice versa),

unpacked, and set-up for operation. This procedure was followed precisely for a

total of 2,060 individual readings.

Previous to the data gathering for reliability (MTBF), each of the men was

given one half day's training with both AISI instruments. This consisted of

individual AISI operation for angle, distance, and slope measurements, auxiliary

battery hookup and operation, and instruction manual familiarization. There was no

need for further instruction.

ELECTRONIC CYCLING

The Electronic cycling tests were conducted for both the model T2000 and

System 440 AISI total station units. Test procedures were governed by the

requirements of paragraph XXXV, reliability of, O/E/S Test Plan, (Volume II, Topic

1, buff pages). In order to have uninterrupted testing, it was necessary to design

and construct two individual fixtures, one for each AISI unit, to perform the

mandatory automatic sequencing operations, during the consecutive seven day (168

hour) test.
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The fixtures were attached to the body of each AISI unit and incorporated

electric solenoids specially positioned over the keyboard in order to activate the

necessary buttons in the correct sequence. Sequential operation was controlled by

an electronic rotary programmer.

Some difficulty was experienced in setting up the AISIs due to the peculiarity

of the electronic systems. In the case of the System 440, it would turn itself off

after making the distance measurements. In a like fashion the T2000 would revert

back to a save-energy mode and shut itself down. In order to overcome these

shutdown modes it was essential that the sequential operation in Figure 11 be

implemented.

The AISIs were placed simultaneously in an environmental chamber at 13

degrees C. External 12v power was utilized by both AISIs during the entire test

period. As required by paragraph XXXV, reliability, the testing was cyclical in

nature and consisted of a repetitive cycle set of 10 minutes duration as follows:

Summary of Cvcling

1. Turn AISIs on

2. Press buttons as shown in Figure 11.

3. AISIs programmed for 9 minutes and 30 seconds of readings

4. AISIs shutdown for 30 seconds (10 minutes elrosed time)

5. AISIs started again automatically for a repeat cycle of 10 minutes

6. Repeat cycle for 168 hours

When the AISIs were placed in the environmental chamber, individual prism

targets were placed- at ,,c chaMber walis and used for measurement purposes. The

prisms were each aligned and a test recording of the distance obtained. Once the

individual AISI distance measurements were repeatable, the reliability testing began.
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As the testing proceeded, measurement distances on the AISI panels were observed

and recorded once every hour during the day time, and as available during the

evening and early morning. Continuous repetitive individual readings confirmed

proper operation. The planned period of testing, measuring, and recording then

continued unabated for 168 hours (7 days).

4
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AISI RELIABILITY TEST FUNCTION PROCEDURES

Consecutive functions necessary to commit each AISI instrument to recycling

measurement operation.

GEODIMETER

Consecutive Functions

Switch ON

Press F
Press 22
Press Enter
Press 0
Press Enter

* (PPM) Press Enter
**(OFFSET) Press Enter

***(HA) Press Enter
Press TRK
Press A/M

Switch OFF

WILD

Consecutive Functions

ON

Set
Mode
9
5
Run
I
Run
Rep
Dist

OFF

*Parts Per Million Error
**Alignment OFFSET

**',Horizontal Angle

FIGURE I I
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FIELD OPERATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION

(AISI)

ISSUES AND QUESTIONS.

These issues have been taken from various affiliated Army reports. In order

to make referencing easy, each issue is listed by its original notation. Specifically,

the origin of the issues is as follows:

ISSUES DOCUMENT SOURCE PAGES

13.3.1 13.3.12 TECOM LEP - SEPT 87 VOLUME 11, TOPIC 2 WHITE

6.31 - 6.8 TECOM IEP - SEPT 87 VOLUME II, TOPIC 2 WHITE

7.1 - 7.4 TECOM IEP - SEPT 87 VOLUME II, TOPIC 2 WHITE

2.0 - 2.2.8.2 USAES IEP - AUG 87 VOLUME II, TOPIC 6 BLUE

T-1 - T-12 BRDEC TEMP - JUNE 87 VOLUME II, TOPIC 3 YELLOW

0-1 - 0-9 BRDEC TEMP - JUNE 87 VOLUME II, TOPIC 3 YELLOW

[



TEST AND EVALUATION COMMAND

(TECOM)

INDEPENDENT EVALUATION PLAN ISSUES AND ANSWERS

13.3.1 Does AISI meet the performance requirements for topographic and construc-

tion surveys as specified in the AISI O&O Plan and the Topographic Support System

ROC, during day and night operations? The following characteristics will be

included:

a. Minimum and maximum range

b. Horizontal, slope, and zenith distance measurement accuracy

c. Horizontal and vertical angle measuring accuracy

d. Optical capabilities

13.3.1.1 Criteria

a. The AISI is required to perform the following mission profile: To provide

horizontal coordinates, elevations, azimuths, and hard copy output using field survey

methods at the accuracy required for accomplishing the theater geodetic,

topographic, construction, and artillery and fire missions.

b. AISI equipment must have illuminated reticle for night observations.
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c. Topographic characteristics desired are as follows:

(1) Distance measuring capabilities: range of from 2 meters to 14 km (O&O

is expected to change to 7 kin) with modular capability to 20 km and with a digital

output of I mm with an accuracy of +/-5 mm and +3 ppm.

Distance measuring requirements have been changed to 2 m to 7 km range

with no modular capability extension. The evaluation conducted disclosed that both

systems can measure distances starting with the prism against the instrument.

However the Wild system telescope does not focus at less than 1.7 meters and the

Geodimeter telescope does not focus at less than 1.7 meters. The Wild system

measured 7099.629 meters SD using 8 prisms. Refer to Appendix J9 for field data.

Initially the Geodimeter system would not measure 7 km using the prescribed prism

count, but did measure the distance with 16 prisms. The manufacturer subsequently

determined that defective internal components had been used, which in some cases

caused stabilization at about 60% operating capacity. The manufacturer called in

the defective equipment, and provided a new instrument for evaluation. It measured

7099.640 meters SD using 8 prisms. Refer to Appendix J9 for field data.

The digital output of both systems is to the 3rd decimal place when in the

active measure mode, and thus measures to 1 mm.

The accuracy of both systems fall within the + 5mm +3ppm requirement.

Refer to Appendix JI1 for field data.

(2) Tracking mode with a response time of I second or less.

In the tracking mode the Wild averaged 1.328 seconds per measurement. The

Geodimeter averaged 1.075 seconds ae' ---.-;.. nr©fer W Appendix M10 for

field data.
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(3) Angle-measuring accuracy: electronic incremental reading of horizontal

and vertical readout with an accuracy of 1.0 seconds with a measuring time of less

than 0.5 second.

The angular readings of the systems are incremental in nature and may be

put into either sexagesimal or decimal readings depending oil desired output. The

standard error of the Wild system was found to be +1.074" in the horizontal mode

and +0.6,36" for the vertical mode. The standard error of the Geodimeter system

was found to be +1.488" in horizontal and +1.02" in vertical. Measuring time was

determined on the basis of having turned the angle and sighted on the target prism

to starting measuring time. This was successful for the Wild system and the time

to measure in single mode was determined to be 0.8 second with continuous update

approximately every 0.4 seconds. The Geodimeter reads on a continuous basis and

therefore when you turn an angle and sight the target, the angular reading is

available. To record, the REC button must be pushed. This process takes

approximately six seconds. Refer to J10 for field data.

(4) Optical capabilities: illuminated reticle for night observations; telescopic

magnification of 30 to 40 power erect image for angle measurements; minimum focus

of 2 meters or less for angle measurements.

Both systems have illumination for night operation and was demonstrated by

their use in making star shots. All images observed were erect. The telescope

magnification was not determined.

4I
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d. Construction Survey Capabilities. The construction device should have the

same capabilities as the topographic device with the following exceptions:

(1) Range: from 2 meters to 2 km with a digital output in feet or meters

readable to 1 mm or 0.005 foot.

Reference 13.3.1.1.c(1). Also output can be shown in feet or meters.

(2) Angle measurement: electronic incremental reading of horizontal and

vertical readout with an accuracy of 30 seconds with a measurement time of less

than 0.5 second.

Reference 13.3.1.1.c(3)

13.3.2 Does AISI meet the mission requirements for operation, storage, and

transportation in all the expected environments, including nuclear high altitude

electromagnetic pulse (EMP) and can the AISI be decontadminated?

13.3.2.1 Criteria

a. Ambient temperature range of -5 Deg F to 120 Deg F.

The two systems were subjected to temperature extremes ranging from -5

degrees F to + 122 degrees F with no adverse effect on the operation of either

unit. It was not possible In ambient temperatures existent in the evaluation area to

reach these temperatures so they were generated in laboratory environments. Refer

to the environmental evaluation report for temperature extreme data; Volume II,

Topic 4, pink pages.

I.4
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b. The AISI will be expected to be used in the Hot, Basic, and Cold climatic

design types as defined by AR 70-38, Table 2-1, and MIL-STD-210B.

Refer to "a" above, and to same environmental evaluation report.

c. The AISI will have the same transportability characteristics as present

transportable (mobile) survey instruments. Field parties normally use 5/4-ton CUCV

vehicles, 1/4-ton trucks, and 5-ton tractor vehicles for conducting surveying

operations.

Military vehicles were not available to evaluate transportability requirements;

however, the equipment was subjected to transport type vibration, and drop test to

determine its performance for survivability. It was determined that the instruments

outside of there carrying cases will not survive transport unless special precautions

are taken. In their transport cases during tests they survived all transport type

vibration and drop testing, although the Wild system EDM mounting adapter was

damaged because the EDM was left attached during the drop tests. On-site

correc-:ve action consisting of removing two small metal burrs with emery cloth

cleared the problem. Contact with the manufacturer disclosed that a positive

locking sy'tem had been developed for the pincher type mounting of the EDM to

the telescope which should eliminate or significantly reduce the potential for

damage if dropped with the EDM mounted on the telescope. Additionally, the

instruments were transported in commercial vans to and from the evaluation site,
-J

and, to and from the environmental test site. Travel to and from the evaluation

site was approximately 50 miles round trip. An average of two trips per week were I
made for a period of 8 weeks for, a total transport of 800 miles. Travel was on

highway approximately 95% of the distance and an uaimproved surface the

remainder. The travel to and from the environmental test site was approximately j
110 miles round trip, and was all highway travel. No instrument damage or
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deterioration occured. It should be noted that the support item such as tripods,

stakes, tapes and other equipment will not change with the introduction of the

AISI.

13.3.3 Arc the measured data automatically calculated, displayed, stored, and

available for transfer and is the AISI compatible with software and external

microprocessors for further production of survey functions?

13.3.3.1 Criteria

a. Calculation functions:

(i) Automatically performs horizontal and vertical angle measurements,

horizontal distance measurement, and slope and zenith distance measurements.

The systems do not automatically perform angular measurements, but rather

automatically read and display angular measurements once the operator has

determined that proper angle tu~rning and target sighting has been accomplished.

The operator must cause the measurement to be taken and recorded. The same is

true for distance measurement. No measurement can be taken and recorded until

the target has been correctly sighted and the operator causes the function to be

accomplished. Both systems can perform either horizontal or slope distance

measurements. If slope distance is desired, the reading is taken and displayed on

the instrument panel. For horizontal distance, the reading was taken as slope

distance and reduced to horizontal prior to display. To obtain horizontal distance,

certain basic data such as occupied point elevation, height of instrument and height

of target must 'U eniered to allow calculation. Zenith distance can be measured

Lwithout special attachments by setting the vertical circle reading to zero (vertical)
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then rotating the telescope until the target is sighted, and then reading the vertical

arc circumscribed. It must be noted that the tilt up/down for the Geodimeter is in

degrees +40/-70 (with elbow +55/-75) and the Wild is +48/-55(+90/-55)).

(2) Preprogrammed field calculations and storage.

The intent of the criteria Is not clear but neither instrument allows the

entry of user developed programs into the instrument itself (i.e. a program to do a

horizontal curve cannot be entered into instrument memory and called up for use in

the field). There are routines available in the instrument to which data can be fed

from the data collector (e.g. stakeout). The data collectors may be user programed

to perform limited field calculations.

(3) Built-in corrections for curvature, refraction, and slope.

Both instruments contain automatic corrective factors for curvature and

refraction. In addition, the instruments have distance corrective factors for

atmospheric and prism affect. For the atmosphere, the Wild system has corrective

factors from -999/+999 ppm while the Geodimeter has -60/+195. For prism effect,

the Wild has -99/+99 while the Geodimeter has -999/+999 ppm. Both instruments

display distance in horizontal measure if set for that mode. The verticle

measurement is taken as slope and reduced before display.

(4) Ability to compensate for eccentricity of the instrument.
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b. Data storage and display functions:

(1) 60-kilobyte memory.

(2) Alphanumeric keryboard.

Both systems have alphanumeric keyboards. Refer to photographs, figures 2

and 5. The Wild system is a through mode keyboard that has its functions coded

by color keyed to the function key that establishes the mode.

(3) 16-column display.

The instruments have display functions as follows:

(a) Wild - A through window display that uses one of the windows for

informational purposes and two of the windows for data display. If horizontal and

vertical Pngles are required, the distance is then displayed on the EDM screen. The

data display has 7 columns/windows.

(b) The Geodimeter data display is a three line single window display.

Because the EDM Is lntegral, the distance Is displayed with the angular

measurements. The display area has 16 columns/lines.
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(4) Minimum operating time of 16 hours.

The operating time of each system is dependent on usage and which battery

of those available that is being used. The on board battery in each case is used as

a basis for comparison. The batteries are rated at 2 amp-hours each. This gives a

reading capability of about 400 points. This capability was not evaluated in the

field, as no 400 shot program was attempted. During the reliability check

evaluation it was found that the batteries would not last for 400 readings. The

question of possible "memory set" in the batteries must be considered because the

batteries had repeatedly been run through cycles of less than full discharge to full

charge prior to the reliability check.

(5) Data storage and retention of 1,500 hours.

Both instruments have the capability of data storage and retention. The

time that this capability will function was not evaluated because of the length of

the required memory. However, the type used should clearly meet this requirement.

The bubble memory, which the instruments contain, does not go blank when power

is turned off. The exact period of time they retain memory is not known, but they

are used in light weight portable computers when a disk drive would be too bulky

or too fragile. It is not unreasonable for the memory to hold for 1500 clock hours.

It should be noted that this Is a 62.5 day period and present practice would

preclude giving such a long period of time without transferring the data to a

permanent media such as a disk storage.

(6) Direct data recording and dumping.

The exact measuring of these criteria Is not clear, but data read are

recorded when read. The data can either be stored in the instrument or In the
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data recorder. The data can be transferred from the instrument into a computer

directly. Both systems contain programs that will accomplish this data transfer.

(7) Ability to store and lay out precomputed distances.

As part of manufacturers software, it is possible to calculate distances on

the computer and then transfer these distance calculations to the instrument for

layout in the field. The same process can be accomplished by interfacing through

the data collector.

(8) Ability to lay out precomputed right/left deflection angles.

As in 7 above, the right/left deflection angles for a curve can be computed

and transferred electronically to the instrument for layout in the field. Refer to

Appendix J3 for the calculated curve and the deflection angles. These angles were

then transferred to the instrument and laid out.

(9) Capable of measuring and layout of vertical angles, zenith distance, and

percent of slope.

Verticle angles can be measured as evidenced by the traverse run. As with

horizontal angles and distances, vertical angles can be precomputed and transferred

for layout.

Zenith distance can be measured on the Wild system using a right angle

eyepiece, while the Geodimeter system can measure because it reads angles

continuously and can therefore be set to a 180 degree reading by observing the

vertical angle readout.

The percent slope capability is not a direct function. This capability is

achieved through normal elevation, slope distance and horizontai distance

calculation.
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(10) LCD display readable in daylight or dark.

Both systems have LCD displays that can be read in daylight. At night both

systems have light ill..,. nation on the display windows. The light intensity can be

adjusted to accommoaace ambient light conditions or to control the visibility of the

light in restricted conditions.

c. Data transfer and compatibility with microprocessors and software designed

for processing of surveying functions:

- RS232/V24 interface to computer system.

Data were read into the data collector and then transferred to the computer.

Refer to Appendices J5, J6, & J12 for examples of the data. The interface is

through the RS232 port on the computer, and the connectors on the instruments/

data collectors.

13.3.4 Do the available microprocessors, software, and peripheral equipment

interface with AISI to provide the required printouts and plots of surveying

functions?

13.3.4.1 Criteria

a. AISI will require the availability of a microcomputer, printer, minimum 24-

inch wide drum plotter (multi-pen). and modules of software data rcductioa ald

processing routines for Construction and Topographic survey products. These

necessary support peripherals will be located at existing central reduction facilities

for use by multiple AISI users. AISI software must be compatible with both the
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AISI and with the peripheral equipment. AISI peripherals and accessories should be

introduced into the equipment inventory to support AISI in the same manner and at

the same time AISI becomes part of the inventory, and be subject to the same

evaluation and training requirements as AISI.

(1) External microprocessor capabilities.

- Fully MS/DOS compatible with AISI and other peripherals.

- Direct interface with the data storage device.

- Direct interface to a printer and plotter.

- Must be fully compatible with microprocessor.

- Software package shall consist of a full range of available, AISI

compatible geodetic, topographic, and construction engineering programs.

External microprocessor (computers).

The software packages used during the evaluation were MS-DOS compatible.

This is evidenced by the fact that the software was run on IBM compatible

machines which use the MicroSoft Disk Operating System as the machine operating

system. The peripherals used were a Panasonic printer and a Nicolet plotter. No

problem in interface with the computer software was surfaced.

The instruments for both systems hook directly to the data collector through

the use of cables. The data collector, when disconnected from the instrument,

connects dlhectly to the computer through the use of cables. The computer is

connected to the printer and plotter through normal cable hookups. In the case of

the set-,,n at,d far .a.iuatiln., an A-B swiich box was used to allow the

maintenance of cable hookup with accessibility to either printer or plotter are

required. No problems with compatibility of software or hardware were

encountered. Data transfer from instrument to data collector to computer and
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reverse were accomplished without difficulty. The software packages used contained

routiues for use in geodetic, topographic and construction tasks. These were for

evaluation only but demonstrate the fact that through proper software selection,

required tasks can be performed using the available programs.

(2) Plotter characteristics.

- Must be fully compatible with microprocessor.

- Must work with a minimum size format of 24 by 30 inches.

- Should have a multi-pen capability for different colors and pen sizes.

Plotter characteristics.

The Nicolet plotter used in the evaluation was compatible with the computer

used. Refer to informational plots in Appendix J12A for plotter output. The

plotter evaluated can work at 24 x 30 inches, although that capability was not

activated during the evaluation. The plotter used during evaluation had multiple

capability which allows different color at different line weight selection.

13.3.5 Does the AISI meet the established reliability requirements and, if not, what

impact will this have on mission requirements?

13.3.5.1 Criteria

a. Quantitative reliability requirements will be established and included when the

RAM Rationale Report (RRR) is completed. However, the AISI must have a high

probability of completing the following mission requirements:

5
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(1) The topographic surveyor furnishes field artillery weapons positioning

and azimuth control on a continuing basis 12 hours per day, 7 days per week during

wartime operation. Peacetime duties normally consist of solidifying and densifying

control as needed for 10 hours per day, 5 days per week.

The criteria for the topographic surveyor output was not evaluated, however,

given the capability of the instrument and the lack of failures during the evaluation

it appears probable that mission performance would be at a very high level of

reliability. The problem of having sufficient batteries to operate on such a schedule

is considered operational and not system related. Each system accumulated some

450 hours of time (18.75 days) in operation. The time in operation is considered to

be that time in which power was applied to the instrument.

(2) Construction surveyors in wartime run route reconnaissance, surveying

bridges, roads, airfields, culverts, etc., for 12 hour days, 7 day weeks. During

peacetime operations, the only difference is that the time is shortened to 10 hour

days and 5 day weeks.

The same rationale that applied to topographic requirements from a reliability

standpoint also apply to construction survey tasks.

13.3.6 Does the logistics supportability plan for the AISI system (AISI with support

equipment and software) satisfy mission needs and what is the impact on the overall

logistics supportability if any of the elements listed below are not met?

The maintenance concept proposes that contractor support would be required

to maintain and repair the system(s) selected for use by the military. Based on

information provided by the manufacturer there are world wide networks of support

that would be available to users of the systems under evaluation. Given that a
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support structure operated by manufacturers exists to support commercially used

instruments in various locations of the world, it should not be difficult to receive

support for similar instruments used by the military.

Should the decision be made that the military will support the equipment

through its own maintenance and supply system, then initial stockage of repair parts

would have to be based on manufacturers' recommendations with the normal

development of technical manuals and logistical data base information being

accomplished as part of the acquisition process. Given the world wide use of the

systems evaluated and the past record of the manufacturers, the availability of

support appears to be fairly certain.

13.3.6.1 End Item Requirement

a. Criteria.

(1) The operation and maintenance (whatever level required) must be

performed by military personnel without contractor support. The maintenance ratio

will be no more than 0.05.

(2) The operators will be able to service the AISI in 15-30 minutes.

Military personnel were not used in the evaluation except as observers. The

observers were allowed to use the instruments to develop a feel for them. The

maintenance ratio of .05 (3 min per hour of operation) was met during the

evaluation, as no problems requiring maintenance actions were encountered. The

equipment was operated In temperatures reaching 90+ degrees F, in rain showers, in

high humidity and in temperatures in the 45-50 degree F range.
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13.3.6.2 Supply Support

a. Criteria.

(1) Repair parts will be authorized in adequate quantities and diversity at

the appropriate maintenance levels.

No repair parts were used during the evaluation.

(2) Repair parts will be consistent with the Maintenance Allocation Chart

(MAC), Repair Parts and Special Tools List (RPSTL), and skills required to install

and align parts.

No MAC, RPSTL or skilled military personnel were used during the

evaluation.

13.3.6.3 Technical Data/Equipment Publications

a. Criteria.

(1) The technical data/equipment publications shall adequately reflect the

system they support.

No military formatted technical publications were available for use during

the evaluation. Commercial operator and very limited maintenance manuals were

used. The commercial operator manuals were considered to be inadequate for use

by military personnel. The Wild manual was "rticu"arly bad in its fragmentation of

information, because it attempted to cover several models and configurations and did

not do justice to any. Its use required excessive page "flipping" and referencing

from one section to another. A series of three "green cards" supplied with the
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system were the most helpful technical documentation provided. Geodimeter

publications were less complex and tended to follow orderly procedural steps, but

were still confusing and somewhat difficult to understand in some areas.

Geodimeter's use of illustrations as part of the procedural steps was good.

Geodimeter provided no maintenance instructions, however, except battery change

information.

(2) The technical data/equipment publications shall be easily and completely

understood by the maintenance personnel to whom they are addressed.

Not evaluated.

13.3.6.4 Support and Test Equ-pment

a. Criteria.

(1) The special/common tools, and support and test equipment shall be

necessary and adequate for the performance of all authorized maintenance tasks at

each levei of maintenance.

No evaluation of tool and test equipment was conducted. The Wild system

provides an allen wrench to allow alignment of the EDM and telescope axis when

required, and one phillips screwdriver for other uses. The Geodimeter comes with

no tools.

(2) The design of the system should permit the use of common tools

whenever possible.

During the evaluation no apparent design features requiring the use of any

tools. However, the internal components of the Instruments were not observed.
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13.3.6.5 Manpower and Personnel, Training and Training Devices

a. Criteria.

(1) The skill levels shall be appropriate for maintenance.

No maintenance concept was made available, therefore evaluation of this

criteria was not done.

(2) The number of personnel shall be adequate for maintenance.

See above.

(3) The training provided shall be sufficient to impart the necessary skills

for maintenance.

See above.

13.3.6.6 Transportation and Handling

a. Criteria. The AISI shall have the same transportability requirements as the

current mobile survey equipment.

The instruments were subjected to transportability and handling test criteria as a

part of the environmental test program. In addition, the systems were transported

by commercial van to and from the evaluation site. Refer to environmental test

report, Volume II, Topic 4, pink pages, for transportability and handling test results.

(
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13.3.7 Can the AISI meet MANPRINT requirements (elements of HFE, RAM, ILS,

New Equipment Training (NET), and personnel safety/healthi hazard) when operated

and maintained by MOS-qualified, NET-trained, experienced personnel wearing

clothing and equipment alpropriate for the operating and maintenance environmental

conditions?

13.3.7.1 Criteria

a. LCD display readable in daylight or dark.

The LCD display is readable In daylight although strong direct sunlight, may at a

given time, cause minor difficulty in seeing the display. For use during hours of

darkness, the instruments have adjustable intensity illumination available for LCD

reading.

b. Illuminated reticle for night observations.

Both systems have illuminated reticles for night observations.

c. AISI, when used in the field data collection phase of operations, will be

utilized by a crew of three topographic surveyors (MOS 82D) or construction

surveyors (MOS 82B) similar to current operations. When the AISI is used in the

data reduction phase, only one person should be required for each 12-hour shift, as

opposed -to the five required to provide quality control and supervision for the

manual processing of field data in a 24-hour time period of operations. The AISI

will have systems, henlth assessment, -.nd- human factors evaluations as required.

Field data- collection was performed using a crew of two persons. However, the

collection of data could be increased by the use of two rod men. Therefo-e, a crew

of three would be acceptable and would require no change in organizational
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structure. The processing of data is a one person operation because only one can

effectively utilize the computer. The advisability of putting one individed at a

computer terminal for 12 hours of data processing was not evaluated but appears to

be excessive based on other studies, relative to time versus productivity. Further

inquiry into this area could seem reasonable.

d. Maintenance for the AISI will be totally conducted by the contractor

personnel throughout the life cycle.

No comment.

e. All HFE data shall comply with MIL-STD-1472C (Reference 11) and any other

applicable requirements documents. Manuals must be written in accordance with

TOP 1-2-609 (IMAGES) (Reference 12).

Not evaluated.

f. The AISI shall comply with the human factors engineering program

requirements of AR 602-1 and MIL-H-46855, and shall be designed in compliance

with applicable environmental protection requirements of AR 200-2.

Manufacturers data indicate that the equipment operates in the infrared area,

non-lasing area. The labeling and wording on the control panels on both

instruments Is abbreviated, but in terms that the operator is or will easily become

accustomed to. The color coding on the Wild control panel is likewise simple once

the operator becomes trained i its use. The keys oi the control panels of both

systems would be difficult to operate while wearing gloves as they are close

together, and more than one key could be inadvertently pressed. The equipment is

designed to perform specific functions in a particular manner. The layout of course

and fine controls on the Geodimeter require the operator to shift hands from one
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set of knobs to another, but does give a difference in size and feel to identify the

controls. Weight of the systems' components are within the 5th - 95th female-male

percentiles.

13.3.8 Have the safety and health hazards associated with AISI operation,

maintenance, transportation, and storage been controlled to an acceptable level?

13.3.0.1 Criteria

a. The AISI shall comply with the system safety and health hazard program

requirements of ARs 385-10, 385-16, 40-5, 40-10, and MIL-STD-882B (Reference 13).

The AISI systems as evaluated, presented no identifiable health or safety hazards

in operation. The systems are commercial proprietary and therefore the internal

design for maintenance purposes was not evaluated. The infrared EDM was not

evaluated for power output. Review of the safety literature did not contain

measurement parameters to be followed. The items are non-lasing by design.

b. The AISI shall not present uncontrolled, catastrophic, or critical residual

safety or health hazards. Safety deficiencies, defined as Category IA, IB, IC, ID,

IIA, 1iB, IIC, and IliA risks, shall be eliminated or controlled by design whenever

feasible.

No evidence of uncontrolled, catastrophic or critical residual health or safety

hazards was apparent during the evaluation.
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c. The. AiSI design must comply with the intent of MIL-STD-454, requirement I

-(safety), for 6perator and maintainer safety.

C.

d. Ionizing radiation sources -shall not be used without prior notification and

approval. When use is necessary, the source(s) shall be controlled IAW regulatory

and statutory requirements.

Ionizing radiation sources are not used in the AISI evaluation.

e. Non-ionizing radiation sources (e.g., laser or other directed energy device)

used in design must be approved, and should not present a hazard to personnel

during operation (e.g., eye-safe laser).

The items under evaluation were not designed for military use, but are commercial

items being adapted. The infrared EDMs are designed for use in the commercial

environment and have not been classified as a safety hazard.

13.3.9 Does the AISI meet the MIL-STD-461B requirements for electromagnetic

interference/electromagnetic compatibility?

13.3.9.1 Criterion

The electromagnetic interference emic;n and -,cpibIliy chafackristics shall

conform to MIL-STD-461B, methods RE02 for radiated and CE03 for conducted tests,

[for Class B equipment. The frequency spectrum shall be from 0.014 through 1 GHz

during the radiated tests and from 0.020 through 50 MHz during the conducted tests
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with the following exceptions: (a) broadband radiated emissions (RE02) at 0.3 MHz

anu 0.7 MHz shall be increased by 5 dB and, (b) broadband radiated emissions

(RE02) at 150 MHz shall be increased 6 dB above the requirements of MIL-STD-

461B, as specified for similar type equipment such as SEDME.

Refer to EMI test, a part of the environmental test report, Volume II, Topic 4,

pink pages. Neither system passed the RE02 test. Request has been made to the

manufacturers questioning what the problem might be and how it could be corrected.

No response has been received to date. During the evaluation, commercial FM

radios operating the frequency range of 14 Kilohertz to 10 Gigihertz were used in

close proximity to the units (3-5 feet) with no discernible impact.

13.3.10 Does AISI meet the physical design characteristics such as weight, size, and

rigidity?

13.3.10.1 Criteria

a. Commercially available shapes are acceptable. Maximum weight of the total

system has not been determined at this point in time. However, the maximum

weight of each package shall not exceed the maximum safe lifting requirements for

personnel as required by MIL-STD-1472C.

6
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The pound weight breakdown of the AISI components is as follows:

Component Wild Geodimeter

Instrument with battery 24.155 15.420

Instrument with EDM 26.515 15.420"

Instrument with case 32.720 19.145

Data Collector 1.980 1.295

Single Prism 0.370 0.475

Prism Pole 2.085 3.105

EDNI 4.295

2 Amp Hr Battery 2.000 2.140

7 Amp Hr Battery 6.600 5.540"*

Multi Prism with holder 11.870 6.285

Multi Prism Case 7.985 6.280

Tripod (Army issue)

Tribrach 1.910 1.950

Integral EDM

6 Ampere Hour

Standard straight leg, 12.500; adjustable leg, 15.000-16.000.

b. AISI design should include the following characteristics:

(1) Built-in corrections for curvature, refraction, and slope.

Both systems have built in corrections for curvature, refraction and slope.
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(2) An electronic compensator for mislevel of the instrument.

Both systems have a built in compensator for mislevel. The Wild

compensator has a working range of > ±10' with a setting accuracy of < ±0.1".

The Geodimeter compensator has a working range of ±8'.

(3) Ability to compensate for eccentricity of the instrument.

Both systems have the capability to store collimation and vertical index

corrections after direct and reverse readings.

(4) Impact-resistant carrying case and instrument tcst and repair kit. I
The carrying cases survived the vibration of drop tests without damage.

Refer to environmental test report, Volume II, Topic 4, pink pages. No instrument

test and repair kit was available.

(5) Optical plumbing device.

The Wild system has a built-in optical plumb. The Geodimeter does not have

a built in optical plumb but relies on the tribrach with built in optical plumb.

(6) Capable of tilting to at least 100 percent slope (45 degrees) up and

down.

Both Instruments do not have the capability to exceed + 450 tilt from the

horizontal. The Wild telescope tilt range Is +48°/-55 °. The Geodimeter range is

+40o/70P.
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13.3.11 Is the electric power source acceptable for reliable AISI operation in

compliance with the operational mode summary/mission profile?

13.3.11.1 Criteria

a. AISI must have a power source of both internal, rechargeable battery and

external 12-volt dc vehicular battery.

Both systems have onboard rechargable battery packs of 12 volts. The battery

packs are removable and therefore can be interchanged for charging. Both systems

have external rechargeable batteries of 7 amp hour capacity at 12 volts. Both

systems provide cable connections to allow the use of vehicular power. However,

both systems operate on 12 volts dc only.

b. The external microprocessor should have a power supply of 110-220 volts ac

with battery backup to prevent loss of data if primary power is interrupted.

The computer used in the evaluation operates on 100 volts ac. It does not have

a battery backup as a part of the computer. To achieve this, it would be necessary

to use an uninterruptable power supply which will support the memory for

approximately two hours. It also will allow the operator to perform a "save data"

procedure.
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13.3.12 Is the AISI compatible with the Army Standard equipment that it is

required to interface with?

13.3.12.1 Criteria

a. The AISI shall be compatible with the standard U.S. Army tripods and

tribrachs.

Standard issue tripods were obtained and used interchangeably to mount

instruments and targets. Both systems' instruments were mounted on the tripods at

various times. Tribrachs that came with each system were used interchangeably

between systems and on all tripods.

b. The AISI will use the Doppler Satellite Survey System and Global Positioning

System for extension of prime control established with these systems. It will be

used for alignment and updating position data of the Position and Azimuth

Determining System and other Inertial Navigation Systems. The microprocessor will

allow direct access to data base allowing for rapid dissemination of the information

contained in them.

No evaluation of the criteria was performed. The ability of the computer to

access the data base for PADs or GPS is somewhat dependent on the data base

format and the software available to the AISI computer.
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6. CRITICAL TECHNICAL EVALUATION ISSUES

6.1 Does AISI meet the performance requirements for topographic and construc-

tion surveys as specified in the AISI O&O Plan and the Topographic Support System

ROC, during day and night operations? The following characteristics will be

included:

a. Minimum and maximum range

See response to issue 13.3.1

b. Horizontal, slope, and zenith distance measurement accuracy

See response to issue 13.3.1

c. Horizontal and vertical angle measuring accuracy

See response to issue 13.3.1.

d. Optical capabilities

See response to issue 13.3.1.

6.2 Does AISI meet the mission requirements for operation, storage, and

transportation in all the expected environments, including nuclear high altitude

electromagnetic pulse (EMP) and can the AISI be decontaminated?

See response to issue 13.3.2.

6.3 Are the measured data automatically calculated, displayed, stored, and available

for transfer and is the AISI compatible with software and external microprocessors

for further production of survey functions?

See response to issue 13.3.3.
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6.4 Do the available microprocessors, software, and peripheral equipment interface

with AISI to provide the required printouts and plots of surveying functions?

See response to issue 13.3.4.

6.5 Does the AISI meet the established reliability requirements and, if not, what

impact will this have on mission requirements?

See response to Issue 13.3.5.

6.6 Does the logistics supportability plan for the AISI system (AISI with support

equipment and software) satisfy mission needs and what is the impact on the overall

logistics supportability if any of the elements listed below are not met?

a. End-Item Requirements.

See response to issue 13.3.6.

b. Supply Support.

See response to issue 13.3.6.

c. Technical Data/Publications.

See response to issue 13.3.6.

d. Support and Test Equipment.

See response to issue 13.3.6.

e. Manpower and Personnel, Training and Training Devices.

See response to Issue 13.3.6.

f. Transportation and Handling.

See response to issue 13.3.6.

6.7 Can the AISI meet MANPRINT requirements (elements of HfIE, RAM, iLS, New

Equipment Training (NET), and personnel safety/health hazard) when operated and

maintained by MOS-qualified, NET-trained, experienced personnel wearing clothing
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and equipment appropriate for the operating and maintenance environmental

conditions?

See response to issue 13.3.7.

6.8 Have the safety and health hazards associated with AISI operation,

maintenance, transportation, and storage been controlled to an acceptable level?

See response to issue 13.3.8.

7. OTHER TECHNICAL EVALUATION ISSUES

7.1 Does the AISI meet the MIL-STD-461B requirements for electromagnetic

interference/electromagnetic compatibility?

See response to issue 13.3.9.

7.2 Does AISI meet the physical design characteristics such as weight, size, and

rigidity?

See response to issue 13.3.10.

7.3 Is the electric power source acceptable for reliable AISI operation in

compliance with the operational mode summary/mission profile?

See response to Issue 13.3.11.

7.4 Is the AISI compatible with the Army Standard equipment with which it is

required to interface?

See responce tn iscj1u 2 ii
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U.S. ARMY ENGINEER SCHOOL

INDEPENDENT EVALUATION PLAN ISSUES AND ANSWERS

2.0 Oerational Issues and Criteria for the Automatic Integrated Survey Instrument

(AISI):

2.1 Critical Evaluation Issues and Criteria:

2.1.1 Issue: Does the AISI effectively perform topographic and construction survey

tasks in an operational environment?

Yes. Refer to Appendices J3, J4, J5, J6, & J12.

2.1.1.1 Scoe: This issue will evaluate the capability of the candidate(s) to

effectively perform topographic and construction survey tasks when employed by

representative users lAW the operational mode summary/mission profile (OMS/MP).

An assessment will be made of each candidate's demonstrated performance in

climatic design types hot, basic, and cold, lAW AR 70-38. Testing will be conducted

lAW the OMS/MP and test settings described in the test support package (TSP).

Testing will be conducted in ambient weather conditions, during day and

night/limited visibility conditions expected on the battlefield. Data collected will

include the time required to complete tasks and the ease with which operator's

performed required tasks. Data gathered will be used in a baseline comparison with

current survey equipment.

2.1.1.2 Criteria:

2.1.1.2.1 The assigned crew using the AISI will perform the following tasks within

the time and accuracy constraints specified 95% of the time.
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AISI TASK LIST

TASK ACCURACY TIME

1. Preparation for movement N/A 15 min

2. Preparation for field operations ,(setup)

a. Distance Measurement N/A 5 min

b. Direction Measurement (horiz & vert) N/A 8 min

3. Conduct data collection

a. Distances +/-5mm + 3ppm 2 min

b. Directions (horiz & vert) (Topo) +/-I sec 10 min

(Const) +/-30 see 5 min

c. Layout curves (per point) +/-.0242 ft per 1 min

100 ft

d. Planetabling (per point) +/-.0242 ft per I min

100 ft

4. Process field data (Topo) position closure to at least 1:20,000 3-5 min**

(Const) position closure to at least 1: 5,000 3-5 min**

**Dependent upon number of stations in traverse scheme.

2.1.1.2.2 The AISI must be capable of operating, IAWthe OMS/MP, on an internal

rechargeable battery for up to 12 hours. It must also be capable of operating on

an external 12 volt DC vehicular battery.

Will not operate for 12 hours on internal (on board) battery if used on a

continuous basis. Will operate on 12 volt battery only.
I

2.1.2 Issue: Does the AISI provide adequate data transfer capability?
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2.1.2.1 .a: This issue will evaluate the capability of the candidate(s) to directly

record measured data to their component data recorder when employed by

representative users IAW the OMS/MP. This issue will also evaluate the capability

to "dump" or transfer electronic data via a RS232/V24 interface to an external

microprocessor. Additionally, information concerning the ability of representative

users to transfer data from the microcomputer to the data recorder and use that

data to perform survey layouts will also be collected.

2.1.2.2 Criteria:

2.1.2.2.1 The AISI, when employed by representative users will be able to record

data to the data collector and transfer that data to the external microprocessor

with 98% fidelity, 95% of the time.

Refer to Appendices J3, J4, J5, J6, & J12.

2.1.2.2.2 Representative users will be able to transfer data from the external

microprocessor to the data recorder and with that data, use the AISI to layout

precomputed distances and deflection with 98% fidelity, 95% of the time.

Refer to Appendix J3.

2.2 Non-Critical Evaluation Issue and Criteria:

2.2.1 Issue: Does the AISI demonstrate adequate RAM for operational mission

requirements?
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,Scbb:- -Data: will' 'be. -collected -to -.detdrine the demo- fstratcd -RAM

Chairacteristics o-, each candidate ard to identify potent- af availabil'it and

-maintainabi-ity0problems.. -Operatiofial-zRAM characteristics will be evaluated as the

system. is exposed' to- a- -variety ofe environmental coiditions while conducting

operational missionis IAW the OMS/MP. Reliability, maintainability, and logistic

support data will be collected and analyzed, and the impact on system readiness

objectives and/or operational. availability- (A0) assessed. Maintenance data will

include level of maintenance required and effectiveness of diagnos,, -ocedures.

Skills and manhours to accomplish the required, maintenance tasks will be evaluated.

Operational re!iability- in terms of mean time between -operational mission failures

will be scored using the failure definition/scoring criteria (FD/SC) (Appendix D),

developed jointly by the combat developer, material developer, and independent

evaluators (both technical and operational).

2.2.1.2 Criteria:

2.2.1.2.1 MCTBOMF for the AISI must equal or exceed 120 hours.

2.2.1.2.2 The maintenance ratio for the AISI will not exceed 0.4 maintenance

manhours/hours of operation.

2.2.1.2.3 A. for the AISI will be TD or greater.

(NOTE: RAM parameters will be furnished by USAES upon the approval of the

RAM rationale.)

2.2.2 Issue: Are there any electronic capability problems associated with operation

of AISJ?
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2.2.2.1 Sgoe: Data will be collected to determine the electronic characteristics of

each candidate and to identify potential interference problems between the AISI and

other electronic equipment projected for use in the same area. During testing, any

incident of interference will be reported and analyzed to evaluate its impact on

operation of AISI or other systems.

2.2.2.2 Criterion: The AISI shall not present any interference to other systems nor

be susceptible to interference from other systems used in the same area of the

battlefield.

No discernable interference patterns were observed. Refer to electromagnetic

test report; Volume II, Topic 4, pink pages. Normal radio usage presented no

problems to or from the unit.

2.2.3 1.: Is the technical documentation for AISI accurate, comprehensive, and

effective?

2.2.3.1 Scope: During testing, test players will be observed, while performing

operator, maintainer, and supervisor tasks using commercial manuals. Accuracy,

comprehensiveness, and effectiveness will be assessed. Comments will be provided

in the following areas:

a. Portions of text that are not clear, comprehensive, concise, or accurate.

b. Portions of text that operators, maintainers, and supervisors cannot

adequately use or that are unnecessary or inaiquate.
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L 2.2.3.2 Criteria:

2.2.3.2.1 The AISI technical documentation and other software must correctly

describe each of the critical task requirements.

The commerical .manuals correctly describe the tasks but are difficult to use.

2.2.3.2.2 Ninety-five percent of trained representative military users, using the

technical documentation, will be able to perform 100% of the critical tasks.

"No trained military personnel took part in the evaluation.

* 2.2.3.2.3 The Reading Grade Level (RGL) of all technical documentation and training

manuals will be within + one RGL for the particular MOS designated to

operate/maintain the system.

RGL not determined.

2.2.4 Issue: Does the training program adequately prepare the representative

soldier to use and maintain the AISI in an operational environment?

2.2.4.1 Scove: The evaluation of training support will be conducted during all

phases of testing. The intent of the evaluation is to assess the training as outlined

{in the Individual and Collective Training Plan (ICTP), and as represented by the

Training Test Support Package (TTSP), to train representative soldiers to establish

performunce standards. Pretest (pretraining) skills will be used as the baseline for

assessing training effectiveness by a comparison to post-test skills. Source of

1- tasks, cOndit-ons and standards identified in the ICTP will be used as the basis for

the training evaluation. The entire training package will be assessed and trainer

and tester input will be solicited to determine adequacy of training devices,
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manuals, aids, and other material. Training aids or devices will be evaluated for

their effectivenev and ability to influence training transfer. Individual performance

will be assessea during normal conduct of the test. Tasks that players have

particular difficulty with will be reported and the training program for those tasks,

including the performance standards, will be reassessed. Tasks necessary for

operation and maintenance that were omitted from the training plan will be

reported.

2.2.4.2 Criterion: Upon completion of training, 95% of the representative soldiers

will be able to perform all of the critical tasks identified in the TTSP to prescribed

standards.

Trained military personnel were not used in the evaluation.

2.2.5 Issue: Is AISI designed for efficient and effective logistics support?

2.2.5.1 Scope: This issue is designed to assess the commercial end items for their

logistical support requirements. Areas of consideration are packaging, handling and

storage, facilities, supply/provisioning, standardization and interoperability. Effects

of modularity on logistics and training will be assessed. Also, the logistical support

hardware and software requirements for the system will be assessed. The adequacy

and military availability of common and special tools, supporting test equipment,

repair parts and maintenance facility requirements Will be determined. Software

elements assessed shall include technical manuals, repair parts and special tool list

(RPSTL). maintenance allocation chari (MAC) and parts allocation chart (PAC).

Logistical considerations of supply will be determined by the Integrated Logistic

Support (ILS) Manager based on the approved basis-of-issue plan and the Materiel
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Fielding -Plan (MFP). The -frequency and type of logistic-related test incidents will

form the basis for subjectively assessing the adequacy of the logistic program.

2.2.5.2 Crite'ria:

2.2.5.2.1 Repair parts and warranties from the manufacturer will be specified and

must support the system at all levels of maintenance.

Not part of the evaluation.

2..5.2.2 The supply and maintenance organization will be completely described and

the responsibility and work flow for each level of supply and maintenance will be

clearly defined in the MAC.

Refer to paragraph 13.3.6

2.2.5.2.3 Integrated logistical support responsibilities, including maintenaance and

supply will be allocated to the proper level consistent with existing supply and

maintenance procedures as determined by TOE.

Refer to paragraph 13.3.6

2.2.5.2.4 Requirements for supply and maintenance facilities will be consistent with

current Army facilities, capabilities, and allocations.

Refer to paragraph 13.3.6

2.2.6 ligg: Can the AISI be transported by all required modes?

2.2.6.1 Scope This issue addresses the transportability characteristics of the AISI

in assessing transport by various modes. Due to smal! size and weight, it is not
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anticipated that the AISI will have transportability limitations. However, the ability

of the AISI to withstarnd the, rigors of transport must be answered. Additionally,

the ability of the crew to transport the AISI, by vehicle and backpack must be

evaluated.

2.2.6.2 Criteria:

2.2.6.2.1 AISI will be transportable within the using units existing TOE

transportation capability.

2.2.6.2.2 The assigned crew will be able to properly package the AISI for transport.

2.2.6.2.3 The ruggedized carrying case will protect the AISI from damage during

normal transport.

Refer to environmental test report; Volume II, Topic 4, pink pages.

2.2.6.2.4 The AISI will be man portable in its carrying case and be capable of being

transported (backpacked) by the assigned crew.

All cases have handles and are within weight limits. Both instrument cases are

designed to be backpacked.

2.2.7 Issue: Are there any safety or health hazards associated with the AISI?

2.2.71 acr: This issue wili address candidate items for the purpose of

identifying and assessing safety and health hazards during all phases of testing to

include storage, transport, maintenance and operation. All safety and health hazard j
.discrepancies identified must be recorded and categorized JAW MIL-STD 882B.
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2.2.7.2 Criteria:

2.2.7.2.1 The AISI will not contain any uncontrollable safety or health hazards.

No safety or health hazards were observed.

227.-22 The AISI design will comply with applicable safety requirements lAW

AR 385-10, 385-16, 40-5, 40-10, MIL-STD 454 and TB MED 524.

A commercial product was used and presented no safety hazards.

2.2.8 Issue: Is the AISI adequately designed with regard to sound human

engineering and principles?

2.2.8.1 Scoge This issue addresses the design of candidate(s) with regard to

human factors engineering principles when the system is employed in an operational

environment by representative users. A trained government human factors engineer

will observe testing and prepare a FIFE assessment report which will be provided to

the independent evaluators for input to the independent evaluation report (IER),

Testers will report HFE problems as they occur.

2.2.8.2 Criteria:

2.2.8.2.1 The AISI shall meet the human factors engineering requirements of

AR 602 1 and MIL-H 46855.

Not evaluated lAW scope.
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2.2.8.2.2 Personnel must be able to transport, set-up, operate, and store the AISI in

its carrying case while wearing cold weather clothing.

The instruments have buttons and knobs that may be difficult to operate

precisely while being used by personnel- wearing heavy gloves.

J
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I
BELVOIR RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING CENTER,

TEST AND EVALUATION MASTER PLAN, ISSUES AND ANSWERS

5. Critical T&E Issues and Criteria. The following T&E issues and criteria were

derived from the required operational and technical characteristics contained in the

O&O Plan and from the input provided by the operational and technical evaluators,

USAES and TECOM respectively. Critical issues are identified with an asterisk; the

others are noncritical. Compliance with critical issues and criteria will be

demonstrated during the market investigation testing and from commercial AISI

manufacturer's and customer's usage data. Any remaining noncritical issues will be

answered during First Article Tests and/or Follow-on Test and Evaluation (FOT&E).

a. Technical Issues

*(T-l)Issue: Does the AISI meet the performance requirements for topographic

and construction surveys as specified in the AISI O&O Plan and the Topographic

Support System ROC, during day and night operations, to include the following

characteristics:

a. Minimum and maximum range;

b. Horizontal, slope, and zenith distance measurement accuracy;

c. Horizontal, and vertical angle measuring accuracy;

d. Optical capabilities?
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Criteria: The AISI is required to perform the following mission profile: To

provide horizontal coordinates, elevations, azimuths, and hard copy output using file

survey methods at the accuracy required for accomplishing the theater geodetic.

topographic, construction, and artillery and fire missions.

Refer to paragraph 13.3.1.

Topographic characteristics desired are as follows:

a. Range of from 2 meters to 7 kilometers, with a digital output to 1 mm with

an accuracy of +/-5mm and +3ppm.

b. Tracking mode with a response time of I second or less.

c. Electronic incremental reading of horizontal and vertical readout with an

accuracy of 1.0 second with a measuring time of less than 0.5 second.

d. Iliuminated reticle for night operations; telescopic magnification of 30 to 40

power erect image for angle measurements; minimum focus of 2 meters for less

for angle measurements.

e. Tracking mode.

Construction survey characteristics. The construction AISI should have the same

capabilities as the topographic AISI with the following exceptions:

a. Range: From 2 meters to 2 kilometers with a digital output in feet or meters

readable to 1mm or .005 foot.

b. Angle measurement: Electronic incremental reading or horizontal and vertical

readout with an accuracy of 30 seconds with a measurement time of less than 0.5

second.
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*(T-2) Issue: Does AISI meet the mission requirements for operations, storage,

and transportation in all the expected environments?

Criteria: The AISI will be expected to be used in the Hot, Basic, and Cold

climatic design types as defined by AR 70-38, table 2-1, and MIL-STD-210B. The

AISI will have the same transportability characteristics as present transportable

(mobile) survey instruments. Field parties normally travel in 5/4 ton CUCV

vehicles, survey company personnel 1/4 ton trucks, and the survey section of the

Topographic Support System in a 5-ton tractor vehicle. AISI equipment should not

be any more susceptible to military environmental conditions than currently fielded

survey equipment.

Refer to paragraph 13.3.3.

*(T-3) Issue: Are the measured data automatically calculated, displayed, stored,

and available for transfer and is the AISI compatible with software and external

microprocessors for further production of survey functions?

Refer to paragraph 13.3.3.

Criteria: Calculation functions.

a. Automatically performs horizontal and vertical angle measurements, horizontal

distance measurements, and slope and distance measurements.

b. Preprogrammed field calculations and storage.

C. BUS,, in correcitis Lr curvature, refraction, and slope.

d. Ability to compensate for eccentricity of the instrument.

Data storage and display functions:

e. 60 kilobyte memory.
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f. Alphanumeric keyboard.

g. 16 column display.

h. Minimum operating time of 16 hours.

i. Direct data recording and dumping.

j. Ability to store and lay out precomputed distance.

k. Ability to lay out precomputed right/left defection angles.

1. Capable of measuring and layout of vertical angles, zenith distance, and

percent of slope.

m. Direct data recording and dumping.

n. LCD display readable in daylight or dark.

Data transfer and compatibility with microprocessors and software designed for

processing of surveying functions: RS232/V24 interface to computer system.

*(T-4) Issue: Do the available microprocessors, software, and peripheral

equipment interface with AISI to provide the required printouts and plots of

surveying functions?

Refer to Appendices J2, J4, J5, J6, & J12.

Criteria: External microprocessor capabilities:

a. Fully MS/DOS compatible with AISI and other peripherals.

b. Direct interface with the data storage device.

c. Direct interface to a printer and plotter.

d. Must be fully compatible with microprocessor.

e. Software package shall consist of a full range of available, AISI compatible

geodetic, topographic, and construction engineering programs.
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. - Plotter, ch racteristics:

_a., MiSLbet:b-- {ull-Vdnil)patiblc-,with rfiicroprocessor.

-b,. Must- work" wit h-a-vai ufii-urnsize..format-of 24-by 30, inches.

c. Should havc a rhultipen capability for different colors and pen sizes.

*(T,5) Issues: Does the AISI meet the reliability requirements for the MTBF of

at least 200 missions and at least 300 hours for continuous electronic cycling?

Criteria: The MTBF for the AISI must be at least 200 missions for the system

and 300 hours for the continuous electronic cycling. The AISI reliability should be

capable of performing the following mission requirements.

Refer to Environmental Tests.

a. The topographic surveyor in wartime furnishes the field artillery weapons

positioning and azimuth control on a continuing basis 12 hours each day, 7 days

a week. Peace time normally is solidifying and densifying control on an as

needed basis 10 hour days and 5 day weeks.

b. Construction surveyors in wartime run route reconnaissance, surveying

bridges, roads, airfields, culverts, etc., 12 hour days, 7 day weeks. During peace

time operations, the only difference is the week is shortened to 10 hour days

and 5 day weeks.
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*(T-6) Issue: Does the logistic supportability plan for the AISI system (AISI

with support equipment and software) satisfy mission needs and what is the impact

on the overall logistics supportability if any of the elements listed below are not

met?

Refer to paragraph 13.3.6.

a. End Item Requirements.

b. Supply Support.

c. Technical Data/publications.

d. Support and Test Equipment.

e. Manpower and Personnel, Training and Training Devices.

f. Transportation and Handling.

Criteria: The AISI, along with associated data reduction equipment, will be

issued to each survey squad organic to the Engineer Topographic Battalion (TA),

TOE 05-335H (05605L000), Engineer Survey Company, TOE 05-338H (05606L000), and

Engineer Topographic and Intelligence Teams, TOE 05-540H31C (Survey Squad 05-

540LB), and each survey element of the Construction Battalion TOE 05-116H. The

peripherals required for computation, plotting, and printing of data will be issued as

a separate set on a basis of one for every three AISI's issued, as required by the

BOIP. The topographic survey squad is direct support (DS) to corps and general

support (GS) at EAC.

AISI will reduce the number and type of existing survey instruments required by

each survey squad, thus enabling the Army to replace the Wild T-2, degree reading,

onc second, Theodolites; the Surveying Equipment, Distance Measuring, Electronic,

Medium Range (SEDME-MR); the theodolite survey, 0.2 second, with tripod and

carrying case, (in part); the Alidade, surveying, with plane table and tripod; the

target set, surveying; and the rod level philadelphia.
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Repair parts will be authorized in adequate quantities and diversity at the

appropriate maintenance levels. Repair parts will be consistent with the

Maintenance Allocation Chart (MAC), Repair Parts and Special Tools List (RPSTL).

and skills required to install and align parts.

The technical data/equipment publications shall adequately reflect the system

they support. The technical data/equipment publications shall be easily and

completely understood by maintenance personnel.

The special/common tools, and support and test equipment shall be necessary and

adequate for the performance of all authorized maintenance tasks at each level of

maintenance. The design of the system should permit the use of common tools

whenever possible.

The skill levels shall be appropriate for maintenance. The number of personnel

shall be adequate for maintenance. The training provided shall be sufficient to

impart the necessary skills for maintenance. The operators will be able to service

the AISI in 15-30 minutes.

Every effort will be made to ensure that the system will be supportable by the

standard Army Logistics and Maintenance systems and will use standard tools and

TMDE. However, the urgent operational needs necessitate that the system be

fielded initially with commercial training literature and an operational readiness end

item float. During this period, maintenance support will be provided by contract.

A maintenance concept analysis will be conducted to determine whether support

above organizational level using contacted resources is cost effective and responsive

j throughout the equipment life cycle. Maintenance, above operator levels, will be

performed in the same manner as presently accomplished on Topographic/Field

U Artillery survey sophisticated electronic equipment, if the maintenance concept

analysis determines it cost effective.

AISI will require the availability of a microcomputer, printer, plotter, and
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modules of software data reduction and processing routines for Construction and

Topographic survey products. These necessary support peripherals will be located at

existing ccntral reduction facilities for use by multiple AISI users. AISI software

must be compatible with-both the AISI and with the peripheral equipment. AISI

peripherals and accessories should be introduced into the equipment inventory to

supoort AISI in the same manner and at the same time AISI becomes part of the

inventory, and be subject to the same evaluation and training requirements as AISI.

The AISI shall have the same transportability requirements as the current survey

equipment.

*(T-7) Issue: Does the AISI meet the man-machine interface requirements of

MIL-STD-1472 and are the human factors engineering design and operational

characteristics adequate to enable MOS-82D, 41B, 35E qualified soldiers appropriately

clothed for the environments of interest to permit effective operation and

maintenance?

The AISIs are commercial items designed to perform surveying tasks and are

operated by a variety of personnel in all environments. Adequately trained soldiers

should have no problems

Criteria: The AISI when used in the field data collection phase of operations

will be utilized by a crew of three topographic surveyors (MOS 82D) or construction

surveyors (MOS 82B) similar to current operations. When the AISI is used in the

data reduction phase, only one person should be required for each 12-hour shift, as

opposed to the five personnel required to provide quality control and supervision for

the manual processing of field data in a 24 hour time period of operations. -

The AISI will have systems, health assessment, and human factors evaluations as

required.
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Maintenance personnel for the AISI will be Topographic Instrument Repair

Specialist (MOS 41B) and the Special Electronic Devices Rcpaircr (MOS 35E) as

presently assigned to engineer topographic units and corps/division maintenance

units.

All HFE data shani comply with MIL-STD.1472 and any other applicable

requirements documents, The AISI shall comply with the human factors engineering

program requirements of AR 602-1 and MIL-H-46855, and shall be designed in

compliance with applicable environmental protection requirements of AR 200-2, and

AR 200-2.

. i*(T-8) Issue: Have the safety and health hazards associated with AISI operation,

maintenance, transportation, and storage been controlled to an acceptable level?

No safety or health hazards were observed.

Criteria: The AISI shall comply with the system safety and health hazard

program requirements of ARs 385-10, 385-16, 40-5, 40-10, and MIL-STD-882B. The

AISI shall not present uncontrolled, catastrophic, , ' critical residual safety or

health hazards. Safety deficiencies, defined as Category IA, IB, IC, ID, 1IA, IlIB,

I IC, and II IA risks, shall be eliminated or controlled by design whenever feasible.

The AISI design must comply with the intent of MIL-STD-454, requirement I

(safety), for operator and maintainer safety.

Ionizing radiation sources shall not be used without- prior notification and

approval. When use is necessary, the source(s) shall be controlled lAW regulatory

and statutory requirements. Non-ionizing radiation sources (e.g., laser or other

directed energy device) used in design must be approved, and should not present a

hazard to personnel during operation (e.g., eye safe laser).
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*(T-9) Issue: Does the AISI meet the MIL-STD-461B requirements for

electromagnetic interference/electromagnetic compatibility?

Refer to electromagnetic test report; Voiume II, Topic 4, pink pages.

Criteria: The electromagnetic interference emission and susceptibility

characteristics shall conform to MIL-STD-461, methods REO2 for radiated and CE03

for conducted tests, for Class B equipment. The frequency spectrum shall be from

0.014 through I GHz during the radiated test and from 0.020 through 50 MHz during

the conducted tests with the following exceptions:

(a) Broadband radiated emissions (RE02) at 0.3 MHz and 0.7 MHz shall be

increased by 5 dB and,

(b) Broadband radiated emissions (RE02) at 150 MHz shall be increase 6 dB

above the requirements of MIL-STD-461. (SEDME Specification, MIL-STD-53046).

(T-10) Issue: Does AISI meet the physical design ciAracteristics such as weight,

size, and rigidity?

Criteria: Commercially available shapes are acceptable. As a guide for

comparison with similar systems, the maximum weight of the distance meter,

exclusive of tripods, but including primary power source shall not exceed 25 pound

(l1.3kg). The total system weight shall not exceed 50 pounds (22.7 kg) (SEDME

letter Requirements)

Refer to weight table paragraph 13.3.10.1.

AISI design should include the following characteristic:

a. An electronic compensator for mislevel of the instrument.

b. Impact-resistant carrying case and instrument test and repair kit. -| i
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c. Capable of tilting to at least 100 percent slope (45 degrees) up and down.

(T-I1) Issue: Is the electric power source acceptable for reliable AISI operation

in compliance with the operational mode summary/mission profile?

Criteria: The AISI will operate from an internal, rechargeable battery and

external 12 to 24 volt DC vehicular battery. The external microprocessor should

have a power supply 110-220 volts AC with battery backup to prevent loss of data

if primary power is interrupted.

The systems use 12 volts. The computer did not have battery backup.

(T-12) Issue: Is the AISI compatible with the Army Standard equipment that it

is required to interface with?

Criteria: The AISI shall be compatible with the standard U.S. Army tripods and

tribrachs. The AISI will use the Doppler Satellite Survey System and Global

Positioning System for extension of prime control established with these systems. It

will be used for alignment and updating position data of the Position and Azimuth

Determine System and other Inertial Navigational Systems. The microprocessor will

allow direct access to data bases allowing for rapid dissemination of the information

contained in them.

Standard tripods and tribrachs were used during the evalution. No evaluation

of outside database Information access was conducted.
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b. Operational Issues

*(0-1) Issue: Does the AISI effectively perform topographic and construction

survcv tasks in an operational environment?

This issue will evaluate the capability of the AISI to effectively perform topographic

and construction survey tasks when employed by representative users IAW the

operational mode summary/mission profile (OMS/MP). An assessment will be made

of the AISI's performance in climatic design types hot and basic IAW AR 70-38.

Testing will be conducted IAW the OMS/MP and test settings described in the test

support package (TSP). Testing will be conducted in ambient weather conditions,

during day and night/limited visibility condition expected on the battlefield. Data

gathered will be used in a baseline comparison with current survey equipment.

Criteria: The assigned crew using the AISI will perform the following tasks

within the time and accuracy constraints specified 95% of the time:

Refer to paragraph 2.1.
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TASK ACCURACY TIME

1. Preparation for movement N/A 15 min

2. Preparation for field operation (setup)

a. Distance Measurement N/A 5 min

b. Direction Measurement (horiz & vert) N/A 8 min

3. Conduct data collection

a. Distances +/5mm +3ppm 2 min

b. Directions (horiz & vert) (Topo) +/-I sec 10 min

(Const) +/-30 sec 5 min

c. Layout curves (per point) +/-.0242ft per 100ft I min

d. Planetabling (per point) +/-.0242ft per 100ft I min

4. Process field data (Topo) position closure of at least 1:20,000 *3-5 min

(Const) position closure of at least 1:5,000 *3-5 min

*Dependent upon amount of stations in traverse scheme.

*(0-2) Issue: Does the AISI provide adequate data transfer capability? This

issue will evaluate the capability of the AISI to directly record measured data and

transfer that data from its microcomputer to the data recorder and use that data to

perform survey layouts. Specifically, this issue will evaluate the capability to

"dump" or transfer electronic data via the data recorder and a RS232/V24 interface

to an external microprocessor.
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Criteria: The AISI, when employed by representative users IAW the OMS/MP

will -be able to record data in the data collector and transfer that data to the

external microprocessor with 90% fidelity, 95% of the time. Representative users

will be able to transfer data from the external microprocessor to the data recorder

and with that data, use the AISI to layout precomputed distances and deflections

with 90% fidelity, 95% of the time.

Refer to Appendices J3, J4, J5, J6, & J12.

*(0-3) Issue: Dos the AISI demonstrate adequate RAM for operational mission

requirements? Data will be collected to determine the AISI's demonstrated RAM

characteristics, and to identify potential availability and maintainability problems.

Operational RAM characteristics of the AISI will be evaluated as the system is

exposed to a variety of environmental conditions while conducting operational

missions IAW the OMS/MP. Reliability, maintainability, and logistic support data

will be collected and analyzed, and the impact on system readiness objectives and/or

operational availability (Ao) assessed.

Criteria: MCBOMF for the AISI must equal or exceed TBD hours. The

maintenance ratio for the AISI will not exceed TBD maintenance manhours/hours of

operation. Ao for the AISI will be M or greater. (Note: RAM parameters will

be furnished by USAES from the approved RAM rationale.)

Not calculated.
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*(0-4) Issue: Are there any safety or health hazards associated with the AISI?

This issue will identify and assess safety and health hazards during all phascs of

testing to include time in storage, transport, maintenance, and operation. All safety

and health hazard discrepancies will be recorded and categorized IAW MIL-STD

882B.

Refer to Issue T-8.

Criteria: The AISI will not contain any uncontrollable safety or health hazards.

The AISI design will comply with applicable safety requirements IAW AR 385-10,

385-16, 40-5, 40-10, MIL-STD 454 and TB MFD 524.

*(0-5) Issue: Is the AISI designed for efficient and effective logistics support?

This issue is designed to assess the commercial end items for their logistic support

requirements. Areas of consideration are requirements for and availability of

common and special tools, TMDE, repair parts, packaging, handling, storage,

facilities, supply/provisioning, and standardization. Also considered are commercial

operational and maintenance manuals. The frequency and type of logistic-related

test incidents will form the basis for subjectively assessing the adequacy of the

commercial logistic base.

Criteria: Repair parts and warranties from the manufacturer will be specified

and must support the system at all levels of maintenance when fielded. The supply

and maintenance organization will be completely described and the responsibility and

work flow for each level of supply and maintenance will be clearly defined in the

F MAC. Integrated logistic support responsibilities, including maintenance and supply

will be allocated to the proper level consistent with exiting supply and maintenance
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procedures as determined by TOE. Requirements for supply and maintenance

facilities will be consistent with current Army facilities, capabilities and allocations.

Refer to paragraph 13.3.6.

(0-6) Issue: is the technical documentation for AISI accurate, comprehensive and

effective? During testing, test players will be observed while performing operator,

maintainer, and supervisor tasks using commercial manuals. Accuracy,

comprehensiveness, and effectiveness will be assessed. Comments will be provided

in the following areas:

a. Portions of text that are not clear, comprehensive, concise, or accurate.

b. Portions of text that operators, maintainers, and supervisors cannot

adequately use, or that are unnecessary, or inappropriate.

Criteria: The AISI technical documentation and other software must correctly

describe each of the critical task requirements. Ninety-five percent of trained

representative military users, using the technical documentation, will be able to

perform 100% of the critical tasks. The Reading Grade Level (RGL) of all technical

documentation and training manuals will be within +/- one RGL for the particular

MOS.

Refer to paragraph 2.2.3.2.

(0-7) Issue: Does the training program adequately prepare the representative

soldier to use and maintain the AISI in an operational environment? The intent of

the evaluation is to assess the training as outlined in the individual and collective

trainig plan (ICTP), and as representative soldier to established performance

standards. Pretest effectiveness- by a comparison to post-test skills. Demographic

data on test players will be gathered and test players' profiles compared to
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representative population profiles obtained from the USA Soldier Support Center.

Sources of tasks, conditions and standards identified in the ICTP will be used as

the basis for the training evaluations. The entire training package will be assessed

and trainer and tester input will be solicited to determine adequacy of training

devices, manuals, aids, and other material. Training aids or devices will be

evaluated for their effectiveness and ability to influence training transfer.

Individual performance will be assessed during normal conduct of the test. Tasks

that players have particular difficulty with will be reported and the training

program for those tasks, including the performance standards, will be reassessed.

Tasks necessary for operation and maintenance that were omitted from the training

plan will be reported. A subjective determination of the efficient and effectiveness

of the training program will be made using QQPRI obtained during the test.

Criterion: Upon completion of training, 95% of the representative soldiers will

be able to perform all of the critical tasks identified in the TTSP to prescribed

standards.

Trained military personnel were not used In the evaluation.

(0-8) Issue: Can the AISI be transported by all required modes? This issue

addresses the transportability characteristics of the AISI. Due to the small size and

weight, it is not anticipated that the AISI will have transportability limitations.

However, the ability of the AISI to withstand the rigors of transport by vehicle and

backpack must be evaluated.

Criteria: AISI will be safely transportable within the using units existing TOE

vehicles. The assigned crew will be able to properly package the AISI for

transport. The ruggedized carrying case will protect the AISI from damage during-oo
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normal transport. The AISI will be man portable in its carrying case and able to be

backpacked by the assigned crew.

The AISI Is safely transportable and can be properly packaged for transport.

The carrying case Is rugged and has survived tests as described in Volume II, Topic

4, pink pages.

(0-9) Issue: Is the AISI adequately designed with regard to sound human factors

engineering (HFE) principles? The issue addressees the AISI design with regard to

human factors engineering principles when the system is employed in an operational

environment by representative users. Testers will report HFE problems as they

occur.

Criteria: The AISI shall meet the human factors engineering requirements of AR

602-1 and MIL-H-46855. Personnel must be able to set-up, operate, and store the

AISI in its case while wearing cold weather clothing.

Refer 2.2.8.2.
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i-
FIELD OPERATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION

(AISI)

. The AISI can be operated efficiently and effectively by two qualified military

surveyors.

3 2. The AISI system will increase survey speed and accuracy when operated in

accordance with proper procedures.

3. The DRU will store measured survey data that later can be loaded into a

survey program/computer for quick turnaround solution. Solutions may consist

j of:

(a) Survey data (computer output)

(b) Maps/charts (plotter output)

(c) Drawings/graphical representations (plotter output)

4. System documentation was difficult to use and interpret. Although varying in

degree of difficulty, none of the supporting documentation was acceptable.

5. Some examples of AISI design weaknesses are: instrument panel keys too

small, tendency to water-leak around optics, EDM easily misaligned.

6. A few malfunction codes displayed on the AISI panel cannot be corrected by

I the surveyor in the field. This determination can not be made until the

available literature is searched; a time consuming operation.
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FIELD OPERATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION

(AISI)
RECOMMENDATIONS A 1

1. All ancillary software shall be user friendly.

2. It is essential that any supporting documentation be written & styled for easy

access to and interpretation of information and operating instructions.

I-

I

.I
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FIELD OPERATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUAT TON

(AISI)
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APPENDIX A

AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

(AISI)
.HUMAN FACTORS

The question to be answered is: Does the ,AISI conform to human factors

insofar as its design and operation are concerned? The areas that must be

addressed deal with the ability of the user to perform the tasks that are necessary

to accomplish the various surveying functions that are required. Before dealing

with the specifics of the systems that were evaluated it seems appropriate to

address some overall factors.

GENERAL

The setup of an instrument in the field is strictly dependent upon the person

operating the instrument at that time. Some like to set the instrument high while

others vary the height from setup to setup. This fact coupled with the differences

in the distance the operator might stand when looking at keyboards and displays,

makes the human factors difficult to determine the correct or incorrect placement

of the keyboards and displays in relation to height and viewing angle for reading.

It should be noted that neither the military personnel observing the evaluation nor

the personnel conducting the evaluation commented on problems in viewing the

keyboard and display windows. Therefore, these items are not addressed in the

specific system writeups. It would be a most difficult task to operate an instrument

while wearing cold weather gear. It wo-uild be difficult also to operate various

control knobs that are necessary to focus the telescope and to position the

instrument precisely. These factors have not been addressed in the specific system

writeups. The design of the instruments is unique to the function they perform,
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and is therefore quite similar from manufacturer to manufacturer. Inasmuch as

these items -require minimal maintenance, no consideration of the AISI systems

human factors design for the easeof maintenance was evaluated.

The Wild Survey system has in its human factors design, push buttons on both

the instrument and data collector keyboards. The buttons are cylindrical and are

approximately one-eighth inch in diameter. They protrude approximately one-eighth

inch above the keyboard surface. Buttons are spaced approximately 1/2 inch at

their closest points. The shape and spacing make it difficult to operate these items

while wearing gloves except to make use of some device such as the eraser on a

pencil to assist in pushing only the intended button.

The Wild instrument has an option for mounting opposing keyboards so that

controls/displays are in front of the operator irrespective of the instrument's

position. The keyboard keys are multi-function with color coding to define the

functions. The function selection keys however, are single purpose with color

coding for function selection. The data collector design requires that two adjacent

buttons be pressed at the same time to initiate the off process. This prevents the

accidental turnoff of the collector by pressing one button.

The Wild system has its vertical and horizontal motion control screws mounted

on the outside of the right standard (in face I mode). the coarse and fine

adjustment controls for each vertical and horizontal motion are colocated on the

same axis. The coarse control is a flip type control that is pushed to either the

-locked or unlocked position. The- fine control is a knob 'that is only effective when

the coarse control .s ocked. anAd is turned using the fingers. The configuration

allows the opetator to unlock the coarse Control, move the instrument to the

desired position- lock the coarse control and begin fine adjustment without moving
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his/her hand, It should be noted that the shape of the controls is the same for

,both -vertical and horizontal motion. This makes it difficult for the operator to

know which control is being grasped except for the relative location of the controls

with the vertical motion cont'ol being located slightly forward and about two inches

above the horizontal motion control.

The telescope on the Wild instrument has focus adjustment for reticle and for

the telescope, itself, the telescope adjustment control has an indication of the

direction to be turned for infinite focus position. This makes it unnecessary for

the operator to remember if its clockwise or counterclockwise.

The Wild instrument has a carrying handle mounted on top which facilitates

the movement of the instrument from its carrying case to its position on the tripod.

Because of the requirement to plunge the instrument while taking measurements, and

the low clearance of the handle, it is necessary to hinge the handle allowing it to

be opened. This makes possible a situation whereby the instrument could be picked

up without the handle being fully secured.

QEOQIMIEi

The Geodimeter system in its human factors design, uses push buttons to

operate both its instrument and data collector. The push buttons are membrane

covered with their functions inscribed on the membrane. The push buttons are

located approximately one-half inch center-to-center in both horizontal and vertical

direction. This makes it difficult to press the buttons while wearing gloves. The

operation is simplified if a pencil eraser is used to perform the function. The

display format is a.4single screen with three lines of data are available at any one

time.

The Geodimeter system has two control knobs mounted on the outside of the

right. standard: (in face -. position) for locking and unlocking the horizontal and

vertical- motions. The two coarse- control knobs are identical in shape and size with
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I

t the two fine control -knobs being smaller, but again identical in shape and size.

The positioning requires that the operator release the coarse motion control, move

the instrument, lock the coarse control and then move his/her hand to the fine

adjustment control to complete the sighting.

The telescope on the Geodimeter instrument has focus controls for the reticle

and for the telescope, itself. The telescope focus ring is large and easy to grasp.

It does not have an indicator as to infinity focus which is a problem only if one

does not use the instrument daily and therefore remembers the direction of rotation

to achieve near or far focus. The telescope eyepiece presents a different

appearance in that the eyepiece is offset within the focus ring.

The Geodimeter instrument has an integral carrying handle to move the

instrument from carrying case to tripod. The carrying case opens like a suitcase

into two halves and contains a cutout area into which the instrument will fit. This

means that the instrument is inserted straight into the cutout and is removed in the

reverse way. The handle fits right against the edge of the cutout, and the hand

cannot grasp the handle and pull the instrument out, but rather both hands must be

used to put the instrument in or take it out of the case.

There is only one keyboard on the Geodimeter instrument. Because of the

method used to initialize the instrument, there is an ENTER function button

mounted on the instrument opposite the keyboard. This means that in the face II

position, the operator has to walk around the instrument to complete the readings

once the sighting has been accomplished.

No human factors evaluation has been provided !.ecause the system was

removed from evaluation when the manufacturer declared their item unable to pass

the proposed envirohmental testing.
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APPENDIX B

CONTRACTOR OUALIFICAT1 I.NS

Everett 0. Grissom, P.L.S.

500 Lafayette Boulevard, #220
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401

(703) 371-0268

December 31, 1987

EDUCATION:

Graduate of Williams High School, Williams, Indiana, May 1958

Completed Highway Technician Course, Perdue University, Lafayette, Indiana
June and July, 1958

PROFESSIONAL LICENSE AND MEMBERSHIPS:

December 1974 - Received Virginia Land Surveyor's Registration, No. 1205,
to operate in Virginia as a Professional Land Surveyor.

Member - Virginia Surveyor's Association

Member - American Congress of Surveying & Mapping

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY:

May 1975 - Present:

Maintained operation of private business as Everett D. Grissom, Surveyor, P.C.

December 1973 - April 1975:

T. L. Bays Surveying Company, Ladysmith, Virginia
Computator and office manager for boundary surveying

April 1969 - November 1973:

Dewberry, Nealon & Davis, Fairfax, Virginia
Party chief, boundary survey, construction stakeout and topo surveys

December 1968 - March 1959:

Michael Baker, Jr. Survey Co., Pennsylvania 11
Instrument man, 2nd order traversing in Pennsylvania
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June 1968 - November 1968:

Ralph Rogers Construction Co., Bloomington, Indiana

Party chief and instrument man for miscellaneous construction surveys

May 1959 - June 1958: U.S. ARMY

May & June 1959: Basic training, Fort Leonardwood, Missouri

July & August 1959: Topographic Surveying Course, Fort Belvoir, Virginia

S .ptn r 1959 - August 1961: 29th Engineering Battalion, Corps of
Ein ers, Tokyo, Japan. Levelman, 3rd order leveling. Instrument man,
topo with alidade. Instrument man, 2nd and 3rd order traversing in
Pacific Islands. Three months on the job training as Wild T-4 operator.
Promotion from Pvt. E-2 to Sp-5.

September 1961 - May 1962: U.S. Army Missle Base, White Sands, New Mexico.
*Classi fied Surveys.

June 1962 -'February 1963: 30th Engineering Battalion, Fort Selvoir, VA.
Instrument man and party chief, 3rd order leveling and 3rd order traversing.

March 1963 - Marc:. 1964: 40th Engineering Co., Korea. Party chief for
3rd order traversing N.C.O.I.C. Benchmark Recovery Program. Promotion
from Sp-5 to Sgt. E-6.

April 1964 - April 1966: 29th Engineering Battalion, Tokyo, Japan.
18 months as party chief, Wild T-4 astronomical observations, Southwest
Pacific Project, and 4 months N.C.O.I.C., Southwest Pacific Project
computations, 1st order of Sodono Method of Azimuth and Astro Observation.

May 1966 - Ma, 1967: U.S. Army Engineering School, Fort Belvoir, Virginia.
Second phase leader, topo computing course.

June 1967 - May 1968: 569th ngineering Co., Vietnam Platoon, Sgt, 2nd
and 3rd order traversing.

Returned to civilian with an Honorable Discharge from the Army.

August 1958 - April 1959:

Indiana State Highway Department - Highway Technician
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APPENDIX Q

3 June 1987

SUBJECT: Observations of AISI Test Program

TO: Mr. Mark H. Thomas
Belvoir Research, Development and
Engineering Center

Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060

1. First I would like to state that I feel the military has a definite need
for a system of this type. The increase in efficiency and reduction in
manpower requirements for these types of instruments is immense. A typical
survey mission requiring 3 to 4 people can be accomplished by 2 people in less
time. Also, this type of system utilized with a Data Collection System and CAD
type software also reduces the workload of draftsmen, i.e., a 300-400 shot
topo which normally takes a draftsman 2 days to draw and contour, can be done
in minutes by a computer. Because of-the increase In efficiency and reduction
of manpower requirements I personally don't see how the Army could afford not
to acquire systems of this nature.

2. Second, during the test phase I talked to several individuals who voiced
concern over soldiers ability to operate equipment this sophisticated; they
need not worry. Sometime in 1981-1982 the 18th Engineer Brigade was given
Zeiss Elta 3s by E.U.D. to use in support of the Grafenwohr Range upgrade
projects. These Elta 3s are Total Station instruments, the surveyors had
little or no trouble learning to use them, and their use was in important
factor in completing these ranges from 82-84. After the completion of the
ranges these instruments were turned over to the Battalions of he 18th Brigade
and are still in use today. The only problem the Elta 33 caused the soldiers
was lack of quantity. We had 4 and needed 10.

3. Next I would like to state my observations about the instruments in the
test program: Wild T2000, Geodimeter 440, and Cubic DT-l. First let me
state that all three instruments would perform any task a construction
surveyor would be called upon to perform. All three would be a tremendous
improvement over the equipment presently in the field. But if I could choose
the instrument it would be the T2000, hands downI Now I will point out my
likes and dislikes about each instrument.

a. Wild T2000: The T2000 is an extremely well built instrument. The
finish and fit of the components is superb. There are no exposed wires
between the Ranger and the instrument to break or get lost, everything is
internal or "hard" surface contacts. All control knobs turn smoothly and are
also "handy", easy to reach. But the two features I liked best were the dual
keyboard and displays and its ability once connected to the GRE 3, to do
everything from the instrument, you don't have to touch or look at the Data
Collector again. I also feel that the T2000 was the easiest instrument to use
and it would be my choine.
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b. Cubic DT-: Although the Cubic will do anything required and once it
is set up it's easy to operate I don't like it. Number one, it "hit" me, when
the vertical clamp is released the eyepiece and Ranger "flop" downward,
because it's not balanced. Second, there are too many pieces to assemble, it
takes to long to set up. .Also, the wire from the Ranger to the instrument is
small and flimsey, we had to replace it during the test. Next, the finish and
fit of this instrument was poor, gaskets missing, objective lens badly
icratched, and tribrach unserviceable. Overall, although it would do the job,
as far as I'm concerned and I'm sure all left handed people would agree,
because of the focus control knobs' location to the right of the telescope it
is veXr difficult to focus.

c. Geodimeter 440: This instrument is also well built, fit and finish
superb. I think it is as.-good as the Wild T2000 with the exception of dual
keyboards. It's easy and fast to set up and has the advantage of having an
internal Ranger. Of the instruments tested this would be my second choice,
after the Wild T2000.

4. Next, I would like to discuss Data Collectors briefly. All three worked
well and were easy to operate. The Wild and tho Geodimeter had an advantage
that they could be pre-loaded for layout work. The Geodat 126 has as it's
main component a HP41CX which is in itself an extremely helpful tool. Overall
I think either the Wild or Geodimeter are fine data collectors, but I strongly
feel that the instrument is the primary part of the system and whichever is
chosen, all other components should come from the same supplier, if possible.

5. Software is without doubt going to cause the most problems in fielding a
system of this type. None of the instruments were difficult to use, or took
long to learn to operate, but learning to use the software was at times
very frustrating. We had two software packages to test and evaluate,
RETRIEVER and CIVILSOFT.

a. RETRIEVER: RETRIEVER's package was a powerful system and included
VERSCAD 50 and Design Plus. Although it had many uses to a civil engineer or
surveyor it was frustrating to operate, i.e., command codes sometimes had to
be capitals, sometimes not. You never knew until you tried one. Aside from
that I used it to compute horizontal curves, calculate end areas, determine
earthwork requirements and-other civil engineering type problems; the system
worked well and was simple to operate. VCAD 50 also was easy to use and
operate. Overall it is a good package and adequate for our needs.

- b. CIVILSOFT: This software package is more user friendly, a very
Important factor in my mind. Otherwise it has basically the same capabilities
as the other system, and is the one I prefer because of its ease of operation.
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6. Recommendations:

a. Use a single source to purchase all components of system, including
software. A matched system is always easier to operate than odds and ends.

b. As soon as possible acquire and field a system, we really need them.

c. -Prior to fielding the system, rewrite any and all Owner's Manuals.
Make them "Soldier" proof. i

CARL D. CUMMINGS
SSG, USA
Instructor, Survey Division
Department of Geodesy and Survey
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I

FINAL REPORT

I would like to present a set of observations from my e,-
perience during the tet-ting of the Automatic Integrated Survey
instr:ument (AISI). I had the opportunity to observe and use the
three competing units in the field and to be a part of the office
operations involving the various computers, prog-ams, printers,
and plotters.

As a geodetic surveyor I saw an immediate use for any AISI.
I could see the streamlinsing of the field work with possibly only
one person at a station and all records going directly into the
data collectors. The data collectors stored only a limited set of
field data, but each was programmable so that with slight addi-
tional work all could follow a high order observation such as a
multiple horizontal angle observation.

There was an inability to download the information in the
data collectors to the main computer that was not resolved before
F was pulled off the project. I did see the download procedure on
a 5mailer computer and foresee no problem with this,

So far the geodetic surveyor would find a real use for the
field instrument , data collector, and the downloaded data in an
IBM-PC type computer.

The trouble that I did see was with the software, there was
no software on the project that could be used to perform a
geodetic survey. There were some very sophisticated programs for
surveying and drafting as used in civil engineering and construc-
tion surveying and could be applied in low order projects such as
airfield and boundary surveys.
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DATA COLLECTORS

The Wild GRE3 was a very advanced data collector. It was e:-
tremely Flexible and easy to use. The documentation was ha-d to
read. The GRE3 worked with little attention because most of its
functions were activated from the T-2000 keyboard. It was also
very easy to use as a manual data entry device. The GRE3 is
programmable in BASIC, but the program must be written as a te::t
file on a computer and downloaded into the GRE3. After a short
familiarization I felt very comfortable with this data collector'.
The GRE3 is provided with a bubble memory that maintains data
without any electrical power. This makes the data safe.

The Cubic data collector was a commercial unit with a Cubic
program housed in a ROM chip. The initial data collector did not
work, but the replacement worked without problems. The program
and the easy to follow documentation provided by Cubic made this
very easy to use. It was BASIC programmable from the keyboard.
The one shortcoming this data collector had was that it could
only collect data and not provide data fcr the survey instrument.
This data collector works with rechargeable batteries and is
provided with an internal battery that is said to maintain the
data for a month.

The Geodimeter data collector was a HP-41CX calculator in a
special case with additional programs. Other than a reliance on
the calculator batteries to maintain data (and the batteries did
seem to get used up fast) this was a useful data collector. The
additional programs provided many features that could compute in-
formation in the field without a need to return to the office. As
an example if one was setup at a point and initialized at a cor-
ner of a proposed building the programs could compute where the
next corner was to be and send up to the survey instrument what
the horizontal angle, vertical angle, and slope distance was to
the location. This would be a useful feature in construction, and
can also be done on the GRE3.
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NOTES- ON oSURVEY INSTRUMENTS

The Wild T-2000 was an outstanding instrument in terms of
ease of use and operation . The manuals provided were very long,
boring, and technical and it took a lot of reading and effort to
learn how easy the instrument was to operate. One problem was
that the instrument and the distance measuring unit had to be
moved in separate containers, so that there was a bit of assembly
work at each setup. It was the only instrument with a display on
two sides, a real need with direct/reverse observations.

The Cubic was entirely in too many pieces for rapid use and
movement. The instrument itself was roughly made and had several
obvious oversights such as a lack of seals. The instrument was
bulky, and to me, dangerous. The distance measuring unit hit
several of us on the head when the vertical clamp was released.
The display was hard to. read except when looking straight at it.
The time it took for-the instrument to set itself up from one ob-
servation to the next seemed excessive. In favor of the instru-
ment was the internal memory for 200 observations, and I cannot
faulb the unit in terms of use once it was set up (and the verti-
cal clamp was secure).

The 13eodimeter was compact, easy to set Lip and not too dif-
ficult to use. We did have trouble with getting the instrument
and the data collector to operate because of the seemingly over-
complex documentation. The one excellent idea this instrument had
was a double electronic bubble. With it the instrument could be
leveled with no movement. I believe with a little experience this
instrument would be the quickest to use. Geodimeter also provided
software which I did not get an opportunity to use.

i

i
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SOFTWARE PROGRAMS

In reference to the programs:
The main program we used was Retriever, written by Cadserve.

This was a very powerful program that performs all the oata
recordingp data transfer, computations, and drawing files. It
also produces files that more complex programs can access. With
the aid of a drafting program called Versacad a complete project
from field to final reports, and drawings is performed. The
programzcan be used with. many data collectors, and provides a
fairly complete drawing with little help. The biggest problem
with this program is that it is very complex, and that the draw-
ing requires many codes that make field work confusing. This
program takes a lot of trial and error to understand. The
documentation iS good. if one performs the field work exactty as
the program requires. One must also be fairly familiar with the
computer operating system in order to fully utilize the program
features. Hand written field notes are a pain to input atd all
data is a pain to eoit.

If one wants area bopo and one is willing to devote a lot of
time to training Retriever program will do.

Design Plus is a program that does many civil
engineering/construction calculations. It also has a set of sur-
vey calculations. This program can access files generated by
Retriever and can also be used with manual entry. The survey
traverses I tried to run using this program did not work. The
documentation may have been- the problem. This program was very
hard to operate at many points.

Collect, COGO-PCand Contour are program% by Civilsoft. This
was the set provided by Cubic. To me this was a very good set of
programs. Collect is the data communications program which is
simple and easy to Use. COGO-PC and Contour were well written and
not too difficult to use. I did not have enough time or data to
fully test the programs, but in terms of user friendliness this
was much better tha. Retriever, and the programs worked as the
documentation said t1W would. There was still a lot of manual
reading in order to use the programs.

I would like to mention a coordinate conversion program
written in West Point. To me this was an excellent example of
what the Army needs. The program was easy to understand and !
simple to use and it did the job. I believe all survey programs

should be like this in terms of user friendliness.
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RECOMMENDAT IONS
While the Cubic Setup WaS, in many waysi the most primitive,

the fact that -t was a complete set from field -quipment to plot-
ter gave it an overall edge. Also the CLbic documentation was the
easiest to follow. While I would not recommerd the Cubic system I
would recommend that any system be purchased as a complete system
from one source.

i also recommend that geodetic survey adapt to the new tech-
nology and not burden the technology with possibly obsolete pro-
cedures. I am referring to observations of direct/reverse posi-
tions using optical plate procedures when the electronic plates
are claimed to be more accurate ( Geodimeter specifically states
that direct/reverse observations are not needed ). An update on
procedures is needed from NDAA or somebody. Also in ce tain com-
putations could it be possible to ease the many correction fac-
tors, and mathematical/arbitrarv error compensations presntly
being utilized in -et,-n for the immediate uee of available

ipr-oq:-ams?

In reference to geodetic survey software. I would -ecommelld
that the army geodetic survey field try to avoid developing a
program set. I recommend that the specific needs of a geodetic
survey program set be defined as quickly as possible and that
commercial software developers be contracted, preferably those
who have written good survey programs in the past.

Trying to get the generic pieces to work together was per-
sonally very frustratingand when problems arose we had to go
to one place for the computer, another for cables, aother for
program assistance and yet another for field assistance. This
would not work for troop units. My primary recommendation is to
purchase complete sets from one source with simple eo follow
dOcumentation to make the whole system function.

Thomas K. Wallenius
SSG, USA

I
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APPENDIX E

AISI SYSTEM-SOF TWARE

The system softwate -should be a -fully integrated, three -dimensional, ground {

modeling, design, and, drafting system. The system should include such applications

as field note reduction, automated data collection, traverse balancing, surface

modeling, contour mapping, coordinate- geometry; roadway design, drainage, design,

earthwork volumes by average-end-area or true prismoidal calculations, and three -

dimensional projections. The--software shall be compatible with MS-DOS operating -

system and shall run on the standard Army Command and Control System harware.

The software may contain separate packages to perform functions such as drafting

and/or design calculations however maximum integration into one package is highly

desirable. Software application will be in the two areas of Topographic (control)

survey and Construction survey. In both areas the software wil be required to

transfer data between recorder and processor and to the peripherals such as printer

and plotter. Representative tasks to be performed in the topographical area include:

storage of raw field data; compute, adjust, plot and annotate three dimensional

coordinates using coordinate geometry (includes travers, intersection, and resection);

compute a level line; compute astronomic azimuth (stellar); coordinate conversion,

(UTM, to Geographic, WGS, State Plane); zone to zone conversion (UTM); and

compute convergence of coordinate lines. In the construction survey task area the
1

following representative tasks are critical: storage of raw field data; compute,

adjust, plot, and annotate three dimensional coordinates using coordinate geometry

(includes traverse, intersection and resection); compute level line; compute and

format for field location, road, airfield, buildings, and utilities (centerline, grade.

earthwork); compute and plot profiles, cross sections, vertical curves, and horizontal

curves; compute and plot preliminary/final road, airfield and architectural
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construction plans. In both areas the software must not only process data input

through the. keyboard and from the data collectors but be able to output certain

processed data to the data collectors and the other system packages for their use.

Software must be interactive, menu driven and user friendly to the maximum extent

possible.

AISI SOFTWARE EVALUATION

Software evaluation will be conducted using contractor supplied hardware and

with data that has been contractor generated Government approved. The evaluation

will be conducted in a manner that will demonstrate all aspects of the system

software. Complete records of all software evaluation will maintained. The

hardcopy output products of the processing actions will be considered as record of

the evaluation procedure. The selected software will be loaded on the selected

hardware using the procedures provided by the software manufacturer. Problems

and/or difficulties in correctly loading the software will be recorded. Once the

software has been loaded and is functioning correctly data, by type, will be entered

for processing. Sufficient data will be entered to demonstrate the functions

required. Hardcopy output will include raw data, edited data, all files developed,

and the processed data necessary to demonstrate compliance with the various survey

function requirement.

1
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APPENDIX E
DEFENSE MAPPING AGENCY

DEFENSE MAPPING $HO.

FORT 1ILVOIR. VIRGINIA 22060.429

IN Rtpty Resin To

is 18 DEC 1987

SUBJECT: Automated Integrated Surveying Instrument Software Evaluation Report

TO: Commander
U.S. Army Belvoir Research, Development and Engineering Center
ATTN: STRBE-JCT
Fort Belvoir, VA 2206a0-5606

1. Reference ongoing working arrangement between Defense Mapping School (DMS),
CW3 Thomas Besch, Trainer and Belvoir Research, Development and Engineering
Center (BRDEC), Material Developer.

2. Background: In response to a request from BRDEC, August 1987, selected in-
structors from the Advanced Geodetic Survey Course were tasked by CW3 Besch to
assist in the evaluation of commercially available surveying software packages.
The instructors were to evaluate the compatibility of the software packages
with the requirements of the military topographic and construction surveyor and
make recommendations based upon the evaluations.

3. Facts and Discussion: Five commercially available survey software packages
were made available for evaluation. They are as follows:

a. Wildsoft by Wild Heerburg Instruments, Inc.
b. Retriever by CadServ
c. Advanced Designer Series by Civilsoft
d. Design Plus by E.S. Computer Sales, Inc.
e. Geodimeter Surveying Software by Geodimeter

4. A complete and comprehensive evaluation was not accomplished for all soft-
ware packages that were available. A number of reasons prevented this. Chief
among these was the fact that none of the packages will by itself meet all of
the specified requirements for the topograplc surveyor and the construction
surveyor. Another major reason was that the packages do not permit hand entry
of the field data as of this evaluation. However, it appears to be possible to
put data into the microcomputer by using an edit function.

5. With the above information and the knowledge that the majority of the pack-
ages are in their infancy, the following recommendations are made: i

a. That a baseline starting set of software packages be established to
include the following:

(1) Advanced Designer Series by Civilsoft
(2) Retriever by CadServ! Incorporated
(3) Wildsoft by Wild Heerburg Instruments Inc. (if a version of Wild-

soft is produced that requires only one monitor; current version requires two
(2) monitors, a graphics monitor and a text monitor.)
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Ltr, GS

SUBJECT: Automated Integrated Surveying Instrument Software Evaluation Repu)rt

b. That a computer assisted drafting package be included as part of the

set. Reason: All packages in recommendation #1 generate a plot file and coor-

dinate file; however, they in themselves will not produce the actual contIour

map or drawing. They require a drafting program; both Autocad and/or Versacad
can fulfill this requirement.

c. That a word processing, program also be incorporated into the set for

the writing of progres. reporsn incidental administrative type reports, and

after action reports.

6. As previously stated, none of the surveying packages fulfill all require-

ments at this time. There are additional programs available or in the develop-

mental stages to satisfy the geodetic portions of the requirements. In connec-

tion with the Department of Computer Science at West Point, the Defense Mapping

School's Survey Division is developing software to be placed in the public do-

main that will satisfy a vast majority of the requirements not met by the 
com-

mercially available software.

DAVID F. MAtINE

Colonel, USA
Director
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Mark. Here is a list of the software names and addresses that we
have looked at or' used. I am also attachinq the info on another,
program that we did not make use of or even inquire about.

RETRIEVER
CADserv Inc.
378!0J Hills Tech Dr.
Farmington Hills, MI 480118

CIVILSOFT
290 S. Anaheim Blvd., Suite 10ii
Anaheim, CA 928!.15

WILDsoft
Wild Heerbrugg Instruments, Ina.
Geodesy and Industrial Systems Center
40 Technology Park/Atlanta

Norcross, GA 3 092

GEODIMETER
385 Bel Main Keys Blvd.
Novato, CA 94947

VERSACAD
T & W Systems, Inc.
7372 Prince Drive, Suite 1!06
Huntington Beach, CA 92647

DESIGN PLUS
Computer Sales Inc.
191 Woodport Road
Sparta, NJ 07871
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FAX MESSAGE APPFNDIX F

Gosc h1dIlsinheit Geodis
Vlld Hsorbrugg AG

To: E. Leitz Inc. 001 201 767 4196 Wltd HlerbruA

Attn.: John Riddell

ubj.: hig1 Alt=tude eMI Info for rt. Belvor W ILD LErz
From: Armin Spiegel

Ref.:

ate: 16.09.1987 Telefon (071) 70 3131
Telerax 11/111 (071) 70 3152

Distr.: Tclox 831222 wi chTctgranms Wico Hecrorug

Pages:

General Information:

in the case of a High Altitude Electromagnetic Pulse the damage to electronic
equipment is primarily not caused by the direct influences of the fields,
but by secondary effects, like induced current- and voltage impulses. There-
fore one must prevent long cables or distributed wiring without shielding.

Basically all metallic, conductive objects can pick up electromagnetic energy.
How much, depends on the

1) EMP characteristics
2) wavo propagation characteristicc and tho
3) electric and geometric characteristics of the object,

Pt. 1 and 2 would have to be supplied by the one concerned about EMP, because
there are different scenarios. More information can be found in the following
literature:

Electromagnetic pulse interaction close to nuclear bursts and associated
EMP-environunt specifications
C.E. Baum, AFWL-Sensor and Simulation notes SSN-76, Kirtland AFB/New
Mexico, Air Forces Weapons Laboratory, 1971

Possible Actions: In general an extensive analysis is required to compute
the induced currents and voltages.

We have not done and presently do not intend to do any analysis for this case
except it could be billed or recovered by a larger order. If any further in-
vestigation would be necessary, we would have to hire a consultant. To my
knowledge testing facilities for HA-EMP are available in Switzerland. The
cost for such a test are not available at short notice and I don't know if
we even would get access to it. Please let me know, if I should pursue it.

Sorry, I can't give you a better answer, but EMP so far has not been of primary
concern to us,

Regards,
124
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APPENDIX G

DECKER COAL COMPANY
P.O. BOX 12

DECKER, MONTANA 59025-0012

(406) 757-2561

June 12, 1987

Mark H. Thomas, Project Engineer
Topographic Systems Team
U. S. Army Belvoir Research
Development and Engineering Center
Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060-5606

Dear Mr. Thomas:

Decker Coal Company purchased a Wild T-2000 Total Station Instrument in
January 1986. Because of our relatively short period of use you may want to
weigh our evaluations accordingly. Decker Coal is an open pit coal mine
situated in the south east corner of Montana. The climate here encompasses
almost all situations.

In the period of time we have used the T-2000, temperatures have varied from
IOOF in the summer to -20F in the winter. Use at the mine exposes the
instrument to all the elements plus a considerable amount of dust. There have
been no problems with the function of the T-2000 in any situation we have
exposed it to thus far. Accuracy of theigun has not been impaired due to
extreme weather conditions. The functions are slower when the temperature
reaches 20F to OF. Distance takes longer to display as well as angular
display being slower when temperature is at that range, however, accuracy is
not impaired.

Along with the T-2000 Theodolite, we purchased a 32K GRE-3 Data Terminal.
This machine has also been exposed to dust and elements and like the T-2000
has required no service.

Our mapping needs require at least monthly surveys of our Pits for lease
payments and state records. The T-2000 plus the Data Terminal have been very
useful in aiding in the accuracy and efficiency of these maps. The data
collector eliminates the need for a person to take notes. Once a numeric code
system has been set up all notes can be entered into the terminal from the
keyboard of the T-2000.
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Mark H4 Thomas, Project Engineer
Topographic Systems Team
U. S. Army Belvoir Research
Development and Engineering Center
June 12, 1987
Page Two

Decker Coal Company utilizes a Perkin-Elmer computer system that is compatible
with the Wild Total Station System. Programming was done in-house without the
use of additional software. Our system is set up to allow us to dump the
collected data, reduce it to X, Y, and Z coordinates and plot the maps from
one program. We-have done in excess- of 150 individual points from data
collector to finishedmap in lss than 1 minutes

The T-2000 andGRE-3 can store your X, Y, and Z coordinates as well as angular
measurements. With a different system one could probably increase efficiency
by using the already reduced coordinates to plot directly from the GRE-3
memory.

Overall, the Wild T-2000 electronic Thoedolite and the GRE-3 Data Terminal have
been maintenance free and relatively easy to operate.

I hope this information helps you in your evaluations. Should you have any

questions or need any additional information please contact me.

Sincerely,

C1~f Sorenson
Survey Party Chief

/ts
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June 9, 1987

Mr. Mark H. Thomas
Engineer
Department of the Army
U.S. Army Belvoir Research
Development and Engineering Center
Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060-5606

Dear Mr. Thomas:

The City of Des Moines purchased 2 Wild T2000 Total Stations. This
1was done after considerable study and attending 1 Wild operations

course and seyeral sUrveying equipment shows. The City is very happy
with the T2000. Although the City does not endorse or recommend any
equipment, I can -ielate our experience with the T2000s. We have had
them for 1 year. They seem to be quite rugged and operate at a lower
temperature than our Leitz equipment. The equipment and data collecto
have functioned well in the field.

ENOINkARING DEPARTMENT
CITY HALL

IT AD L We have not received full benefit of the equipment because EngineeringDES PAINIE, IOWA 50307,,5,5,,"0, has not decided which direction to go with our software. We have been
A ,C CITY 1940.197,.1991 able to dump the field data into our computers with software which

does horizontal survey work. We found it necessary for our Surveyors
to work very closely with our computer people to get the equipment to
work initially, as the instructions provided by both Wild and the
software salespeople proved inadequate. We had to discover some things
for ourselves by setting the instrument up next to the computer and
experimenting with the data collector.

The reason we selected a T2000 is because we are deeply involved in
first-order control surveys as well as construction surveys in the
existing downtown area where we have to maintain a horizontal and
vertical precision of 0.01 foot and an accuracy of 0.02 foot. We have
an extensive Skywalk Program. The instruments have been extremely
valuable to us in the conducting of land surveys, control surveys,
and design surveys.

I hope this information will be a help to you. If you wish to contact
me, my phone number is (515) 283-4589.

Very truly yours,

Michael M, K! P .E. .. I
Principal Civil Engineer

MMK:bhh
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United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
Missouri Basin Region

Belle Fourche Projects Office
P.O. Box 226

IN REPLY Neell, South Dakota 57760
REFER TO:e

Topographic Systems Team
U.S. Arm Belvoir Research,

Development and Engineering Center
Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060-5606

Gentlemen:

Ln response to your query on total station instruments, we are pleased to
provide the following comments.

We have been using a Wild TC-2000 total station for approximately six months.
The instrument has been used for a wide range of applications including precise
trilateration to monitor movement of an earthfill dam, alignments, profiles and
cross sections of canals and laterals for gathering design data, and providing
horizontal and vertical control during construction.

We have used the instrument during winter and spring conditions and it has
functioned well. We have not yet used it in extreme summer heat.

The, instrument is user-friendly. The instrument control panel is well laid out,
easy to read and understand. The spacing between buttons is adequate for use
with gloves during cold weather. The displays show up well in all light
conditions. Angle and distance measurements are both fast and accurate. All
parameters required when setting up the TC 2000 are easily and rapidly
determined and inputed.

Since we have only had the TO 2000 for six months we cannot comment on the long
term reliability of the instrument. The complexity of the total stations limits
the amount of user maintenance that can be performed. Care in handling and
using the instrument and keeping clean are a must.

Our ITC 2000 recently had to be returned to Wild's Service Center in New York for
repair. The internal power supply circuitry shorted out and had to be replaced.
Wild provided a 24-hour turnaround on the repair, but total turnaround time from
this office to dealer to Wild. Service Center and return totaled four weeks.

We have not used the TC 2000 in combination with any software packages so cannot
comment on them.
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Topographic Systems, Team Page 2

Based on our limited time ot using the TC 2000, our overall impression of the
instrument is very positive. The instrument increases the productivity of our
survey crew over a th6do1ite and EDM combination.

Sincerely,

Ronald W. Wilkinson
Acting Project Manager
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STATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

TRANSPORTATION BUILDING

STATE HOUSE STATION 16 AUGUSTA. MAINE 04333

DANA F. COH14ORS
Commissioner

June 23,1987

Mark H. Thomas
Department of the Army
U.S. Army Belvoir Kesearch, Development and Engineering Center
Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060-5606

Dear Mr. Thomas:

The Maine Department of Transportation owns one Wild T2000 with a DI 5

distance meter, one HP 3820A, and two Leitz SDM3ER Semi Total Stations. All
of these instruments are user friendly, have been very reliable and easily
maintained. We do not have data collectors at this time.

The Wild T2000 is dedicated to a large bridge project at this time but
will be used in the Geodetic Control Survey Unit following completion of that
project. The HP 3820A is used for control surveys of various types. Both

Leitz instruments are used for traverse work on all projects where new right
of way is to be acquired. These instruments are used in all weather conditions
except rain, sleet or blowing snow.

I believe that "National Geodetic Survey" has done intensive testing of
total station equipment at their Virginia test site. Perhaps you should
contact them for additional data.

We can be of further assistance to you, please let me know.

Very truly yours,

4ae. e 'Engin~?
Location & Environment

DAO/jb

cc: R.A. Coleman, Chief Engineer
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fepartmtnt of Qranopottation anb Ueblopmtnt

P. 0. BOX 94245

Robert G. Graves BATON ROUGE, LA. 70804-9245 Edwin W. Edwards
Secretary (504) 379-1131 Governor

June 9, 1987

Mr. Mark H. Thomas
Department of the Army
U. S. Army Reserve, Dev. & Engr. Center
Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060-5608

SUBJECT: Evaluation of Total Station Instrument

Dear Mr. Thomas:

The Louisiana Department of Transportation and
Development uses two total station survey instruments in
the Preliminary Engineering Section. Both are Wild TC-2000
with GRE-3's. The Wild instrument fit our requirements
to interface with our Intergraph System.

The climate in Louisiana is very humid with some very
hot days. We generally do not use this instrument during
rain.

We have found this instrument to be user friendly
and reliable. Its' range is sufficient for the type of
project it's being used for. We have also found that the
GRE-3 while being user friendly, it is not as reliable
as the TC-2000. It appears that all of our problems are
a result of battery contacts which needed to be redesigned.

We are using the total station to field record survey
data required to design and build highways. This instrument
allows not only the recording of an object's position,
but also pertinent information about this object. We have
developed our own software to interpret this data. We
also use the Wild supplied instrument software which allows
for a code block with four informational parts and a
measurement block consisting of the horizontal angle,
vertical angle, and the slope distance.

We have not found it to be cost efficient to use the
total station for cross-sections, but we still have testing
to do in this area.

A. III I ;;I Q. re i ll I i e apro iii-nlG y 14H years serv¢iceI 1.

My retirement is effective June 15, 1987.

If you need any further information on this matter,
contact Mr. Eric Jeansonne who is our Photogrammetrist I
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MR. MARK H. THOMAS
PAGE 2i JUNE 9, 1987

in charge of this development, He is at same address,

Yours very truly,

CLARENCE J. RCUIT
LOCATION & SUR Y ENGINEER

EJ:plw

I1
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APPENDIX H

AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

(AISI)

BIBLIOG21ZAPHY

1. Topographic Support System (TSS) Required Operational

Capability (ROC)-1978.

2. Combat Support Engineers and Mine Warfare, Mission

Area Analysis-May 1983.

3. Operational Land Organizational (O&O) Plan for an AISI-TRADOC

approved October 1986.

4. Operational/Environmental/Suitability Test Plan For

Automated Integrated Surveying Instrument (AISI)

5. Independent Evaluation Plan for the Market Investigation

of the Automated Integrated Surveying Instrument (AISI)

-September 1987

6. Test & Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) for the Automated

Integrated Surveying Instrument (AISI)

7. Environmental Testing of Automated Integrated Surveying

Instruments (AISIs) - National Technical Systems

8. Environmental Testing of a Transportation Trunk -

National Technical Systems

9. Independent Evaluation Plan for the Automated Integrated

Surveying Instrument (AISI), U.S. Army Engineer School,

Directorate of Combat Developments, Fort Belvoir, Virginia

10. Test & Evaluation of Total Station Instruments

Federal Geodetic Control Committee
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APPENDIX I

FIELD OPERATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION

(AISI)

ACRON4YMS AND1 ABREVLITINS

Symbol Description

A0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Operational Availability

AISL. .. .. .... .... .... Automated Integrated Surveying System

BOIP .. .. .. .... .... .. Basis Of Issue Plan

B.S .. .. .. ... ...... ... Backsight

Btu .. .. .. .... .... .... British thermal unit

cm .. .. .. .... ..... .. Centimeter

C. .. .. .. .... ..... .. degrees Celsius

CAD. .. .. .... .... .... Computer Aided Design

COGO .. .. .. .. ..... .... Coordinate Geometry

#1 .. .. .. .... .... .. Point #1

#2 .. .. .. ... ..... .. Point #2

CUC . .. .. .. ... ... .... Commercial Utility Cargo Vehicle

DMS. .. .. .... .... .... Defense Mapping School

DRU .. .. .. .... ..... .Data Recording Unit

DS .. .. .. ..... .... .. Direct Support

E. .. .. .. ..... .... .. Easting

EDM. .. .. ... ..... .... Electronic Distance Measuring

EMI. .. .. .. .... .... .. Electromagnetic Interference

jEUD. .. .. .... ....... European Utility Division

F. .. .. .. ..... .... .. degrees Fahrenheit

FD/SC. .. .. .... .... .. Failure Definition/Scoring Criteria
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ACRONYMS AND- ABRIEVIATIONS (Continued)

Symbol Descrigtion

FOT&E. .. .. ... ..... ... Follow-on Test & Evaluation

GS.. .. .. .. .... ..... .General Support

Geod ... .. .. ... .... .... Geodimeter 440

GPS. .. .. .. ..... .... .Global Positioning System

g. .. .. .... .... .... .Gravitational Acceleration

980.6 cm/sec 2; 386 in/sec2

HA .. .. .. ..... .... ... Horizontal Angle

HA-EMP .. .. .. ... .... ... High Altitude Electromagnetic Pulse

HFE. .. .. ......... ... Human Factors Engineering

In. .. .. .. .... ..... ... Inches

IAW. .. .. .. .... .... .. In Accordance With

Instrument

ICTP. .. .. .... .... .... Individual & Collective Training Plan

IER. .. .. ... .... .... .Independent Evaluation Report

ILC . .. .... .... .... .Integrated Logistic Support

km .. .. ... .... .... ... Kilometer

LCD. .. .. .. .... .... ... Liquid Crystal Diode

M. .. .. .. .... ..... ... Meter

MAC. .. .. .... .... .... Maintenance Allocation Chart

MCBOMF. ....... .. .. ... .Mean Cycle Between Operational Mission

Failure

MEP . .. .. .. .... ....... Material Fielding Plan

MOS. .. .. .. ... ......... litary Occupational Specialty

mph. .. .. .. .... ..... .Milos Per Hour
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ACRONYMS AND ABREVIATIONS (Continued)

Symbol Description

MS-DOS ................... Micro Soft-Disk Operation System

MTBF ..................... Mean-Time-Between-Failure

N ...... .................. Northing

NDI ..................... .Non-Developmental Item

NOAA.. .................. National Oceanographic & Atmospheric Agency

NTS ................... . . National Technical Systems

O/E/S Test Plan .............. Operational/Environmental/Suitabi.lity Test

Plan (AISI)

O&O .................... Operational & Organizational

Offset .................... Alignment Offset

OMS/MP. .................. Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile

PAC. .... ................ Parts Allocation Chart

PADs ..... ................ Position and Azimuth Determining System

PPM. ..................... Parts Per Million

QQPRT ................... Qualitative & Quantitative Personnel

Requirements Information

RAM ..... ................ Reliability, Availability, Maintainability

REC ..... ................ Record

RGL ..... ................ Reading Gradi Level

ROC ..... ................ Required Operational Capability

RRR ................... .RAM Rationale Report

RPSTL .... ............... Repair Parts & Special Tool List

SD ..... ................. Slope Distance

Sec ..... ................. Seconds
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ACRONYMS AND ABREVIATIONS (Continued)

Symbol Description

SEDME-MR ................ Surveying Equipment, Distance Measuring,

Electronic Medium Range

T & E. ............... Test & Evaluation

TECOM ................... Test & Evaluation Command

TMDE .................... Test Measuring & Diagnostic Equipment

TOE ..... ............... .Table of Organizational Equipment

Trav. #1 ................... Traverse #1

Trav. #2 ................... Traverse #2

TSS ..................... Topographic Support System

TTSP ..... ................ Training Test Support Package

USAES .................. .United States Army Engineering School

UTM ..... ................ Universal Transverse Mercator

V ...................... Volts

Vert. .................... Vertical

WGS. ..................... World Geodetic System

................ Standard Deviation

................... Residual
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APPENDIX J

AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS

(AISI)

INTRODUCTION

This appendix contains field data collected during the course of the evaluation.

These data are divided into the various activities that were conducted to obtaia

information necessary to provide the answers to questions posed by agencies that

must evaluate the equipment's suitability.

These data are shown in the format that they were collected and processed

thus allowing, if desired, an evaluation of the suitability of the format and thc

processing. The procedures followed in collecting the data have not been detailed

as they were normal surveying procedures simply modified to take advantage of the

electronic data collection capability. The same is true of the processing procedures

inasmuch as they are a "cookbook" type action in that the operator follows

instructions presented by the program or the procedure manual. It is possible for

the data to be processed by someone who has little knowledge of surveying.

However, this presents the possibility that errors could go undetected that would

otherwise be detected by the processor. The programs provide the field crew with

capability to note errors as they record the data so that during the edit portion of

the processing the errors can be corrected. This does not ensure that all errors

will be discerned because it is possilble that some errors will be recognized only on

the basis of processor output.

The field procedures did not duplicate the performance of every task that has

been identified as being required in the topographic and construction survey field.

The rationale for this was, that if the equipment can perform the same functional
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joperation in one area it need not be duplicated in an another. As an example: if

the instrument can calculate the differences in elevation for traverse or topographic

work then it can do the same for setting grade or drainage layout actions. The

function of turning of angles and the measuring of distance is the same no matter

what the use made of the information. The accuracy requirements may differ and

therefore the more stringent standards were selected. In essence this meant that

most procedures were oriented toward topographic standards rather than

construction standards.

The basic concept to the field evaluation was that the AISI systems were

capable of doing all of the survey tasks required although the procedures were

somewhat different. This approach was utilized because of the experience and good

use being made of the systems in the commercial surveying field. The field

evaluation confirmed that the systems are capable of doing the tasks required and

that they do meet the accuracy requirements.

The field evaluation consisted of performing three and four station traverses,

taking topographic data, running over a baseline, taking astronomic observations,

performing maximum distance measurment, checking field of view, checking stadia

constants, performing data transfer (from collector to processor and vice versa),

doing data processing, and doing reliability type checks.

In the performance of the traverse functions both a four station and a three

station traverse were laid out and the AISI systems were used to run the traverses.

These data were collected using the data collectors and processed through the third

party computer programs to produce the outputs included as part of this appendix:

J4, j5, & j6.

In the performance of the topographic function a series of topographic-type

[exercises were run to collect data for processing. The data collected were processed
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through third party computer programs to the point of assuring that the data could

be plotted out on standard plotting equipment. The data and outputs are included as

part of this appendix: J12.

The baseline function consisted of running the systems over an established

baseline to determine their performance. The baseline consisted of nine stations

covering some 900 meters. The data are included as part of this appendix: J1.

The astronomical observations consisted of sun and star shots to verify that

the systems were capable of performing the function. In one case sun shots were

not taken because there was no way to blank out the distance measuring component

so that direct sunlight would not damage the electronics. The data are included as

part of the appendix: 7 & A8.

Maximum distance function was checked by shooting a 7 kilometer line to

assure that the distance could be achieved. It was found that atmospheric conditions

have to be very good to achieve the maximum distance. In the initial attempt one

system achieved the distance while the other did not while using the same target

prism setup. It was immediately determined by the manufacturer that one system had

defective components in another test which had been purchased as being to

specification. The manufacturer subsequently provided a replacement instrument

containing the correct components and it performed well. The manufacturer is

currently in the process of replacing the defective components is those instruments

known to contain them. The data are included in the appendix: 9.

The field of view and the stadia constants checks were conducted using normal

procedures and found to conform to manufacturers specifications. The data are

included in the appendix Jl0.

A data transfer check was conducted as a part of the normal processing

actions in making use of the data collected during traverse and topographic function
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evaluation. Data were also entered through the keyboard (manual entry) to verify

that such a process could be performed. Data transfer was found to be a straight-

forward-relatively-simple process. An important factor noted was that it is necessary

to check all transfer settings each time to assure that communication has been

established before any attempt is made to transfer the data. As part of the stakeout

process curve data were developed on the computer and transfered to the data

collector and to the instrument for performing the field layout.

Data processing was done along with data transfer. A majority of the data

processing actually occurs automatically. The operator is given options from which

to select and then once an option is selected the operator is prompted for key data

that is required by the program. This key data are usually available in other files. A

critical step in the data processing function is the edit routine. The operator must

look for entries made by the field crew that denote errors and then remove them

from the data. Because the raw data are not changed the repercussions, of

destroying valid data, are lessened. However, the person doing the processing must

exercise great caution when in the edit mode. The third party program used in

processing was relatively user friendly but does have some areas that need

attention. As an example the program requires manual entry of the traverse data

(i.e. initial N & E, BS, turned angle, verticle angle, SD) and does not give error of

closure. This feature is being evaluated by the maunufacturer. During the data

processing the topographic data were used to develope files required by CAD

programs to perform plots. These files were transfermd (electronically) to the CAD

programs and plots produced. This was done to demonstrate that data can be

processed all the way through the system.

A type of reliability evaluation was done as part of the field evaluation. This

consisted of setting up two triangular layouts and placing the instrument at one of
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the points. The instrument was the set up at one of the points and ten angular and

distance readings taken. The instrument was then removed from the tripod, placed

in its carrying case and carried approximately 10 feet. It was then unpacked and set

up on the other tripod. Again 10 measurements were taken. This process was

repeated 206 times for each instrument for a total of 2060 trials. Consistency of

readings (angular and distance) were the criteria used to determine defects. Of

interest was the fact that although the batteries would weaken and have to be

replaced the readings remained consistent over the battery's life range. A minor

problem occured when one tribrach galled slightly during one of the changeover

periods. On-site action cleared the problem with no major loss of time.

Figures 12 & 13 are representative topographic plots as run from a Nicolet

plotter using field data from the AISI evaluation.
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APPENDIX J

FIELD OPERATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION

(AISI)

EVALUATION FIELD DATA

This appendix contains Field Data and other information both in arithmetic and

pictorial form.

In general the progression of information was as follows:

o Raw/Field Data

o Edited Data

o Data Files; e.g., CAD Program

o Plotted Data

1

L
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EVALUATION FIELD DATA

APPENDIX J1

BASELINE DATA

The baseline calculations are provided to record the actual measurements made

to the various baseline stations. From these figures the standard deviations were

calculated to provide a basis for comparison between what the equipment

manufacturer gives as the capability of the equipment and what might be reasonably

expected in field performance. The figures used to do the calculations were those

collected in the field with the corrections entered into the instrument prior to

measurement.
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WILD BASELINE CALCULATIONS

STANDARD DEVIATIONS

2
LENGTH RESIDUAL L

Sta 0 101.197 -.001 .000091
to 101.198 .000

Sta 1 101.198 .000
101.198 .000
101.198 .000 n-i
101.198 .000
101.198 .000
101.198 .000 "= __+ooooo

101.199 +.001 .000001 9
101.199 +.001 .000001

-= +_.00058 M
1011.981 +.001 .000003

101.198

Sta 0 201.448 .000
to 201.448 .000

Sta 2 201.448 .000
201.447 -.001 .000001
201.448 .000
201.446 -.002 .000004
201.448 -.002 .000004 +
201.448 .000 J- -. 000009

201.448 .000 9
201.448 .000

j. ±.001 m
2014.475 -.005 .000009

201.448

Sta 0 351.401 .000
to 351.402 +.001 .000001

Sta 3 351.399 -.002 .000004
351.400 -.001 .000001
351.400 -.001 .000001
351.403 #.002 .000004
351.401 .000 .
351.43 +.002 F000o - 0351.401 .000 95
351.401 .000 +

31.- .0013 M
3514.011 +.002 .000015

351.401
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LENGTH RESIDUAL -V

Sta 0 501.330 .000
to 501.330 .000

Sta 4 501.330 .000
501.331 +.001 .000001
501.330 .000
501.330 .000
501.330 .000
501.330 .000 -oooooi

501.330 .000 9
501.330 .000 +

- .0003 M
5013.301 .001 .000001

501.330

Sta 0 651.350 -.001 .000001
to 651.351 .000
Sta 5 651.351 .000

651.351 .000
651.350 -.001 .000001
651.351 .000
651.351 .000 +
651.350 -.001 .000001 J- .000004
651.350 -.001 .000001 9
651.351 .000

= :.o0006 M
6413.505 -.004 .000004

651.351

Sta 0 751.545 +.001 .000001
to 751.541 -.003 .000009
Sta 7 751.541 -.003 .000009

751.545 +.001 .000001
751.542 -.002 .000004
751.545 +.001 .000001
781.545 +.001 .000001
751.545 +.001 .000001 Jr- 000031

751.548 +.002 .000004 9
751.544 .000 . 0Ju.00.o19

7515.439 -.001 .000031

751.544
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LENGTH RESIUAL 2

Sta 0 851.305 .000 .000000
to 851.305 -.000 .000000

Sta 851 851.303 -.002 .000004
851.302 -.003 .000009
851.306 +.001 .000001
851.307 +.002 .000004
851.303 -.002 .000004
851.304 -.001 .000001 5= _1000023
851.305 .000 .000000 9851.305 .000 .000000

T=~ 2 .005055258513.045 -.005 .000023

851.305

Sta 0 911,297 .000 .000000
to 911,293 -.004 .000018Sta 911 911.297 .000 .000000

911298 +.001 .000001
911.298 +.001 .000001
911.297 .000 .000000
911.296 -.001 .000001 - 020911.298 +.001 .000001 7 9
911.297 .000 .000000

9112.968 -.002 .000020 .00149071

911.297

Ii1
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GEODIMETER BASELINE CALCULATIONS

STANDARD DENOTION

LENGTH RESIDUAL k1

Sta 0 101.207 -.001 .000001 z 2
to 101.208 .000 n-I

Sta 1 101.209 +.001 .000001
101.209 +.001 .000001 +
101.210 +.002 .000004 -/.000010
101.20 +.001 .000001 -\v 9
101.208 .000 +
101.207 -.001 .000001 - .00154 K
101.209 +.001 .000001
101.208 .000

1012.084 +.004 .000010

101.2084 101,208

Sta 0 201.452 .000
to 2G,.451 -.001 .000001

Sta 2 201.451 -.001 .000001
201.453 .001 .000001 +
201.452 .000 -. 000013
201.450 -.002 .000004 9
201.452 .000
201.453 +.001 .000001 + .00120 M
201.451 -.001 .000001
201.450 -.002 .000004

2014.517 -.005 .000013

201.4517 201.452

Sta 0 351.414 +.001 .000001
to 351.415 +.002 .000004

Sta 3 381.414 +.001 .000001

351.414 *.001 .000001 +
351.412 -.001 .000001 0 -- 60
351.413 .001 9
351.410 -.003 .000009 +
351.412 -.001 .ooo - 0i56 i
351.411 -.002 .000004 :
351.413 .000

3514.128 -.002 .000022

351.4128 = 351.413
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2
LENGTH RESIDUAL V)

Sta 0 501.339 +.002 .000004
to 501.337 .000

Sta 5 501.337 .000
501.338 +.001 .000001

501.336 -.001 .000001 C- /.oooo25
501.337 .000 V 9
501.335 -.002 .000004

501.339 +.002 .000004 t .00167 M

501.337 .000
501.334 -.003 .000009

5013.369 -.001 .000024

501.3369 501.337

Sta 0 651.368 +.002 .000004
to 651.366 .000

Sta 6 651.367 +.001 .000001
651.368 +.002 .000004
651.365 -.001 .000001 7 -. 000014
651.365 -.001 .000001 9
651.367 +.001 .000001
651.366 .000 G = + .00125 M
651.365 -.001 .000001
651.365 -.001 .000001

6513.662 +.002 .000014

651.3662 a 651.366

Sta 0 751.553 -.002 .000004
to 751.556 +.001 .000001

Sta 7 751.557 +.002 .000004
751.556 +.001 .000001 +
751.552 -.003 .000009 - -. 000026

751.556 +.001 .000001v 9
751.554 -.001 .000001
781.855 .000 -t .00170 M
751.584 -.001 .000001
751.853 -.002 .000004

7515.546 .004 .000026

y 751.5546 = 751.555
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LENGTH ESIDUAL U U2
Sta 0 854.316 +.002 .000004to 851.315 +-.001 .000001
Sta 8 851.312 -.002 .000004

851.313 -.001 .000001851.312 -.002 .000004 "- 000022
851.315 .001 .000001 V 9
851.315 +-001 .000001
851.316 +.002 .000004 7 + .00156
851.313 -.001 .000001 t851.315 +.001 .000001

8513.142 +.002 .000022

851.3142 = 851.314

Sta 0 911.313 +.003 .000009to 911.315 -.001 .000001Sta 9 911.315 -.001 .000001911.315 -.001 .000001911.317 +.001 .000001 t"a -/003T911.314 -.002 .000004 9911.320 
+.003 

.000009911.317 +.001 .000001 - .00189 m911.317 +.001 .000001911.314 -.002 .000004
9113.157 +,002 .000032

911.3157 - 911.316

I
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EVALUATION FIELD DATA

APPENDIX J2

ACCURACY DATA

The information contained in this appendix is intended to provide the data

necessary to demonstrate the accuracy capability of the instruments while in the

horizontal and vertical angle measuring mode. A series, of readings, was taken by

three different parties and from this series, of readings, the standard deviations for

both horizontal and vertical were calculated. This allows a comparison of the field

results and the manufacturers stated capabilities.

I
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j
MILD H & v PRECISION

ERROR 
RESIDUAL '

04.40" 
.07' 

+.0203.55 .06 +.02 .0004 .001303.85 .06 + .0001 .001603.45 .06 +.01 
.000102.10 .03 -.02 .000102.00 .03 -.02 .000402.50 .04 -.01 .000403.45 .06 +.01 .000101.70 .03 
.0001

03.10 .05 .02 .000403.90 .06 
-.

01003.65 .06 +.01 .000103.95 .06 +.01 000103.85 .06 +.01 .000103.70 .08 +.0001+.01
03.40 .06 .000103.85 .06 +.01 .0001
03.70 .06 +.01 .0001

97 +.07 .0001

0.97 - .05
18 

c~.
n- 1

+ r-=.090019
" 17

0T- ±.OLO8 ,
ci"= .01
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WILD H & V PRECISION

ERROR RESIDUAL V 2 -

00.05" .00' -.02 .0004 .0032
01.80 .03 +.01 .0001 .0007
01.50 .03 +.01 .0001 .0016
01.80 .03 +.O1 .0001 .0055
02.00 .03 +.O1 .0001
02.20 .04 +.02 .0004
00.00 .00 -.02 .0004
00.00 .00 -.02 .0004
00.45 .01 -.01 .0001
02.20 .04 +.02 .0004
01.35 .02 -.00 --
03.55 .06 +.04 .0018
00.10 .00 -.02 .0004
02.40 .04 +.02 .0004
00.00 .00 -.02 .0004
00.95 .02 -.00 --
00.45 .01 -.01 .0001
00.55 .01 -.01 .0001

0.37 u +.01 = .0055

= 0.37 .02 2
18 ~n-

.0055

17

J. + .0179'

9- .02

i.
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GEODIMETER H & V PRECISION

2
ERROR RESIDUAL P

03" 0.05' --
02 0.03 -.02 -01 .0004
02 0.03 -.02 -01 .0004
04 0.07 +.02 +01 .0004
04 0.07 +.02 .11 .0004
03 0.05 -- -
02 0.03 -.02 -01 .0004
01 0.02 -.03 -02 .0009
05 0.08 +.03 +02 .0009
06 0.10 +.05 +03 .0025
03 0.05 -- -- --
00 -- -- -- --
04.5 0.07 +.02 +02 .0004
04 0.07 +.02 +01 .0004
05 0.08 +.03 +02 .0004
03 0.05 -- --
03 0.05 -- --
06 0.10 +.05 +03 .0025

60.5 1.00 +1.05 +10 .0105

60.5 - 03.38 +/- +
10 03.4 0 03" n--

1.00 = .05 o"= - .0105
18" 17

-=  .0248'
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I
GEODIMETER H & V PRECISION

ERROR RESIDUAL V V 2

00" -- I
01 .02
00 -- -.02 .0004
01 .02 .002402 .3-.02 004.0008
03 .05 .01 .0001
03 .05 +.01 .0001
05 .08 +.03 .000104 .07 +.03 .000905 .08 +.02 .000403 .05 +.03 .0009
01 .02 +.01 .000102 .03 -.02 .000403 .05 -.01 .0001
03 .05 

+.00001 .02 -.02 .0001
02 .03.0004" - .0 102 .03 -.01 .000101.5 .02 -.01 .0001

0.8-.02 
00.85 

+0-01 
000050 ;0.65 -.036 

0 z p
18 .04 

0'-

(7 -.t0050
17

t- ± .017'
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EVALUATION FIELD DATA

APPENDIX J3

HORIZONTAL CURVE DATA

To demonstrate the capability of performing stake-out or layout procedures the

data generated by the curve calculation program havc been included. These data

were generated using software supplied by the equipment manufacturer rather than

by the third party software used in other data processing actions. The generated

data were then transferred from the computer to the data collector for subsequent

transfer to the instrument. It should be noted that it is possible to transfer the

data directly to the instrument from the computer if this is considered necessary or

expedient. Once the data were transferred to the instrument a series of exercises

was run to demonstrate the fact that the instrument could use the transferred data.

No problem was encountered during the exercises. A good feature in the use of the

stake-out or layout routines is the fact that the instruments read down to zero to

allow establishment of line and distance.
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-" E,, :T DATA

EA A

r J- -"f "7 - '

" t A , I e -x H: l- Hz Cis,*3

'-" 7"24 04.4 W -i180 00 00.0 - 00 00 00.0 "i: ,,

; . .. ...., .,, .4 ;7':' 2.. 47.5 -23 05 '35.1 ,,.

S 09.2 E C 1 1 5.3 -00 '23 50.z 64.0

73 1 04.2 S 00 48 59.7 1 37 59.5 24.99

4 7 .  1 7.5 E 1 48 12.1 3 36 Z6.2 49.92

A - 0 11 4 47 10.0 5 34 20.0 74.71

EA N 1 09 46.7 E 3 45 42.3 7 31 24.5 99.33,

:A5 N 22 07 46.6 E 4 43 42.2 9 27 24.4 123.66

£,A6 N 83 05 0"3.9 E 5 41 02.4 11 22 04.7 147.69

Nr" 1 83 36 51.4 E 6 12 46.9 12" 25 33.8 160.96

6A8 N 3-4 08 35.9 E 6 44 31.5 13 29 03.0 74.26

? -65 05 56.1 E 7 41 51.7 15 23 43.3 198.20

LlO N 86 03 56.0 E 8 39 51.6 17 19 43.1 222.36

E_,Il N 87 02 28.3 E 9 38 23.9 19 16 47.7 246.68

,A12 N 88 01 25.2 E 10 37 20.7 21 14 41.5 271.10

A13 N 89 00 38.5 E 11 36 34.1 23 13 08.2 295.55

,A-:- N 90 00 00.0 E 12 33 55.6 25 11 51.1 319.97

68 N 77 18 52.5 E - 00 05 11.9 - 00 10 23.9 25.00

61: N 77 18 52.5 E - 00 05 11.9 - 00 10 23.9 50.00

6D N 77 18 52.5 E - 00 05 11.9 - 00 10 23.9 75.00

6E N 77 18 52.5 E - 00 05 11.9 - 00 10 23.9 100.00 158

6F N 77 18 52.5 E - 00 05 11.9 - 00 10 23.9 125.00!

SG N 77 18 52.5 E - 00 05 11.9 - 00 10 23.9 150,00



7E* OE :7.3

N- S4 21. S-72 . 3 5 E2:

70N SE 10 SSA4 E 2 W~ W. 17 22~. :47. T5
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EVALUATION FIELD DATA

APPENDIX J4

TRAVERSE DATA

Traverse data are enclosed to demonstrate the fact that the instruments havc

the capability to measure horizontal and vertical angles and slope distances. In

addition the calculation of the error of closure is designed to provide information

on the ability of the instrument to meet the requirements of geodetic survey

accuracy. The repeated performance of the same three and four station traverses

was done to demonstrate the repeatability of the instruments performance. In

addition it also provided a check of the consis,ency of performance by the field

crew. The traverses were run in both directions as a cross check of performance.

These data are organized in the same manner that it would be in an actual job. It

must be noted that the organization, file designations, and available file printouts

are dependent on the software in use. The examples given are for the software

used in this evaluation. The processing steps and general procedures remain similar

between all software. The collected data, called raw data, are stored in the data

collector. The data collector is then taken to the computer where the data are

transferred to the computer, still in its raw state. Once the raw data are

transferred there is a procedure for formatting the data into a file for editing to

correct errors made and noted by the field crew or that are discovered during the

editing process. The implication that error correcting might provide a means of

covering up mistakes or of forcing the data to fit a preconceived solution is not

correct. The raw data files cannot be changed. It is possible to destroy the whole

file but this in itself is not very probable nor would it be entirely unsuspected.

When the editing process is completed there are a number of options open

depending on the intended use of the data. In the examples shown the intent was
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to determine the error of closure for the traverse and to use that error to

determine the corrections to be applied to the traverse. This is done by the

software once certain required data are entered into the program. Additional files

.may be generated to provide interface for various computer aided design programs

that will produce the plots for construction task requirements. Examples of the

data files used in closing a traverse are shown as labeled.

NOTE: The previous explanation is also applicable for the following appendices:

J5 - Four Station Traverse

J6 - Four and Three Station Traverse

16
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RAW DATA

!, =5

1, 7=359.5959

2. 3= ID 06 04

3.3=415. 727

4. 8 =40

5,82=1

6, 83=3

7, 7=335. 2614

8?, 8=91a. 0726

9, 9=499. 6?7

0,81=41

1,82=1

2, 83=2

3,7=359.5958

4.8=89.5242

5,9=499.699

5, 81 =40

7, 82=2

3,83=1

9. 7=7415. O

i, 8=99. 5604

I, 9=2i 1. 306

2.81=41

.82=2

4, 87=3

5, 7=0

6 , 8=90. 042

-7 9=21!. 1-776
162

8, 81=40

9,82=3



2. 8 =8a9. 5,-o6

,.9=415.74-5

4,81=41

5. 8,7

6, S7=1

7,81I= 1

8,92=6

0~, 8 1=20~

3.81 =21I

5, 83=5000000

6,81=22

7, 23.J1@
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RETREIVER FORMATTED DATA

. .. .... . . 4 41572: 415722 - :-95s5A 2 P P . 1 r 1 1 '

A 0 Q; 1, P I 352614 ? 'ro)7 2b 499697 4996$5 -i 08 -. 52614A (V(1)4F F' 2 '1 0 41 1 21 2.... . 5 9 55 95 83 895242 49969c 499697 1061 :595958
!,; 4 0 4' 2 1 2 1Z''~ F J5oeoo2 e95&bfi4 21170~6 21 17 ,05 241 58~'Ce '4 041 1 041 2 2 00-A!,; JfZ - F' 4 0 9004212 211307 211706 -266 q)A0, I F P 5 1440 • 2 04124-, 

2A0 1i P 5 2 5926q2 895306 415725 415724 8:4 Z592602A 01 ii F':P 6 041 041 :71 100A0.0I17F F' 6 001 2101 6 110687 00-00 6 1 10687
-0;0;i 1 .1' - 1 020 020 0 0-, 00-00 0 q0-001 5P P 1 021 021 5000000 50000 00-l0 500000 5000000-0 6 '1 022 022 3-500 000 2 00-200 75,20000
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E :S T .1TH ,r F-'.C : -- . 5 TRAVERSE CLOSURE DATA

E'TER "JRNED ANGLE (CW: 0. 24

NER 'VERTICAL ANGLE 9.,726

ENTER 3LOPE DISTANCE 4'9. '?7

5W,'IhP ITE A :rMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 7.59.5958
TURNED ANGLE(DDO.MMSS)= 3.35.2614

FORESITE AZrIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 335.2612
VERTICAL ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= 90V.0;J726

HORIZ.VERTSLOPE DIST = 499.696 -1.!i81 499.697
CUM HORIZ,VERTSLOPE DIST = 499.696 1.!081 499.697

mIR rH, EAST , ELEV TH P FOI NT = 110 75!09 . ! 5!!5 946036!0.0 0.;
rJRTH.EASTELEV NEXT POINT = 1i1!7963.475 9460152.277 -1.!281

1JOUJLl YO3U LIKE TO PROCEED(P . REDO THIS TRAVERSE POINT(R),
' WPM ,ONE TRAVERSE POINT(B)":

TRAE.SE POINT # 2

ENTER TURNED ANGLE (CW): 705. 8!oema

ENTER VERTICAL ANGLE :89.5604

ENTER SLOPE DISTANCE : 211.306

9,K.S TE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 155.2612
TIU NED ANGLE (DDD. MMSS) = :'25. 0900

0:SEHr- A ZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 100.3412

.ERTTCAL ANGLE(DDD.MMSS:= 89.5604

HOFIZ.VERT,SLOPE DIST = 211.706 0.242 211. 06
WMtI HORIZ,VERTSLOPE DIST = 711.002 1.322 711.003,

,RTH.EAST,ELEV THIS POINT - 1107963.475 946015 2 . 2 77 -1.681
rJRTH. EAST, ELEV NEXT POINT i= 1107924. 713 9460359. 997 -0 .839

WOUJLD YOU LIKE TO PROCEED(P), REDO THIS TRAVERSE POINT(R),

OzR BACKUP ONE TRAVERSE POINT(B)?:
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,i T EF , E

ErJTE: TUh'-'.NEE? ANGILE ,.CEW) : 259 22

ENTEF: VEFTI:CAL ANGLE S9.57'06

ENTER .LOFE DISTANCE 415. 725

'E ! T.:MUTH.DDD. MMSS)= 23!0..412
TURNED ANGLE (DOD.MMSS)= 259. 260 2

FOFESITE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS) 180. 00 14
VERTICAL ANGLE(ODD.MMSS)= 89.53016

HORIZVERT.SLOPE DIST = 415.724 0.874 415.725
CUM HORIZ,VERT.SLOPE DIST = 1126.726 2.157 1126.'28

NRTHEAST,ELEV THIS POINT = 110!7924.713 946!07359.997 -0.879
NRrH, EAST, ELEV NEXT POINT = 11!7508. 989 946k2359. 969 -Q)1. !002i4

WOULO YOU LIKE TO FROCEED(P), REDO THIS TRAVERSE FOINT(R),
OR TAC :UF'J ONE TRAVERSE POINT B)?:
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TRAVERSE POINT # 1
NORTHING EASTING ELEVATION BE-SITE A.:

UNADJUSTED I IEM75E1.NT9,1,0 t0, 946r0360.0 0.00r Z59, -
PROPORTIONAL DISPLACEMENT:i 1!07509.000,, r: 946O i,6O;.OO 0,. .00 0;, 59.505e

TR'AVERSE POINT # 2
NORTHING EASTING ELEVATION BKSITE A-

UNADJUSTED : 1!.7963. 475 9460152. 277 -1..,1 155.2612
PROPORTIONAL DISPLACEMENT: 1 1i07963. 479 946!0152. 291 -1. f079 155.2117P

TRAVERSE POINT # 3
NORTHING EASTING ELEVATION BKSITE AZ

UNADJUSTED 11 07924.713 9460359.997 -0. 9 29'.-412
PROPORTIONAL DISPLACEMENT: 11ii7924.72.0 9460360.0!:17 -0. 26 280.Z409?'

DO YOU WISH TO GENERATE A COORDINATE SPEC FILE?:
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CALCULATION SHEET - ERROR OF CLOSURE - RETRIEVER SOFTWARE

JOB:__ _ _ _

ORIGIN POINT NORTHING: // 2. ,

UNADJUSTED NORTHING ___/ _____________

NORTHING ERROR: .1//

ORIGIN POINT EASTING : "6,. ,.. _

UNADJUSTED EASTING : / 9

EASTING ERROR: 221

DISTANCE: 1, _2 _ A= 611 C_
B= ./ B
C= 4 -7-7,O

A

ERROR OF CLOSURE: I/ /'

This sheet is prepared because the current RETRIEVER software
does not calculate the error of closure. The calculations must be
done by hand based on next point N and E calculated by the
program.

1V
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EVALUATION FIELD DATA

APPENDIX J5

FOUR STATION TRAVERSE DATA
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RAW DATA

!.81=1

2,52=4

2.83=1 1J687

5, 82=429 @,Zj

7,81=21

8, 82=1267585

9, 8:=9587494

, 81 =22

1,82=41124

2, 83=4

7, 7=0

4,8=89. :242

5, 9=230. 541

6, 81=4(a

7,832=1

2, 87=4

9, 7=729. 5132

O, 8=89. 4556

1,9=276.15

2, 21 =42

2,82=1

4,83=3

5, 7=3154. 3952

Ui 6.8=90 .164

7,9=340.59
170t 8 81=41

9,82=1



!,7=3-59.5958

2,8=89.442

: ., 9=40. 586

4.81 =4'0

5,82=2

6, 83=1

7, 7=317. 5052

8, 8=89. 1836

9,9=282.561

0,81=41

1,82=2

2. 83=4

3, 7=2711. 0456

4,8=88.5248

5, 9=160. 159

6,81=41

7, 82=2

8, 83=3

Q, '7 =. 1,10!24

, 8=91. k'916

1, 9=160. 163

2. 81=40

4,8.-

5, 7=295.0656

6.8=90. 1502

7,9=376. 146

8,81=42

9,82=3

@, 83=1 171

1.7=261.5356

2.8=89.5556



4, 81=41

6, .03=4

7, 7=1

8, 8=?kl. J52

9, 9=211I. 3014

', 81=40

1, 82=4

2,83=3

3y =325. 522

4, =90. 4234

5, 9=282. 574

6,81=42

7,82=4

9,7=243.214

0, 8=90. 2716

1 9=230. 546

2,81=41

3,82=4

4,83=I

5,81=1

6, 22=5

7, 83=1 1 '687

8. 81=20

1,81=21

F 2,82=1107509

3, 83=9460360 172

V_ 4,81=22

5, 82=20 1548
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RETREIVER FORMATTED DATA
. ...l ....00 4 1 1687 qifi-.;o 4 1 10687Ifi'02P P 1 020 1.20 4291)00jf'j'; 3000k)0 00-00 42500 0!~P1 !P21 021 1267585 9587494 Q40-00Iff 1267585 9587494I !,V122 :22 41124 4 00-0 41124 4-!... ..5 p ! 893242 230541 23'E533 1830-21-4h46P P 2 040 040 1 4 00-10 1 4

.-, zrif 7 p 295132 894556 376150 376146 1570 295172-121008F' P 3 0l4 2 0 42 1 3- 00-0(0 1-0..09 F' 3 30495 2 91640 340 590 340 585 -1651 ,3043cZ-MO1OjP P 4 041 041 1 2 0 0-00 12-00 11 P 4 3595958 89442.; 340566 340582 1552 359595F-00 1 2p P 5 040 040 2 1 00-00 2 1-0013 P 5 3175052 891836 282561 282540 3402 7175052-001 4P P 6 042 042 2 4 00-00 2 4-0; 15 P 6 270!456 885248 160159 160126 3130 2700456-00 1 6P F' 7 041 041 2 -3 00-00 2:-0017 F' 7 4 910916 16,0 163 160 130 -3226 4-00 lasp P 8 040 ,;J40 32 00-00 32-0!,j 19 p 8 2950656 90 1502 376146 376142 -1644 295J656-02 F' 9 042 042 3 1 00-121 3 i-i 02 I P 9 2615356 895556 211304 211303 249 2615356-,i~122F' 10 041 ,;41 3 4 00-00 .3 4-0 0 --2 P 1i 0 900352 211304 21 1303 -237-.00i24P P 11 040 040 4 3 - 4 3-0025 P 11 3255220 904234 282574 282552 -:3498 0255220-0026P P 12 042 042 4 2 00-00 4 2-027 F 12 24.32140 902716 230546 2370538 -1828 2432140-00,28P P 13 041 041 4 1 00-00 4 1-0029P P 13 001zI 001l 5 110687 Q0-0.;0.z 5 1 10687-0030F F' 1 020 020 4290000 3.00000 00-00 4290000 300000- fil0031 P F' 1 021 021 1107509 9460360 00-00 1 10;75L;'9 9460360-0032P F' 1 022 022 201548 3 00-00 201548 3
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TRAVERSE CLOSURE DATA
ENTER BACKSIGHT AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS): 000.0000

ENTER TURNED ANGLE(CW): 304.3952

ENTER VERTICAL ANGLE Pt.1640

ENTER SLOPE DISTANCE oU.590

BACKSITE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 0.0000
TURNED ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= 304.3952

FORESITE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)z 304.3952
VERTICAL ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= 90.1640

HORIZ,VERT,SLOPE DIST = 340.586 -1.651 340.590
CUM HORIZ,VERT,SLOPE DIST = 340.586 1.651 340.590

NRTH,EAST,ELEV THIS POINT = 1267585.000 9587494.000 0.000
NRTH,EAST,ELEV NEXT POINT = 1267778.715 9587213.869 -1.651

WOULD YOU LIKE TO PROCEED(P), REDO THIS TRAVERSE POINT(R),
OR BACKUP ONE TRAVERSE POINT(B)?:

TRAVERSE POINT # 2

ENTER TURNED ANGLE(CW): 270.0456

ENTER VERTICAL ANGLE : 88.5248

ENTER SLOPE DISTANCE : 160.159

BACKSITE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 124.3952
TURNED ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= 270.0456

FORESITE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 34.4448
VERTICAL ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= 88.5248

HORIZVERT,SLOPE DIST = 160.128 3.131 160.159
CUM HORIZ,VERT,SLOPE DIST = 500.714 4.782 500,749

NRTH,EAST,ELEV THIS POINT = 1267778.715 9587213.869 -1.651
NRTH,EAST,ELEV NEXT POINT = 1267910.289 9587305.134 1.479

WOULD YOU LIKE TO PROCEED(P), REDO THIS TRAVERSE POINT(R),
OR BACKULP ONE TRAVERSE POINT(R)?:

I

I

]
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TRAVERSE POINT # 3

ENTER TURNED ANGLE(CW): 261.5356

ENTER VERTICAL ANGLE 89.5556

ENTER SLOPE DISTANCE 211.304

BACKSITE AZ1lIJUTH(DDD.MSS)= 214,4448

TURNED ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= 261.5356
FORESITE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 116.3844
VERTICAL ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= 89.5556

HORIZVERT, SLOPE DIST= 211.304 0.250 211.304
CUM HORIZ,VERT,SLOPE DIST= 712.018 5.032 712.053

NRTH,EAST,ELEV THIS POINT = 1267910.289 9587305.134 1.479
NRTH,EAST,ELEV NEXT POINT = 1267815.526 9587493.997 1.729

WOULD YOU LIKE TO PROCEED(P), REDO THIS TRAVERSE POINT(R),
OR BACKUP ONE TRAVERSE POINT(B)?:

TRAVERSE POINT # 4

ENTER TURNED ANGLE(CW): 243.2140

ENTER VERTICAL ANGLE 90.2716

ENTER SLOPE DISTANCE : 230.546

BACKSITE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 296.3844
TURNED ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= 243.2140

FORESITE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 180.0024
VERTICAL ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= 90.2716

HORIZ,VERT,SLOPE DIST = 230.539 -1.829 230.546
CUM HORIZ,VERT,SLOPE DIST = 942.557 6.860 942.599

NRTH,EAST,ELEV THIS POINT = 1267815.526 9587493.997 1.729
NRTH,EAST,ELEV NEXT POINT = 1267584.987 9587493.970 -0.099

WOULD YOU LIKE TO PROCEED(P), REDO THIS TRAVERSE POINT(R),
OR BACKUP ONE TRAVERSE POINT(B)?: 9
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PROPORTIONAL 512PLACEMENT: 126758S.000 9S8741-4.000 0.000 0.0000

TRAVERSE POINT # 2
NORTHING EASTING ELEVATION BKSITE AZ

UNADJUSTED 1267778.715 9587213.869 -1.651 124.3952
PROPORTIONAL DISPLACEMENT: 1267778.720 9587213.880 -1.615 124.3958071

TRAVERSE POINT # 3

NORTHING EASTING ELEVATION BKSITE AZ

UNADJUSTED 1267910.289 9587305.134 1.479 214.4448
PROPORTIONAL DISPLACEMENT: 1267910.296 9587305.150 1.532 214.4451735

TRAVERSE POINT # 4
NORTHING EASTING ELEVATION BKSITE AZ

UNADJUSTED : 1267815.526 9587493.997 1.729 296.3844
PROPORTIONAL DISPLACEMENT: 1267815.536 9587494.020 1.804 296.3838549

DO YOU WISH TO GENERATE A COORDINATE SPEC FILE?:
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CALCULATION SHEET - ERROR OF CLOSURE - RETRIEVER SOFTWARE

JOB: 7'

ORIGIN POINqT NORTH[NG': /2 -

UNADJUSTED NORTHING 1.2 6"A9, 9 ,,

NORTHING ERROR: .,

ORIGIN POINT EASTING : ___________
" ___

UNADJUSTED EASTING :- J -97 ?2

EASTING ERROR: .0-70

DISTANCE: 
A'=2. A7 .

A

ERROR OF CLOSURE: 1/ .
This sheet is prepared because the current RETRIEVER software
does not calculate the error of closure. The calculations must be
done by hand based on next point N and E calculated by theprogram.
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EVALUATION FIELD DATA

APPENDIX J6

FOUR AND THREE -STATION TRAVERSE DATA
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ALI RAW DATA

i ~'f) I Otfz!A 1 427. qOui g -?;57

1J'2J0042... . +,J000f'o429? 47% .- 100130
41 ,+J;t . ~f .. + .I a2. 1 +01 4975!J5 4. .. +006,740

~' 1~00~'~00~02242. +00!21J4l124 A 3. ,,

j I 4 54+ftl;rl2 . 42 3. .'s4+,89Z4254 * 
-

1.-;),4 + 1 t 24 ', *.' 22. .4 + ,1? -;, 17 1 .. T0 +,120376 156 51 t;.;22.00Q

'76jl ~ i~34 21 . 1 4 -7r47'?5'59 22. 1 '4 + 0 9.' 7!Z ill 3 1 . 0,+e2JV:i!6Q, 1 5 1. . 0K .- 00.
a -i -j112 "+ 1,20 "12, , 4 1 42. . . . +!M.0 0 !22

l1..'L2 ,, 6, 21. 1:04+35?59595 22. 1'44-8943'96 7!1. .Q0ti)--4060 503 .06;'; 0(52'. ..
{ ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 Ml' ,1.,(,110 ./,t;);g40Z... 42. . . . '[""1 ; ; ; ~l*"' 4 7" .. . 00 0! Mf J~~ {) 1

4 +,,) Q4+,' iQ0 f -- 6 6 21. 1M4+31750524 22. 1'4 089!85118 31. . Zl(V+f1Nf2S2572 5 ..... -,u( 128-,100

4! 00J 1 5+,;'00!242 42. ., iJ4
11 0 l+',,;f;J0 3C'0367 21. 104+270045:36 22.1.!04+08851414 31. . 00+110 160162 5 1 .... +0 2 0,0
4 1 i'i @0041 42. . . . +00000 !1407
4 ;|10..;' '} dl!mIj0

1 1 i 197t000 38 2 !. 14 +35959597 22. 1!'4-09 10825t0; 1 *.. Ore,+0 .16,; 1 5 .
4ti0 0 4 2.... * 00 0 f)03 47,.. . . '0000,2
110021-110070169 21. 104+29506505 22 1. 10 4 -0 9 014 0 67 ~1. . (110+0076 158 51 .. .. 02100

-'2 -37+;"; 1!',,'370 21. 1'A442-153472 22. 104 +8976371 7,1. .0'100211307 5 1.... +0029+ 000
1'I02+00~3 42. .- 00

4!0f "'+,;~f~2i
11'026-0000037! 21 ..I 04+-'0 2. 1 04",09003365 31.r . . .00+10211312 51 .... +0028.0..
410027+000041 42... . +'0300004 4.....00000003
4 1' 28 +,0,00 0 0010

l2 10I;372. 21. 104+0 '0 06 22. 104+09003376 31. 00+00211313 51.... +028+000
41'3+E 14 42.... +000004 43. . . , 0000
110l 31+ ',,00,10373 21. 104+325520892. 104+09041490 31. .00+00282569 51... .4 '02F-+0-00
4 10032+000042 42.... +0000000i2
U0037"+000374 21. 104+24321-02 22.1044"09025502 31.. 00+1, 020547 51...

1 34iqh~Ji~4 2. . . . +0~~0000001

0' 7;!,; 100022 42 .... +041841126
Ol 7o400001 4 "2.. " .1005 4 +...+, 27.;57
'l'0~T'~'0002042.. .. +C'0001420 V3. . . .+000

,i !0,0.,,.,,021 42.. . . +0i1 0f7509 43. .... +!94603603
1, -Qx-4.; MJ.;ir'J375 21. M4+35959599 22. i04+!,89!)Jk7139 3,1. .,0+0,,4157"2 51.. +0028+!, 0

4,1'-; ,4J,2i;iv 4,vJ 42 .... +1' 00000 i; 1 43 .... +.00t r30
I 1'41+'00i',, -,;- 21. 104+33526,091 22. 104+09007318 31.. +A6+00499706 .1.... +'02.00@
i !'42". E1'00041 42.... +000000f02
a ! 002 43 + .;00?020

! 1'c',044 ,0004377 21. 114+35959596 22. 104+08952587 31.. 00+0i0;4997!0 51.... -022000
1 10045+M00040 42.... +00000~02 43. .. . tti0000001
I10046+000378 21.104+30507449 22. 104+,.8956454 31. .00+0021131, 51... .+002200'
40 047+00000041 42.... +0000003
4 1 0048+0000020
1 !0049+;' 3,f003779 21. I",4+3595950 22. i04--09 w3443 31. .0+00211312 51... .+0"28+00S
4 10000 04 42... 0000 43. .. . +00000042
4 10051! +000000t 10
1 0000380 21. 104+.35959597 22. 104+19003358 31.. 00+00211311 51

4!005 +00000040 42.... +00000003 43....+00000002

I-
S10054+1-000781 21. 104+25926023 22. 104+08953169 31.. 00+00415777 51 .02 S

4 10055+ff0008041 42.... +00000001
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RETREIVER FORMATTED DATA

-. i IP F ! 0 IV 0 0,,211 001 001@ 4 270587 ,;ho l.ic 4 270587
-00022P P @@000 1 020 020 429 ,.2 '0 0;@ 0k) 429 3 2
-0003 .. 0.... 0 0 1497505 960434@ @Ji0 I 497505 ';604340

- P.04F' 4 i 00 1 022 .122 41124 4 @@ Oita 411224 4
-I005 . DOOP, 1 ,i@,iN4,0 !1893425 0230545 4230538 00211715 ,0000041

0;F 6P P f.J2I f440 040 1 4 00 f.1@ 1 4
-'l)(17 f; (Vq'@2 3295.34 "Vi894622 1k376156 li376153 f0l0Qf0149 4
-.. F' ' ,,'ilQ@02 ,0i42 042 30 00 3
-0009 F 000003 34.3951 0901 7f04 034060 1 0340596 -,'V0ON01691 3043951
-0'V@F P 0000003 241 041 2 1.0 @0 2
-001!IF' F( 21 -,3 020 020 to 0 0
- P 012 ' ,;J0 , 4 36'00!V 189431 ) 03406k)2 0340595 000,41667 360000;'0
-7, r,13 000004 ,2)40 0410 2 1 00 00 2 1
-!;PA14 P t0C01(H7105 3175152 0891851 0282572 0282551 1003382 7175052
-'15P F' !0!0005 042 042 4 00 0(1 4
-'01; P 0000k16 2700454 0885141 016 162 016 01 310 003182 27,00454
-0I 7P F' lf!JO'00@6 041 .41 3 OQ0 00

P01F 121~6 20 020 0N IN
-0219 P 002f1607 36 0112N)09 10 825 0160163 0160131 -f.;003188 7601,216'00

-. Z1 0' 0 9;;i;ii 295'0651 '9 14,07 37 6152 E 376154 -i;if0 :"1545 295, 5 1
X"100'061 142 042 1 .i @0 I

- 2 1' '100009 2615347 -95":7 6211307 ;211306 @ 12@ 261..47
-0024FP 'fl@' Z9 041 141 4 0,0 00 Q;) 4
-0025P P 000009 020 I.20 00 0"
-0026 ' 000001 'J 10000 09003:37 02113!2 0211311 -0000223 10000000
-0027P F' 0000010 041 041 4 3 00 00 4 3
-002sP P 00000310 0o10 010 @0 00
-1929 P 00001011 0000001 09003:38 0211313 0211312 -0000224 1000001
-0030P P, 0000011 040 040 4 3 00 0) 4 3
-0031 F' 1,;100012 3255209 01904149 0282569 02e2548 -@003437 32552 C 9
-00752P F 'W00012 042 042 2 00 00 2
-0,033 F' P 001' 2432130 1.919255.0 :0J230547 A230540 -00.1733 .24:,2170
-,A';1'34P 000 0 1, 3 @7 041 041 1 00 0 I
-f'3SF' F ".000@ 10013 Q22 022 1841126 00 00 1841126

: 'b0O.13 001 001 5 27.0587 00 10 5 270587
-6077P F 10.0013 020 020 429 30 00 001 0 429 70
-,;--FP 000013 021 021 1107509 9460360 010 00 1107509 9460360
-0@39 - 0000014 *6 0 000 0900714 0415732 0415731 -0000875 3600000
-0040P P 00 Oki14 04.0 040 1 100 00 1
-0041 0 0000015 3352609 0,90732 049 9706 0V499704 -13001095 33526.09

-'i'042P P '0000015 041 041 2 00 00 2
-0,43P F' 0000015 02.0 020 01 @0
-0044 F' 0000016 3600040 0895259 0,499710 0499708 0001020 3600000
-1;4445P P' 0000016 040 040 2 1 00 009 2 1
-,2,46 P 0000017 3050745 0895645 0211313 0;211312 0000199 3050745
-0047P =' 090017 041 0 1 - '0) 00 3
-0048P P ,0000 7 020 020 00 00
-0049 P !000 18 8 3595959 0900344 4,211312 0 211311 -0000230 7595959

* -@'5;J0fP P 00000.118 040 040 3 2 00 0 3 2
-0051P' P 0000018 010 010 00 00
-0052 P , 0000019 3600000 0900336 0.;211311 0211310 -0000222 36000f00
-0053F' P 00000 19 040 040 3 2 t0 00 3 2
-0054 P 0000020 2592602 0895317 0415753 0415732 0000812 2592602
-0055P F' 0000020 041 041 1 00 00 1 j
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TRAVERSE CLOSURE DATA

I *EAJTER iEA'C. H ~-T -- :1 '1LTH DDD. rMSE) j , u) it qI ENTER TURNED ANGLE CW) 30 4. 951

ENTER VERTICAL ANGLE " ,.. 1 7i4

ENTER SLOPE DISTANCE : 4601

BAC.KS I TE AZ IMNUTH tDDD. MMSS) = 0. 0iJ'i00
TURNED ANGLE (DD. MMSS) = 304. 3951

FORESITE AZIMUTH(DDD.MlSS)= 304. 3951
VERTICAL ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= 90.1704

HORIZVERTSLOPE DIST = 340. 597 -1.691 340.6kI1
CUM HORIZ,VERT,SLOPE DIST = 340.597 1.691 340. 60 1

NRTH, EAST, ELEV THIS POINT = 1497505. 000 9604340..000 0. f000
NFMrH,EASTELEV NEXT POINT = 1497698.720 9604059.859 -1.691

WOULD YOU LIK.E TO PROCEED(P), REDO THIS TRAVERSE FOINTtR),
OR ACPUP ONE TRAVERSE POINT (B)

TRAVERSE POINT # 2

ENTER TURNED ANGLE(CW): 270.0454

ENTER VERTICAL ANGLE : 88.5141

ENTER SLOPE DISTANCE : 160. 162

_ AC. SITE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 124.3951
TURNED ANGLE (DDD. MMSS) = 270. 0454

;QRESITE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 34.4445
VERTICAL ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= 88.5141

HORIZ.VERTSLOPE DIST = 160. 130 3.183 160.162

CUM HORIZ,VERT,SLOPE DIST = 500.727 4.874 5 00.76

NRTH.EAST,ELEV THIS POINT = 1497698.720 9604059.859 -1.691
NRIH,EAST,ELEV NEXT POINT = 1497830i.297 9604151.123 1.492

WOULD YOU LIKE TO PROCEED(P' REDO T':S TVERSE FOIN (R) ,

DR EACKUP ONE TRAVERSE FOIN-T(B)?:
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TRAVERSE FOINT i

ENTER TURNED ANGLE(CW): 261.5347

ENTER VERTICAL ANGLE : 89.5637

ENTER SLOPE DISTANCE : 211.707

BACKSITE AZ IMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 214.4445
TURNED ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= 261.5347

FORESITE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 116.3832

VERTICAL ANGLEtDDD.MMSS)= 69. 5637

HORIZ. VERT,SLOPE DIST = 211 .307 2.2f) 8 21.3-7
CUM HORIZVERT.SLOPE DIST = 712.0 -,4 5. '081 712..070

NRTH,EAST.ELEV THIS POINT = 1497830.2297 9604151. 127 1.492
NRTH.EAST.ELEV NEXT F'OINT = 1497735.543 9604339. 995 1. 700I

WOULD YOU LIKE TO F'ROCEED (F) REDO THIS TRAVERSE FOINT (R)
OR BACKUP ONE TRAVERSE PO I NT (B)

TRAVERSE POINT # 4

ENTER TURNED ANGLE(CW): 243.2130

ENTER VERTICAL ANGLE : 90.2550

ENTER SLOPE DISTANCE : 2_0.547

BACKSITE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS) = 296. 78,832-
TURNED ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= 247. 21- .

ORES!TE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 18(;. r0l0!012
VERTICAL ANGLE (D:D. MMSS) = 90. 255j

HORIZ, ERTSLOPE DIST = 270. 540 - . 772 230.547
CUM HORIZVERTSLOPE DIST = 942.575 6.814 942.617

NRTHEASTELEV THIS POINT = 1497735.543 9604339.995 1.700
NRTH, EAST, ELEV NEXT POINT = 1497505. 1003 9604339. 992 -!,;0. Q33

WOULD YOU LIKE TO PROCEED(P), REDO THIS tRAVERSE POINT(R),
OR BACKUP ONE TRAVERSE POINT(B)?:
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7" TRAVYERSE FPOINT i# 2
T 

NORTH ING EASTING ELEA r I ON PKE I TE .

L'NADJUSTED : !497-9S. 72f.i) 9604059. 859 -19691 1:4.---
PROPORTIONAL DISF'LACEMENT: t497,t9. 719 9604.59,662 -I 679 124-:-

r R AVERS E POINT # 3
NORTHING EASTING ELEYATION BFSITE A7

UNADJUSTED 149783kJ.297 960t4151.12r 1 .4P2 2 14. 444w
PROPORTIONAL DISPLACEMENT: 1497830. 296 9604151. 127 !. 5,09 214. 44466.

TRAVERSE POINT # 4
NORTHING . EASTING ELEYATION BfPSITE A7

UNADJUSTED 1 149775. 543 9604339.995 1. 71,. 296. 38::
PROFORTIONAL DISPLACEMENT: 1497775. 541 9604340. 000 1.724 2967.3 1 7S

DO vOU 'WISH TO GENERATE A COORDINATE SPEC FILE':

1
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CALCULATION SHEET - ERROR OF CLOSURE - RETRIEVER SOFTWARE

JOB: / 2

ORIGIN POINT NORTHING: /927OT.6

UNADJUSTED NORTHING : /&'9 75OJQa

NORTHING ERROR: • 001

ORIGIN POINT EASTING : 9[9.9'.

UNADJUSTED EASTING : . 9

EASTING ERROR: o____

DISTANCE: '94'). F"7,- A= .002 C

A

ERROR OF CLOSURE: I/ -/ fr/

This sheet is prepared because the current RETRIEVER softwar
does not calculate the error of closure. The calculations must b
done by hand based on next point N and E calculated by th
program.
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TRAVERSE CLOSURE DATA

L ~ ~ EACKE!~3HT AZ iITH (DDD. M t).

IENTER TURNED ANGLE (EW): 5.26g9

ENTER VERTI'CAL ANGLE . 9i. 0732

-MTER :LOPE DISTANCE 49?. 70D6

BACKSI TE AZI!MUTH DDD. M M SS) =. !'rJ0!Z1
TURNED ANGLE (DDD. MMSS) = 335.2609

r=ORESITE AZIMUTH (DDD. MMSS) = 35. 2609
VERTICAL ANGLE (DDD. MMSS)= 90. 0732

HORIZtERTSLOPE DIST 499.705 -1. 095 499. 7!6
CUM HORIZ.VERT.SLOPE DIST = 499.7.;J5 1.095 499.7f6

NRTH. EAST, ELEV THIS POINT 1-107509. 000 94603601. 0 0. 0012
NRTH,EASTELEV NEXT POINT = i17963.480 9460152.267 -1.095

WOULD YOU L!KE TO PROCEED(P). REDO THIS TRAVERSE F'OINT(R),
OR BACKUP ONE TRAVERSE POINT(B)'.:-"

TRAVERSE POINT # 2

ENTER TURNED ANGLE(CW): 3fZ15.0745

ENTER VERTICAL ANGLE : 89.5645

ENTER SLOPE DISTANCE : 211.312,

EACKSITE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 155.26-'0Q
!URNED 'N'GLE (DDD. MMSS) = 305. 0745

FORESITE AZIMUTH(DDOD.MMSS)- 10!. 3354
VERTICAL ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= e9.5645

HOR ! Z, VERTSLOPE DIST = 211.3113 fil. 200 211.37 1--'3
CUM HORIZ,VERT,SLOPE DIST = 711.018 1.295 711.019

NRTHEAST,ELEV THIS POINT = 1107963.480 9460152.267 -1.095
NRTH,EAST,ELEV NEXT POINT = 1107924.735 9460359.997 -0.895

'1OULD YOU _- FROCEED(P , REDO THIS TRAVERSE POINT(R),
OR BACKUP ONE TRAVERSE POINT (B) ?:
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-PAVERSE FPINT #

ENTER TURNED ANGLE(CW): 25T. 26 V2

ENTER VERTICAL ANGLE :89. 5317

ENTER SLOPE DISTANCE : 415.733

SACKSITE AZIMlUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 28ei. 3354
TURNED ANGLE (DDD. NMSS)= 259. 2 602

rORES:I!TE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= -179.5956
VERTICAL ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= 89.5317

HIJF:IZ,.VERTSLOPE DIST = 415.732 Q.812 415.7.33
CUM HORIZ.VERT.SLOFE DIST = 1126. 750 2. 107 1126.752

NRTH.EAST,ELEY THIS PoOINT = 1107924. 735 9460359.997 -0.895
NRTH, EAST. ELEV NEXT POINT = 1 107509. 003 94602360. '00 5 -_ 0I83

WOULD ',OU LIKE TO FROCEED(P), REDO THIS TRAVERSE POINT(R),
OR BACKUP ONE TRAVERSE POINT(B)": P
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CALCULATION SHEET - ERROR OF CLOSURE - RETRIEVER SOFTWARE

JOB:

ORIGIN POINT NORTHING: //.7..0O

UNADJUSTED NORTHING :w/0 ? , OO.J

NORTHING ERROR: .0 3

ORIGIN POINT EASTING : ,4V476' . ad0

UNADJUSTED EASTING : .'eO . O

EASTING ERROR: . 0/

DISTANCE: A= ,C A- ~B= O.

A

ERROR OF CLOSURE: I/ Ape2i47,

This sheet is prepared because the current RETRIEVER softwar
does not calculate the error of clcsure. The calculations must b
done by hand based on next point N and E calculated by th
program.

[
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RET'REIVER FORMATTED DATA

-'~01p P '001 001 001 4 260,587 00141 00 4 260587
-VIP -'l .a02 02 "N02 14975 5 00 00 1497505 9604430
-10'0002 F 7@60,ifi 360 fl( 09!0)2624 0230548 0230541 -0l0177 ! 6.' 'i0
-!'i3P 0, .1 !040 V440 4 1 ,tl 013 4 1
-I04 P !000002 0823!043 0904126 028L2571.. 0282549 -,000"@34016 ,;82-043
-j 101SF ,' I 0,.! I. 12 ' 42 042 2 (00 00 2

076 1-163836 0900427 0@211350@, 0211349 -000k0fl274 1163836
";-06P NP0 00'00i7 04.@ !.440 .00 00
-0N006F' P,1AQ0007 .040 N!40 00 00J~
-k@0.6P F'@ ,; 0 ,I00.7 020 020 I 0 00 00 0 -z

-4007F F' 0000003 041 041- 3 0. V0
-,8 P 10009104 3600000 0995755- 1021 309 02113108 0000128 3600000
-0009P P 2'10@004 040 040 -3 4 0 o00@ 3 4
-0010 P 0000005 0331303 0901431 0376160 0376156 -0001589 0133130 3
-0011 iP P 0000005 042 042 1 00 00 1
-001 2 P 000!2006 0980607 09 10826 0 160172 0160140 -00103189 0980607
-00 17P P 00000!.46 041 041 2 00 00 2

-0013P- F'010000002 020@ 020 0- 0. 00 0.@ 0 ( i
-00! FX X 0000007 001000(V 0000000 0000000 0000000 0000000 000o0.@@.@
-W;14 -' 0:0!@0007 360160- 0885258 016,198 0160167 0003123 3600000

- 5PS P 0 i(Vt0 (i0;I07 040 040 2 3 .@0 .@00 2 I
-!;If." 16 P 0000008 0474558 0892H02 !24282570 0282550 0.0073285 0474558-,If.P1I7P F 00!0J0!08 042 142 4 00 00 4

-00 19 P 0000009 0@895508 ,0894357 0340.603 !11340599 0001590 0895508
-00 19P F 00,00!050I9 041 041 1 00 00 1
-0i 19P FO; 1I!00200O 1 (420 !V20 0 0 000 0 0 0
-0020 P 000001i 3600000 0901722 0.340600 !.;1340595 -000 1721 360..000
-0021P P 0000010 040 040 1 2 00 00 1 2 I
-0P22 f 1000011 251-141 0894654 0376196 0376193 '001433 0251141
-0023P P 00001011 042 042 3 '00. 3
-,1024 P 12 55203 0893543 0230551 0210545 0001628 05520V3
-0025P P 0000012 041 0@41 4 00 00 4
-0026P P 0.000012 001 .001 5 260587 - 00 00 5 260587
-0026P F'!.;@10000001 020 020 1107509 9460360@ 00 00 1107509 9460360
-027 P 0000013 3600000 0900801 0499751 0499749 -9001166 3600000 I
-02SF P 00000 1:3 04.@ 040 1 2 00 00 1 2
-0029 P 0000114 01243349 0 91f.@803 10415741 0415759 -0000974 0243349
-Z*OOzP P 0090014 041 041 300 00 3
-030P P0F 100000 3 020 020 00 r00
-0031 P 1000015 3600000 0895307 .0415772 0415771 0000832 3600000
-0032P P 0000015 040 040 3 1 00 00i 3 1
-0033 P 0000016 -1003402 09.0356 0211748 0211347 -!V000242 1003402
-0034P P 0000016 -041 041 2 00 00 2
-0034P P010000002 020 -020 00 00
-0035 P 0017 0,000000- 0895754 0211313 0211312 0000129 0000000

_ I-06P P !200017 .040- 040 2 3 00 00 2 3
-0037 P 00 18 - 0545155 0895315 0499748 0499747 0000981 0545155
-0038P P 0000018 041 041 1 00 00 1

8
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RAW DATA

4' ldt' 3+!; .! ab,14; 42 .. . . @ i!! 43.. +rJi !5"I3t

1002 "'2£45 21. !,4-,8235928 22. ii4+-A9Q4! 2 . 7 1. .,;1+';,2;254,3 51. . . .

...... ....... ... .... .. . .. . 11 4 4 2
1 .; ,;';,, E0!?4 42. . 2.. 3 - +*iQ 'W 2

4 1 ; ) i 4 ! 21. 1A;,:43525 13 7 Z2. 1 ';)4- ';e957547 "71 .,. 1 ..;w 1 51. .. 5 -

4 g;I!,11 +ii!Ef;@;IgI42 42.... . . !j 1 12+010I'00349 21. 10;4 ; 9P8' ; 06t 7 22. 3.04+01+0E211 3. .0+!.;;i 16!3172 51. -5+ .

44 1A I t0i 000041 42. . .. +,,a!.00 2
t i k) 14 + ',,)C .t0,5 0 21. 1'4+35959519 22. 104+0eS52581 3 1. .0(+00l60198 51 ..... 05070
4 1'. 15;';4l 42. •. +0;1'002 43. . . .+ 03I ! 1 6 0( 1 C 10'- 5121. 104+04745577 ""2. !f04+k3892!.,'317 31. .00@+100282570; ,5!... +0503

4 l!i 2'1 7+000J0042 42. . .. +00!3!0004
101B0005 21.* 104+06B955079 2.1114+Q18943570 31. . 0+0034EM073 51. ... +14(41+070S4 1 Ofil I 9+'0!3;.€3K!4 1 42.. .. +00010000J 3 1

. 1 .100353 2.10.4+35959595 22. 14+09017222 31.. 00,+!;4!.iJ'406,m 51 .... + 00 50 + 071
4100~2 1 '@4! 42. . .. +5 1 47%. .+(~KJJ
,,22+'l,,;354 21 . 1'4+121511412 22. 104+08946540J. 31. . Nf+!f;J376196 51 .... . .

102,.+010042 42. ... +M
1 1'24+41%,1211-01355 21. 1,04+!P55221,2133 221. 14+,8935430 31.. 0.1+!0270551 51....

441 .25+ ,J!41 42.... +!.,4f 04
4 1C26+(;'i 00 I 42.... +0000005 43 .... +rV0260587
1 ;27+00099356 21. 104+35959596 22. 104+09008009 31.. 0+!300499751 51.... +05:0+030

4 10628+ 40!4 42. •. +0 00300 V 1 43.... +!V000002
110 29+011000357 21. 1 440243349:3 22.1 114+090 .3 31.. 00+00415741 51 .... +0050-4070
41' 33,*ri" 0 ;4142.. .. +(,!0!,fV@:l!V3

I 10031+ 00000358 2!. 104+35959598 22. 14+0895372 31.. g +00415772 51.... +00504-030
4 1 0 32+00M!0!,0!4,iJ 42.... +0000001.3 4N3 .... +'if000 00 1
I I O '33+ ff;I '.)- )5 9 21. 1014+10034024 22. 104+090355e 3!1 .. il;1+00211 348 5 1. . .. ,050+0'30
4100;;34"24'0000,00!41 42. . ..+00!210.;, 22

; 42.. . . + 0J!2 47 . .. +110000003
. 2.) 4+05451554 22. 104-1-08953154 31.. 1.4.9.48+!;
4 ' ++!@J' 04 1 42... .+005 1
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TRAVERSE CLOSURE DATA

iOF i Z ONTAL VERTI CAL TRAVERSE COMFUTATION CLOSURE

ci

- I

O0 YOU INTEND TO CLOSE THE TRAVERSE?': Y

DO YOU WISH TO USE LEAST SQUARES?": N

'S riE TRAVERSE OPEN (0) OR CLOSED (C)?: C

ENTER NUMBER OF TRAVERSE POINTS: 3

ENTER BACKSIGHT AZIMUTH (DDD. MMSS): 000. 0000

ENTER TURNED ANGLE(CW): 024.3349

ENTER VERTICAL ANGLE : 90. 0803

ENTER SLOPE DISTANCE : 415.739

BACKS ITE AZIMUTH (DDD. MMSS) = 0. 0000
TURNED ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= 24.3349

m'-O'RE !TE AZ IMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 24.3349

VERTICAL ANGLE (DDD. MMSS) = 90. 080 3

HORIZVERT.SLOPE DIST = 415.738 -0.974 415.739
GUM HORIZ.VERTSLOPE DIST = 415.738 0.974 415.739

NRTH. EAST, ELEV THIS POINT = 1107509. 000 9460360. 000 0. 000
NRTHEASTELEV NEXT POINT 110787.114 9460532.824 -!0.974

WOULD YOU LIKE TO PROCEED(P), REDO THIS TRAVERSE POINT(R).
OR BACKUP ONE TRAVERSE POINT(B)?:
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I T r-, TURNED Ai'iGLE iCt,: !00....2

ENTER, VERTlCAL ANGLE : L7. QZI35.

EN _l_ PL!E f IETA NCE : 211. 348

BACKSITE AZIMUTH (DDD. MMSz = 204..3349
TURNED ANGLE 'DDD. MESS) = !l@i. 34!2

iFORESITE AZI.MUTH(DDD.MMSS:= 3.05..!,751
VERTICAL ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= 90.0356

HORIZ,YERT,SLOPE DIST = 211.348 -Q). 242 .11. 42
CUM HORIZ,VERT,SLOPE DIST = 627. 0G6 1.215 627. 087

NRTH, EASTELEV THIS POINT = 1107887.114 946,05-32.824 -0i.974
NRTH. EAST, ELEY NEXT POINT = 1 108008. 733 946.0J359. 975 -1. 2i5

WOULD 'YOU LIKE TO PROCEED(P). REDO THIS TRAVERSE POINT(R)
OR BACKUP ONE TRAVERSE POINT (B)?:

TRAVERSE POINT # 3

ENTER TURNED ANGLE (CW) : 0'54.5155

ENTER VERTICAL ANGLE : 89.5315

ENTER SLOPE DISTANCE : 499.748

BACPSITE Az[MUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 125.0751
TURNED ANGLE (DDD. MMSS) 54. 5155

=OCFRSfTE AZLIMUTH'(DDD.MMSS)= 179.5946
JEPTICAL ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= 89.5315

HORIZ,VERT,SLOPE DIST = 499. 747 0.981 499. 748
CUM HORIZ,VERT,SLOFE DIST = 1126.833 2.197 1126.835

NRTH.EAST,ELEV THIS POINT = I I089JO8.733 9460359.975 -1. 2 1
NRTH, EAST, ELEV NEXT POINT = 1 107508. 986 9460360. !09 -!. 2.4

WOULD YOU LIKE TO PROCEED(P), REDO THIS TRAVERSE POINT(R)q
OR eACKUP ONE TRAVERSE POINT(B)?:
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i TRAVERSE POINT .# 2
NORTHING EASTING ELEVATION BKSITE A-

INAEjU TET A 1107509.000 9406.0020 0.00.00
cREFO=TiONAL CESPLACEMENT: 1 107509..000 9460360.000 V.000 '.00

TRAVEREE POINT # 2
NORTHING EASTING ELEVATION BKSITE A,.

UNADJUSTED : 1107887. 114 94605532. 824 -12. 974 204. 7349'
FROPORTIONAL DISPLACEMENT: 11072897. 119 9460532.820 -0. 887 204. 34645

TRAVERSE POINT # .3
NORTHING EASTING ELEVATION BKSITE A'-

i
UNADJUSTED 1108008. 7Z3 9460359. 975 -1.215 125. 7751
PROPORTIONAL. DISPLACEMENT: ! 108008. 741 9460359.970 -1.085 125. 0752Z1

DO YOU WISH TO GENERATE A COORDINATE SPEC FILE?:

11
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TRAVERSE CLOSURE DATA

IS THE TRAVERSE 0:PEN CI cR CLOSED (C)': C

ENTER NUMBER OF TRAVERSE POINTS: 4

"r.:AVEP5E DOINT # !

ENTER NORTHING: !4975:)5

ENTER EASTING 96!214340

* + ENTER H.I. : 0

ENTER FACKSIGHT AZIMUTH (DDD. MMSS) 00. !;0.00;f0!

* ENTER TURNED ANGLE(CW): 304.3951

ENTER VERTICAL ANGLE : 90. 17104

ENTER SLOPE DISTANCE : 340.bI0

ENTER BACKSIGHT AZIMUTH (DDD. MMSS) 000. 0000

ENTER TURNED ANGLE(CW): 304.3951

ENTER VERTICAL ANGLE : 90. 1704

ENTER SLOPE DISTANCE : 340.601

PACKSITE AZiMUTH (DDD. MMSS) = 0V. 0000
TURNED ANGLE (DDD. MMSS) = :304.3951

cORESITE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 304.3951
VERTICAL ANGLE (DDD. MMSS)= 90. 1704

HORIZ.VERT,vLOPE DIST = 340.597 -1.691 340.60 1
CUM HORIZ,VERTISLOPE DIST = 340.597 1.691 341.60 1

NRTH, EAST, ELEV THIS POINT = 1497505. Q 0 9604340. 000 0..000
NRTH,EASTELEV NEXT POINT = 1497698.720 9604059.859 -1.691

WOULD YOU LIKE TO PROCEED(P), REDO THIS TRAVERSE POINT(R).
OR BACKUP ONE TRAVERSE POINT (B)?:
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TRAVERSE FPOINT # 2

ENTER TURNED ANGLE (CW): 270. f454

ENTER VERTICAL ANGLE : 8e5141

E.NTER SLOPE DISTANCE : 16!f;J. 162

&AGCJ-SITE AZIMUTH(DDD,MMSS)= 124,3951

TURNED ANGLE (DDD. MMSS) = 27!;E.!Z)454
FORESITE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 34.4445
VERTICAL ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= 88.5141

HORIZ.VERTSLOPE DIST = 160. 13f 3. 183 160. 162
CUM HORIZ, VERT,SLOPE DIST = 50'.727 4.874 50;J.763

NRTH.EASTELEV THIS POINT = 1497698.720 9604059. 59 - .61
NRTH.EASTELEV NEXT POINT = 1497830.297 961l4151. 123 1.492

WOULD yOU LI!KE TO PROCEED(P). REDO THIS TRAVEPSE POINT(R),
'R EACL'UP ONE TRAVERSE POINT(9)

TRAVERSE POINT # 3

ENTER TURNED ANGLE(CW): 261.5347

ENTER VERTICAL ANGLE : 89. 5637

ENTER SLOPE DISTANCE : 211.3957

_AC S.TE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 214.4445

TURNED ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)- 261.5347
FOPESITE AZ IMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 116.3832
VERTICAL ANGLE (DDD. MMSS)= 89. 5637

HORIZ7. VERT, SLOPE DIST = . 211.30I7 0. 20s 211..3i7
iCU HORIZ, VERT, SLOPE DIST = 712.034 5.0el 712. (2170

P'iRTH. EAST,ELEV THIS POINT = 1497830.297 9604151.123 1.492
NRTHEASTELEV NEXT POINT = 1497735.543 9604339.995 1.700

WOULD YOU L t'E. n P R :D (F) REDO THIS TRAVERSE POINT(R), =

OR BACKUP ONE rRAVERSE POINT(B)?: 1I
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A" r EFFE F QINT 4 I,.

ENTER TURNED ANGLE kCW): 243. 23 I

ENTER ,ERT (CAL ANGLE :7755.

,Tr, LOPE DISTANCE 23..547

EACKEITE AZ TIMUTH(DDD.iMMSS)= 296.3832
TURNED ANGLE (DDD. MMSS)= 247. 230I

EORESITE AZIMUTH(DDD.MMSS)= 18I.i 142
VERTICAL ANGLE(DDD.MMSS)= 90 . 255 k

HORIZ.VERT,SLOPE DIST = 230.540 -1.7:2 270.5,17
CUM HORIZIYERT,SLOPE DIST = 942.575 6.814 942.617

NRTH.EAST , ELEV THIS POINT = 1497735. 543 9604339. 995 1. 7!05!0
NRTH, EAST,ELEV NEXT POINT = 1497505.!3 960i 4339. 361 -,i .Qf33

WOULD YOU LI!E TO PROCEED (P), REDO THIS TRAYERSE POINT(R),
O-.!R EACKLP ONE TRAVERSE POINT ()?:
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CALCULATION SHEET - ERROR OF CLOSURE - RETRIEVER SOFTWARE

JOB: Fx

ORIGIN POINT NORTHING: /</'9ZV-O_0a

UNADJUSTED NORTHING :/' 2f6Jf: 0

NORTHING ERROR: ,00.

ORIGIN POINT EASTING : eO'/Z". 4DO

UNADJUSTED EASTING : 960 1YJ 3 i'/ l

EASTING ERROR:,

DISTANCE: Am2.Yjr A .d? CB= 1 lqL

A

ERROR OF CLOSURE: I/

This sheet is prepared because the current RETRIEVER softwar,
does not calculate the error of closure. The calculations must bi
done by hand based on next point N and E calculated by the
program.
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rCALCULATION SHEET - ERROR OF CLOSURE - RETRIEVER SOFTWARE

ORIGIN POINT NORTHING: //U2JO. 0

UNADJUSTED NORTHING //O 2-ro0. zo

NORTHING ERROR: _,_/Y

ORIGIN POINT EASTING : __________
. 

_____

UNADJUSTED EASTING .________. ___

EASTING ERROR: .__ __ __

DISTANCE: /44.._____ A= C
B= B f
C= /. Z 'A.,

A

ERROR OF CLOSURE: / ./ 2 2 J "

This sheet is Dreparea because the current RETRIEVE? sctware
does not calculate the error of -losuve. The -alculations must be
done by hand based n next point N and E calculated by the
program.
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EVALUATION FIELD DATA

APPENDIX J7

SUN SHOT DATA

Sun shots were not taken inasmuch as the AISI instruments had already

demonstrated a capability to perform star shots. The sun shot is at a much lower

level (fourth order) than the star shot. Therefore, the question of the instruments

being able to function properly is not in doubt. Consequently, if the instruments

can perform star shots they will also perform sun shots.
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EVALUATION FIELD DATA

APPENDIX J8

STAR SHOT DATA

The data, on star shots, (polaris), are provided to demonstrate that the

instruments have the capability to perform astronomical observations. The data

reduction program used was one that performs polaris and solar reduction without

the use of an ephemeris. Observed data and data reduction outputs are as labeled.

The exercise demonstrated the capability of the AISI instruments to function

properly in a situation where "on board" lighting was a necessary requirement.

2
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I I

----- -- - - - ---- - - 5 - ----------

1--4-. ' 2.1:

. r, Z,4 9.5 5 4

ev. ~ ~ 1 -7H-1 Iq 54 12

,e.. Q-2.559 1  153,36453 22.28550

3. 450 2.605

- '::¢ ' M0N23, ! ,:95849! .3 22 360
- ~ 2~09 3:9.5 1 22.00

SO13. J P 17 15 .58098 22.34380

r. .. ,A "40.00148 22.42150
M I 159i59371 2 4011 .

- Sir. '. ,004 1 340. 1158 22.4606
!0.00019 160.00507 22.44590

I Z ir. 0, ON09-c - 40,02089 22.49370
' 1E0 00004 160,01463 22.-483FO

11 i~.20043 340,03149- !22.544
' II Pet.'. 13,:0.02 -160;02412 22.-52140[ ' ~£w, .0042 ' 340-04285 '22.5850

12 ?~. 18.0003 160.04022 21237550-

T' ' W -0 i000 37 !3-40. 0818 23.13500
.- 'ne . 179,55958? 160.07242- - 23.1-2050
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= ! rlsQts~vaion Re uc onFor Joni "STAR SHOT''!

(Usin, Hoyr- Anpie M1ethod,
D"9e 0! Obset-,aions (YYYY.MMDD): i987.06V

Az. 0 Line From N. I
Set NO Deg Min Sec

20 16 14
, 2 16 243. 20 !16 1620 16 22

-2 1 6J , 2 1
1 '20.1 16 260 

20 16 20

2" 16 22

i 6 .23
2 16 22

i 20 16 22
14 2.0' !6 25

16 20 16 24

rean Az:uth W+ Line 2' 101...
Standard Deviation Gi The Mean 1.5 Sqcona
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-EVALUATIONJFIELD DATA

APPENDIX J9

MAXIMUM RANGE DATA-

Maximum- range data are included to provide verification for the claim by the

manufacturers that their instrument will measure a distance of seven kilometers to a

specified number of prisms under excellent atmospheric conditions. In addition it

also provides information to answer the issue of maximum distance capability stated

in the requirements documents. As noted in the data provided only one instrument

met the requirement when the initial distance exercise was conducted. It was

subsequently determined that the failed instrument contained defective components

that the manufacturer had purchased as being certified for higher level of

performance. Corrective action was taken in relation to all instruments that

contained defective components. The data collected during the second exercise

show that the standard instrument was capable of meeting the maximum distance

requirement.
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AISI M--AXIMUM-RANGE TRIAL

-Date>- 7/16/87 Pressure - 745.0 Temp - 78.OF PPM 1 1
Ti-e - 12:-20 PM

Wild T-2000 & D155 
11 Prisms

HD Residual b -;I

1. 7094.345 .0002. 7094.347 +.002 0 0
3. 7094.347 .002.000004
4. 7094.345 .000 .000004
5. 7094.349 +.004 .0000166. 7094.343 -.002 .000004 7. 7094.347 +.002 .000004
8. 7094.342 -003 .000009
9. 7094.343 -.002 .000004

10. 7094.346 +.001 .000001

70943-.454 +.004 004

= 7094.3454

uIF4o000?046

n-i

71 9

t.00226
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A IST MAXIMUM RANGE TRIAL

Date 7/16/87 Pressure - 745.0 Temp 78,.0F PPM- = 1

-!Fie - 6:13 PM

Geodimeter 440 12 Prisms

Would-not measure.

16 Prisms

HD Residual V-

1. 7094.58 +.01 .0001
2. 7094.57 .00
3. 7094.57 .00
4. 7094.56 .01 .0001
5. 7094.59 +.02 .0004
6. 7094,58 +,01 .0001
7. 7094.56 -.01 .0001

8. 7094.58 +.01 .0001
9. 7094.58 +.01 .0001

10. 7094.54 -.03 .0009

- 70945.71 -.01 .0019
7094.57 +T /-M /" .__9

.1453

Instrument round to have detective components.
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-AiSt MAXIMM -RANGE_'TRIAL -(Supplemental)

-Pate;- 2/25/88, Pressur e -- 29§.8611 Hit Tesperature - 30 Degrees F
T ime- - IL0 :5 0 -AM

trial conduicted-wit h- instrument-containing replacements for
defective components-.

Geod-imeter-440 8 Prisms

SD- HD(Cal-)

1. 7099.844
2. 7099.362
3. 7099-.636
4. 7099,640
5. 7099,.636
6. 7099 --*644
7. 7099,.8634
8. 7099.633
9. 7099.833

10. 7099.657

HD

1. 7094.348
2. 7094.385
3. 7094.363
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EVALUATION FIELD DATA

APPENDIX J1O

-MISCELLANEOUS DATA

The data shown- in this appendix are provided for verification of certain

technical characteristics and for general information on selected instrument

components and capabilities. The various elements of miscellaneous data are as

labeled. Such items as data on "time to measure" are used to determine if the

instrument performance is satisfactory in comparison to the requirements documents.
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MISCELLANEOUS DATA

WILD T2000 *M2246 
3/30/87

Stadia Constant 1 = 1.00 * 100 ft.
Field of View 

line jj~ht
107 13 28.3 

107 59 55.6
108 48 30.2 

107 59 58.3 2.7

01 33 03.9 
107 59 58.4

Dbl. Ret. 
108 00 00.1 3.7

107 59 42.2

108 00 18.9 34.7

107 59 42.9

108 00 18.4 35.5

GEODINETER #69147

Stadji Constant Top/Bottom 1:100

GEOD IETER DATA
Field of View U y,t

107 15 00 
107 59 55

108 43 00 10 00 00 05

01 30 00 
107 9 so

Rot. 
107 59 5 02

108 00 14

107 59 72 46 108 00 01

108 00 04 03
18 00 14

-107 -59 36 50
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AISIMEASUREMENT TIME FIGURES

To determine the measurement time two- targets were set up and the instruments set

up and leveled. A series of angle and distance shots were made to determine the

tim elapsed from- the pushing of the button that initiated the measurement until

the results were displayed for the -operator. It was found that over the distances

of interest no appreciable difference in time resulted -at varying distances. The

following results were- obtained from the trials run:

GEODIMETER: Time for single measurement-- 6.0 sec.

Time for single measurement in continuous mode-- 1.0 see.

WILD: Time for single measurement-- 5.5 see.

Time for single measurement in continuous mode-- 1.0 see.
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EVAL.UATION FIELD DATA

APPENDIX J1l

MANUAL INPUT DATA.

-Data showing the manual -(through keyboard) input format and its raw data

structure are included to verify the fact that manual input of data is possible. This

capability is a requirement- that was verified. With this capability the transfer of

data in the data collector or the instrument, that cannot be moved electronically,

can be transferred even though it is somewhat slow and awkward. The raw data

format presents a distinctive -appearance. However, once moved to the edit file it

is not readily distinguishable-from data entered via a data-collector.
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MANUAL INPUT DATA RAW DATA

2.00!0

3 1. 000 031987. 0J! 0

-2. 0 0,i0
20. (20 00

0. 0000

3. 0000
74.5708
88, 4450
67.2400
-4. 0000

SOO. 000
0. 00
0. 0000
5.0000

85.4144
38. 5742
54. 6400
-6. 0.000

0. 000
7.0 00 0

1S5. 5750
91.0141
40. 3700
-8. 0000
40-. 00
10 - fl0of
I1.00.00
-9. 000.0
40. 0000

0.-00,00
03. 000o

11.0000

15:3. 1900
88.0 742
45. 3100

-1,2.0000
5 10. 00

01. OHIO

J13.0000

87. 5438
48. 000
- 14.0000-

89.4t12

63.8809



EDITED DATA-
.- P ...... .. .0 ...1 1 31987 o.o!;-oo, 1 31937

- 1 !i 0 2 F ' F '1 0 0 00P0 ~ -
D!. j .!.';2P '? I if 21) 21 1 !000) , 00!000 , 0.00 i %ji0 1000

-I'@3 - 1 7457K,18 -884450 L724k0 67223 147i 7457.;08i
7,? L 14 P P 1 500 500- if 0 00-0!0 1 ?0

i5 P 2 854144 885742 54640 54631 990 e54144
.-:ooJP P 2 5,0 500- 0 0 --0 0 0

,007 P 3 it,55750 91i1-41 40370 403 3 -724 1353751o
W-!0Sp PXX 3 040- 040 -10 10 00-00 10 10

-0P XX- 3 040- 040 0i 0 o0-i00 (i 0
-10 ifOP P 3 500 500 0 0f 00-00 0 0i
--.0011 P 4 1531900 880742 45310 45285 1479 1531900
!.01012P P 4 510 510 0 0 .0-00 0 0
-0013 P 5 1594236 875438 48620 48787 1779 1594236
-!.O I 4P P 5 383 383 1 0 00-00 1 0 J
-k0015 P 6 1773738 894110 63880 63879 349 1773738
-02,16P p 6 383 383 1 0 00-00 1 0
-o@017 P 7 1614204 894123 7020J, 70198 380 1814204
-I019l P 7 500 500t 0 ! 0.0J-0 0
-,0019 F 8 1875530 0921459 24580 11771 -0003320 1875570 -
-0;0il20? P P 8 5!Z0 500 0il 0 00-.10 0 141
-021 P 9 1665138 91463k; 119780 119722 -3710 1665138
-!022? P 9 500 500 f 0 I 00-!0, 0 0 Q
-0023 p I 0 1590156 894842 106410 106409 349 1590156
-0!.;f24? P 10 500 500 0 i 00-00 0 0
-0025 P 11 1560754 894645 103840 103839 40f, 1560754
-0026P P 11 500 500 0 0 00-00 0 0
-0027 P 12 1434720 894650 96560 96559 369 1434720
-002P P 12 500 500 0 0 0j0-00 0 ,f
-0029 P 13 1380056 893206 9487i 94866 769 1380056
-003OP P 13 500 500 0 0 00-00 0 0
-0031 P 14 1312144 903148 94060 94055 -870 1312144
-0032P P 14 500 500 0 0 _ 00-00, 0 if
-0033 P 15 1022954 891414 108150 108140 1439 1022954
-0034? P 15 500 500 0 0f 00-00 0
-100-75 P' 16 883036 892447 128890 128883 1320 883036
-036 P 16 500 500 0j 0 00-00 0 0
-,I037 p 17 981118 893019 176!.J70 176063 1520 981118

21:38P P' 17 500 500 0 0 0.0-00 16 [i
-0039 P 18 1111412 892850 162130 162123 1469 1111412
-240 18 500 500 0 0 00-00d 0 0
-041 P 19 1314150 902836 15751,0 157504 -1310if 1314150
-0042P P 19 500 500 0 0 00- zoo 0 0
-0043 P 20 1390330 893733 160800 160796 1050 1390330
-0044P P 20 506 500 0 0 00-00 0 0
-!i3045- PXX 21 1390330 893733 160800 160796 1050 1390330
-0.46P PXX 21 500 500 0 0 00-00 0 0
-.,!047 P 22 1-464654 894657 165990 165988 630 1464654
-0I048P P 22 500 5 00 !if 0 ,00-f00 0 0

290 15i41 ?i706 i70820 170817 -849 1514158
-lih P 23 500 500 00 00-00 00-I..,k5! P 24 1 5.3370; 9!0!56 172630C, !2!J 3 53..J

"f-0'vZo p 24 5-00 50 if if 00-00o 0 0-P10-,53 P 25 1354526 0895359 159770 0159770 0000280 1354526

00 ji54F' P 25 5001-500 00 0-000
26 153Z38 ?l 1723 !546@o, 154560 -3479 153538 215

-0056P P 26 -50r -500- 0 0i 00-00 0 0
-0057 P 27 1491836 903627 215060 215047 -2280 1491836
-0058F, P 27 500-500: 0 0 00-00 0 (
-0059 P 28 1463748 895305 21-910 21390 9 430 1463748
-0060? P 28 500 50.0 0 0 00-00 0 0



V EVALUATION- FIELD DATA

APPENDIX_ J12

TOPOGRAPHIC DATA

Data -collected, during the -conduct -of topographic exercises have been processed

and included to verify that the instruments and associated support equipment do

perform the functions -necessary in topographic surveying. The data are shown in

the various file formats used during the processing. The data are shown initially in

their raw state (as collected in the field) then in their edited format, and then in

the format necessary for interface with the computer aided design programs that

produce the plots or other outputs used in the topographic field. Included as

examples are two very basic output products of the computer aided design programs.

I Each demonstrates that the complete procedure from the collection of data in the

field to the output of a finished product is possible with the system evaluated. It

must be noted that the quality of the output is not what should be expected from

trained personnel using properly interfaced system components. The inference that

it is difficult to interface the components should not be drawn but rather that time

was not taken to set up all the parameters and conditions to produce the quality

product that would be required when the system is placed in full operation. Also

the personnel using the equipment were not trained specifically in that area but

rather had expertise in the use of computers and computer aided design programs in

a variety of applications.

2
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TOPOGRAPHIC DATA RAW DATA

"., 8C =3I 6

4,8 -=20

-i

6, 83= .

7,21=21 i

10J, 7=0I

! 8=89.5954

2.9=275.05

3,81=40

4,82=1

5. 83=2

6. 7 =74. 5722

8,9=67.25

9, 81 =50 'i

0. 82=1

!,83= 101

2. 7=85. 4256

3.--88.3956

4,9=54.65

6,82=1

n 7 = ! ,5 - . -8 42 
7k

=7, 
217

9 18= P-7.4708A



I : 83=@

4-, 7= 15?. 4318

5,=87.35.9

-9=48. 77

8 S 82=0

i 9,83=0

0, 7=177. 3642

*I, 8=89. 263

2, 9=63. 94

l3. 81 =500;

4 82=0

5,83=0

6,7=181.4334

7, 8=89..39@8

8, 9=70. 15

9, 8!=500@

2,7=187.5912

3. 8=92..@45

4, 9=84.58

[ 6,82=0

7, 83=

i 8i,7=!66. 1856

, 8-91. 3826

l) 9=1 19. 45

218

82=.



7=! 59. 22i

5. 8 =89 .......!V 6

6,-9= J6.35-

8, 82= ' 

",1,7=156. !0928

1, 8=89. :712

2,9=1 i::.88s

4, 82=,;j

5. SZ =0

7=143. 4842

7,8=88. 5808

8,9=96.57

9, 81 =500

0, 82=0

1, 83=0

2, 7=138. Si 8

.8=89. 2132

4, 9=94.96

5. 81I=500

6, 22=0 -1

7. 83=

8, 7=131.22..

?, 8--90.2!1!8

i,8=500

=02-326 ]
5. 7=82,j2.34 219



83, 2= i

2. ?=
45 ,22=

1 f8.!746

2. 9=1

-", E I =5tol'

4, E2=il

6,7=99. !212

7, 8=89. 2512

3.9= 1 76. Q7

9, 81 =5!.iO

0, 82=0

I1, 8 7,=!,;

2,7=111. 1254

7, 8=89. 222

4,9=162.12

7, -=

9,7=131.425

8, =90. 23

',9=! 57.5.3

, 81 =5:i;j

2,82=0@

3. 3 =0

4, 7= 139. s35

-, 8=89.30 56

6. 9j.8,6o._q227. 220
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E-8~9. 4054

4, E2=

6,7=151. 4146

S 1. !D 63 9

4, 9=172.27

5. 5vz

7, 87=61

il. 9=7% 9446. .73

4. 7--49.1436,

5-a901--tiI8 -

6. 9-214.,

13, 7= 146.374 2211

148=89. 475



UC
5. E3=

, S=&. 42346

B, 9=211. 97

" '.;1, 82=,.;

2, 7=138. '2i236

3, S=89.4014

84. 9=123. 32

7, 83=0~

9,8=89. 4656

0, 9=21,;18.29

' !, 8 ! 1

4, 7= 1 32. 22

5-.8=90. 29Z4

6,9=207.95

7, 81 =5 j' t

~8. 82=11

, 7=133. 4754

. 89' . -9934

, S=20. 90

222.a8=50!i

4,82=01



7. 7=11.394A

B, 9=22! 1.25

2.7-10,4. 5816

3, 8=89.3318

4, 9=237.37

5, 8 1 =50fil

6, 82=0

7.8 6 !

8, 7=94. 5918

9,8=89.34!8

1J, 9=264.41

1. 81 =5iJ0

2, 82=!,,

8,7=0t ; ;

9, 82=0I

3, 83= i

.,7=109. 3738

I, 8=89.37i6 |

37.891 =500~e
~!

2: -- ',

9.=9.16

5, e3-ei

223

7,w0;89.48!2



I
I 2.=1215342

- - -
,, i4, 3=216 1

7 . 0902

, ='Pip. 12

{ 2, 82='i

383=0

4,7=135.1934

5,S=89. 5MI44

6, 9=286. 23

7, S=.a,*

3, 92='0,

!, 7=!37. 1826

1, 8=89. 4456

2. 9=286. 5

4, B2=@C

6, 7=141. 4232

, 8=-G- 44-8

8. 9-296.95
82224

'J: 82--.;



-, -3=

S. 7=145. 4926

9. =90. 15 54

-if, 9=288. 17

1 a

2, 82=',

4,7=145. 1714

5,8=90. 5646

6, 9=342.93

7. 81 =500

8, 9 2=0

9, 83=8

-Z. 7'= 142. -3748

1, O=89. 4844

2,9=341.85

',81=500

4,82=0

5,83=

6,7=140.-4332

7.2=89.4612

2,9=339.74

9-. E 1=500J

0. 82=8!

.225

2 7=I37. 01

3,8=89. 4532



7, $3=@

-?-C89.4959

4. 7= ! 32. 4722

{I 5-39=90. 1454

I

7, 81 =500

8, 82=

09 7=12, 1 . 2258

1,8=89.5244

2.9=338.98

81 =50

4. S2=f

! 6.7=1 1!,17.'734

. 9.414

3. 9=341.47

:, -139.415

4. -98 -4. 
25

= 00, 2226



E=9. 4'2-6

-4. 9= -59.I

4,7=88. 500 @6

!,S=89. 24!

6,9=194.074

7, e=I 5.'4

9,82=

,j, 7=*79. 'Z!;144I. E2=3 . b' ;

2L,9=154.84

3,81 =50!!

4 , 82=0

5, 83=0

6, 7=135. 47!6

7,2=89.472''

3, 9=159.68

9, 81 =500

'ii, 82=!0

1, 83=0

2. 7=-229. 4906

!,9.223

4. 9=181". 91

5.81=41

6.82=

,,83-3 227

3. 8 ! 2.0.



4 9. 3

I

i 7.99=9 71 .

13

t[ :, 2=

4, ,

0 3 7= @ 5

2 128

( 5, o=9o 71

II ~ 68 !=5!

8~, E2 =,.ii

;, 7=5. a- .

2, 81 =5tgl:

I. 7., 8 4

3 8~, EI=@ii

. 5 72=57.i'

I, =.5 ,- 228
1 2,~ -=9.. 5



-. E-=0.I~4

P"PI

82-82=0

a-)3=

9,7/=90. 534

0, 8=9!.,. 5346

T. 9=84. 72

21, 31=500

4, 83=0

7.,9=12(0-56

.0. 83=0

229 1



i5-, -, 46

i 4.989.5444

S4 9=4, 45

t
7, 2-=@~

8, 8 3= E'

7=134. 4812

8=91. 43134

1,9=148.6

3 82=0

4, 93--

51 7=! 17.:046

5738

7 9=164,9!

8, 81 =500o

9, 82=!

V, 7=. ,- 2

2 39017 
9 3 4

-=

230
F v.7107. 404



7= 02.04

9. -,5 9!

4 24

-4, 83=0

j,87=9. 0'1

7.9=192.407!

1 .77E?. 2-7,

2P 1 Z .29 -3

4, S 0 to



~i8S.4216

4.,

6,0289. 4342

0, 83=0~

1,7=62.(,;)44

4.9=89. 475

7, Q=2W. 74

4, 81 =500P

6, e3=O

7761 .0436

3--=89. 31-94-

9.=57.5

-232-
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,ODE= QN'1 (JOB NUMBPER AND DATE)
INIA 1-234(JOB NUMBER)

.A= iE!0527 (DATE-DAY/ OiNTH YE...

OPT #: ELI, #:0001 02 INSTRUMENT SETUP

CODE= 02k)(INITIALIZE I NSTRUMENT AT NEW SETUP)
!NIA= 1Q@000(ADDITIVE CONSTANT FOR NORTHING) ,1
IN2A= 150b (ADDITIVE CONSTANT FOR EASTING)

NORTHING: 2. 2 50 EASTING: 102. -50 ELEVATION: lb)@. ,01D

OPT #: I BLK #:0.@@!2 MPT #:!.;J002 SED #: 2

HORIZONTAL VERTICAL SLOPE HORIZ DIFF IN SCA ADD -
CIRCLE CIRCLE DISTANCE DISTANCE HEIGHT COR CON X
35:41:44 68:57:42 54.640 54.631 0.99?' 19b ,, -

CODE- 13(BEGIN CURVED LINE SEGMENT)
INIA= 006(CENTERLINE OF ROAD)
INIE= I(LINE LOCATION IDENTIFIER)
IN2A= (WIDTH OF ROAD IN FEET)

NORTHING: 106.35 EASTING: 156.727 ELEVATION: 100.990

OPT E: i BLK #:.41013 MPT #:000 .@3 SEQ #: 3

HORIZONTAL VERTICAL SLOPE HORIZ DIFF IN SCA ADD I
CIRCLE CIRCLE DISTANCE DISTANCE HEIGHT COR CON X
135:57:50 91: 1:41 40.370 4% 363 -0.725 110 0 -
ODE= 104(POINT ON CURVED LINE SEGMENT)

TN1A= 006(CENTERLINE OF ROAD)
INI&= 1(LINE LOCATION IDENTIFIER)
IN2A= .15(WIDTH OF ROAD IN FEET)

NORTHING: 73.233 EASTING: 130. 307 ELEVATION: 99.275

OPT #: BLI/ #:0004 MPT #:0004 SEQ #: 4

HORIZONTAL VERTICAL SLOPE HORIZ DIFF IN SCA ADD I
CIRCLE CIRCLE DISTANCE DISTANCE HEIGHT COR CON X

153:19: if 88: 7:42 45.310 45.285 1.479 12 10 1.1,-

'ODE= I5END- CUR ED LlNE SEGMENT)
INIA= 006(CENTERLINE OF ROAD)

I-(LINE LOCATION IDENTIFIER)
iN2A -  .15(WIDTH OF ROAD IN FEET)

NORTHING: 61.72-5 EASTING 122.586 ELEVATION: V.1. 479
---------------------------------

I- : I BLK #:09915 MPT #:-.,005 SEQ #: 5 239

rQRI-:ONTAL VERTICAL SLOPE HORIZ DIFF IN SCA ADD I
-IRCLE CIRCLE -DISTANCE DISTANCE HEIGHT COR CON X

iz.4- 36 97:54:38 48.8 2 0 48.7E7 1.771 ?
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